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Is there a relationship between science and happiness and, if so, what is it? 

Clearly, since the Enlightenment, science has increased life expectancy and bodily 

comfort. Is this happiness, or do humans long for something more? To examine these 

questions, I investigate the works of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Specifically, I focus on 

the Discourses and the Emile, as he states in the Confessions that these works form a 

whole statement concerning the natural goodness of man. I agree with the literature that 

finds happiness, for Rousseau, is a sentiment one experiences when their faculties 

correspond to their desires, as this produces wholeness. In this dissertation, I find a 

form of modern science is necessary for humans to experience higher forms of 

happiness. This form of science is rooted in utility of the individual. To fully explain this 

finding, I begin with Rousseau's concept of being. By nature, our being experiences a 

low form of wholeness. I show Rousseau's investigation of being exposes a catch-22 

situation for developing it to experience higher forms of wholeness. While freedom 

allows us to develop reason and judgment, we need reason and judgment to properly 

direct our freedom to perfect our individual being. I then show how three different types 

of tutors and educators, which include a scientific education, are directed by the single 

goal of maintaining wholeness in Emile's being so he can achieve the happiness of 

romantic love. Finally, I find that Emile's scientific education is an elaboration of the First 

Discourse and that his relationship with science, even from birth, plays a critical role for 

achieving romantic love in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Why Study Rousseau on Science, Education, and Happiness 

At the heart of the modern Enlightenment project stands science and its relation 

to the improvement of life. The comforts and extension of physical life this project has 

produced cannot be denied. For example, a report from the National Institute of Aging 

finds life expectancy has increased around 48% to 66% in countries that embrace this 

project since the turn of the 20th Century (Suzman and Beard 2011). But does 

increasing the average life expectancy and providing comforts improve life? To ask this 

question in another way, does a relationship exist between modern science and 

happiness? If so, what is the place of politics in this relationship? This dissertation is 

driven by these questions through examining the thought of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 

Before outlining how this dissertation engages with these questions, I want to 

explain what makes examining Rousseau’s thoughts regarding modern science, 

education, and happiness worthwhile. Why should a political scientist – or anyone for 

that matter – look to Rousseau for help in investigating these questions? If he has a 

consistent system, and is only explaining his thought in different ways throughout his 

works, then the verdict seems apparent: the sciences, and our education in them, do 

not make us happy. His first major publication, the Discourse on the Sciences and Arts 

finds the sciences of the enlightenment are a corrupting force. If not the first philosophic 

critique of the enlightenment, Rousseau is at least the first to philosophically question 

the sciences of the enlightenment and their effects on happiness (Garrard 2003; Melzer 

1996). It seems, therefore, any study of Rousseau’s thought is destined to conclude that 
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modern science does not provide for the relief of our estate. If this is so, then politics 

needs to do everything in its power to prevent science from interfering in political life. 

The suggestion is I would be much happier as a citizen of Sparta than in my current 

situation. 

Rousseau, however, does not draw the conclusion that modern science is simply 

and in every way harmful. His critique of the enlightenment exposes that modern 

science has a complicated relationship with happiness. It can assist in providing 

happiness or it can cause us to be miserable. The relationship between modern science 

and our happiness lacks a simple casual mechanism; it depends on a number of 

factors. For Rousseau, these factors are the strength/greatness of an individual’s being, 

the type of wholeness their being is trying to attain, and if the education provided for that 

individual’s being matches these previous two factors. 

Before continuing, I want to stop to explain the abstract idea of “being.” 

Throughout the dissertation, I do my best to continue to provide explanations 

concerning this idea. My hope is by explaining this abstraction now it will assist the 

reader in understanding my thought. Rousseau, I argue, thinks all sentient things have a 

being; we are born with it (Emile 1979, 60). That being is the internal component that 

contains our faculties and desires. By nature, the beings of animals and humans contain 

and act upon the innate faculties and desires of self-preservation and pity (Second 

Discourse 1992, 14-15).1 A human’s being, however, also innately contains freedom 

                                                 
1
 Rousseau says we have two principles that are prior to reason, “of which one interests us ardently in our 

well-being and our self-preservation, and the other inspires in us a natural repugnance to see any 
sensitive Being perish or suffer, principally those like ourselves” (Second Discourse 1992, 15). He seems 
to presents us three principles prior to reason. These are self-preservation, well-being, and pity (i.e. 
natural repugnance). We are left to wonder if self-preservation and well-being are one principle together, 
two separate principles, or if one provides for the other. 
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and perfectibility. This means there are a number of faculties and desires that we do not 

have at birth but can be developed. Language, memory, reason, judgment, imagination, 

will, morality, love, justice, courage, and more can all become part of our being. They 

must, however, be developed. Perhaps most importantly, we lack the faculty of 

consciousness by nature (Cooper 1999, 9-11; Masters 1997, 124). Unlike religious 

                                                                                                                                                             
Allan Bloom suggests the latter of these options: “When Rousseau says that man is by nature good, he 
means that man, concerned only with his own well-being, does not naturally have to compete with other 
men (scarcity is primarily a result of extended desire), nor does he care for their opinions (and, hence, he 
does not need to try to force them to respect him)” (Bloom 1979, 14). Through our desires of self-
preservation and pity, we do not compete with others nor care for their opinions. It seems, therefore, that 
self-preservation and pity are the two principles prior to reason that provide for our well-being.  
I agree with Bloom (1979) but want to suggest what makes well-being such a difficult topic. My 
suggestion is that well-being is a moving target for humans. In the case of the natural human, well-being 
is essentially self-preservation, as our pity assists in self-preservation but self-preservation is the superior 
desire. 
Amour de soi produces well-being in animals and natural humans through achieving preservation: “Love 
of oneself is a natural sentiment which inclines every animal to watch over its own preservation” (Second 
Discourse 1992, 91). Love of oneself, which is amour de soi, produces our sentiments for self-
preservation and natural repugnance (Emile 1979, 235). For an animal or natural human, self-
preservation is well-being. Humans, however, also have the innate faculty of freedom (Second Discourse 
1992, 25-26). Through the use of freedom, we can expand what well-being is. Faculties and sentiments 
such as reason, morality, duty, and love can become part of well-being. In this way, self-preservation 
becomes necessary for well-being but is not sufficient.  
We can see this idea in the Second Discourse and Emile. In summarizing the evolution of humans from 
their natural to savage state, Rousseau says preservation was the first care for natural humans (Second 
Discourse, 43). Upon further developments, such as superiority from animals (Second Discourse 1992, 
44), Rousseau finds mere self-preservation no longer moves us. Instead, experience has taught us, “that 
love of well-being is the sole motive of human action” (Second Discourse 1992, 45). The key difference 
here is that by nature man acted for his preservation. Through achieving this, man experienced his well-
being. Man, however, through these experiences also discovered some things were better for his well-
being than others. Upon exercising freedom, well-being becomes a choice instead of a mechanical 
desire. 
The Emile repeats this idea: “Therefore, we have to love ourselves to preserve ourselves; and it follows 
immediately from the same sentiment that we love what preserves us. Every child is attached to his 
nurse…At first this attachment is purely mechanical. What fosters the well-being of an individual attracts 
him; what harms him repels him. This is merely a blind instinct” (Emile 1979, 213 my emphasis). At birth, 
a purely mechanical blind instinct for preservation is what fosters our well-being. Self-preservation is our 
well-being at this stage of life. As shown in Book II, Emile’s first desires, relation to others, studies, are 
interests his desires for his preservation (Emile 1979, 80; 85; 125; 134) Experience, which is connected to 
well-being, has not taught Emile how to avoid dying from hunger; pleasure is in the instrument that 
provides for his preservation (Emile 1979, 151).  
During childhood, Emile knows his preservation while others know his well-being: “He is only subject to 
others by virtue of his needs, and because they see better than he does what is useful to him, what can 
contribute to, or be harmful to, his preservation” (Emile 1979, 85 my emphasis). Usefulness, as distinct 
from necessity for preservation, is not introduced to Emile as an idea until Book III (Emile 1979, 167; 178-
79). It is here that Rousseau speaks of Emile coming to understand what his well-being is and how this 
differs from the necessity of preservation (Emile 1979, 177; 192). 
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teachings, such as Christianity, we do not have a conscience or morality that is active 

within us at birth. 

Rousseau groups a human’s innate faculties and desires into two categories; life 

and freedom (Second Discourse 1992, 59; cf. 56). Life consists of self-preservation and 

pity, whereas freedom consists of itself and perfectibility. Due to our desires and 

faculties of these latter elements, a human’s being can extend itself outward. For 

example, our being can animate things that are not alive, even ascribing “will” to them. 

When we stub our toe on the corner of the table, we get angry at the table. It has 

“caused” an injustice by causing me pain. The table, however, has done nothing. I am 

the one responsible for stubbing my toe. Furthermore, and more complicated, our being 

can exist in others. By becoming aware that other humans judge us, we begin to live in 

our perception of the opinion we think they hold of us. We want them to love us as much 

as we love ourselves. This is amour-propre (Emile 1979, 92-93; 214-15; Second 

Discourse 1992, 47-48; 66; 91-92).  

Freedom allows our being to take on a number of dimensions. I call this the 

multicolor cloak of being. We can exist as a being that is simple or compound; solitary 

or social; passive or active; simple or thinking; moral or immoral; isolated or political; 

sensitive; feeling; and/or loving. What being we are ought to develop into, the 

perfectibility that resides in our being, is determined by the principle of happiness. For 

Rousseau, happiness occurs when our faculties correspond to our desires. At this 

moment we experience happiness, which he also labels with the term “sentiment of 

existence.”  
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Animals, because they lack freedom and perfectibility, can only experience one 

type of happiness. This is the physical happiness of meeting their faculties and desires 

of self-preservation and pity. Natural humans, if they existed in a vacuum, would also 

only have this type of happiness. Due to our freedom and perfectibility, however, we 

almost instantly begin to develop other faculties and desires in our being. If we can keep 

our faculties and desires in harmony, we will retain the wholeness that nature has 

created in all sentient things. Achieving this is extremely difficult. Lacking a guide for 

perfection, it is only under the most amazing luck that an individual human will be able 

to perfect themselves; this is why Rousseau moves away from self-perfection to 

perfectibility in the Second Discourse (1992, 26; cf. pp. 26; 32; 42 concerning 

perfectibility). 

Maintaining the harmony between our faculties and desires, as we develop them, 

is difficult. If we can achieve this, however, we can experience a greater sentiment of 

existence than animals and natural humans. Rousseau must argue that happiness 

through romantic love, which requires that we are sentimental and feeling beings, is 

greater than the happiness of physical love, which does not require these faculties and 

desires: “The one light Rousseau sees leading form real civilized man to the ideal of 

cultured man is the simple fact of love, a thing rare but not impossible, where the 

sweetest inclinations join the noblest aspirations and even sacrifices…the unity of man 

on a high level, his acquired faculties enhancing him rather than dividing him, would be 

the result” (Bloom 1993, 56). There is no overall telos, or end, for humans then. Nature 

makes inequalities in our being with regards to health, bodily strength, and the qualities 

of the mind or soul (Second Discourse 1992, 18). These natural inequalities suggest 
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that retaining harmony between our faculties and desires as we develop them is most 

often an individual experience.2 Thus, there are many forms of happiness that the 

individual can experience.  

In summary, our being is our faculties and desires. All sentient things are born 

with a being. Innately, a human’s being contains self-preservation, pity, freedom, and 

perfectibility. To be happy, we need our faculties to correspond to our desires, as this 

creates harmony, unity, and wholeness within us. Due to freedom, a human’s faculties 

and desires are not fixed. This allows us to experience greater forms of wholeness than 

we innately experience. If we, however, do not maintain or develop our faculties to 

equally correspond to our desires then we will experience unhappiness. While these 

principles are true for all sentient beings, since there is natural inequality the particulars 

of achieving these principles can differ among individuals, which makes perfecting a 

being a very hard and unlikely achievement. 

Returning now to what makes examining Rousseau’s thoughts regarding modern 

science, education, and happiness worthwhile to study, I argue there is a difference 

between modern science and the science of the enlightenment in his works. Modern 

science is the science proposed by the philosophies of Bacon and René Descartes.3 

                                                 
2
 I state “most often” instead of “will” because the other way to we can achieve harmony is through 

becoming a citizen. By removing our natural inequalities through a process of a denaturing, we can 
produce a different type of harmony than is examined within this dissertation. 
3
 I also recognize that Niccolò Machiavelli is part of modern science. Machiavelli is unlike Bacon and 

Descartes, however, because he only studies politics through modern science. Bacon and Descartes’ 
projects differ because they use modern science to study all of nature; including politics. While I refer to 
the science of these three – and their followers – as modern, some of the fundamental assumptions and 
objectives of modern science have been known since ancient Greece and by Socrates himself (Sebell 
2016, 11-12). Specifically, pre-Socratic science and modern science seek to explain human behavior in 
material or efficient causes and both deny the accounts that an end or values are driving human behavior 
(Sebell 2016, 11).Furthermore, the foundational assumption that the world has a first, necessary, and 
eternal cause that is material and is fixed/lacks freedom exists in both pre-Socratic and modern science 
(Sebell 2016, chapter 2 – especially pp. 36-37 and 39-40). While pre-Socratic and modern science shares 
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While it has followers, such as Isaac Newton, it is not intended as a field for all to 

engage at the level of this genius. Becoming a scientist is not meant for all; it is an 

aristocratic endeavor. The Enlightenment misunderstands the role of science. Science 

is good for us if it is rooted in our utility. Enlightenment science, at least partially, roots 

the value of science through the opinion of others instead of by the individual’s utility. By 

having the comments of the reviewer, or the public at-large, determine the value of 

scientific endeavors, we no longer determine the value of our scientific endeavors by 

our utility alone. This leads us to experience unhappiness, as envy, jealousy, and vanity 

will, at time, motivate those we engage with and even possibly ourselves. These 

motives take us away from the utility gained through science as we no longer engaged 

in science for our own utility. Instead, science becomes a vehicle for us to satisfy our 

amour-propre. Thus, while the Enlightenment claims to be the same as – or an 

extension of – Bacon’s project, its science is different from modern science. Most 

importantly, the two differ due to the motivations of those engaged in science. Those 

engaged in modern science want to understand nature as it is; not as they want it to be. 

These scientists want to know the truth as far as is possible for their own well-being.4 

Those engaging in the science of the enlightenment may tout these same ideals in 

public. In reality, however, they care for their own vanity and amour-propre more than 

the truth. Thus, these individuals are not scientists; instead, they are intellectuals. As 

Rousseau argues, – in the First Discourse and his other works – while the intellectuals 

                                                                                                                                                             
these foundations, it is not till Machiavelli, Bacon, and Descartes that a science with these assumptions 
and objectives is fully unleashed on the study of politics. 
4
 It is possible to both investigate the true relations of things while directing it towards one’s well-being. As 

Rousseau says, “The surest means of raising oneself above the prejudices and ordering one’s judgments 
about true relations of things is to put oneself in the place of an isolated man and to judge everything as 
this man himself ought to judge of it with respect to his own utility” (Emile 1979, 185). Understanding the 
true relations of nature can be done with respect to one’s own utility. While Emile is not likely to achieve 
this (Emile 1979, 184-85) it does not mean it is impossible for those destined by nature to be scientists. 
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of the enlightenment may claim to be the heirs of modern science, modern science and 

the enlightenment are not the same.  

 It is appropriate to study Rousseau, therefore, to see what makes the science of 

the enlightenment harmful within our education and happiness. Furthermore, seeing a 

difference between the enlightenment and modern science, we must see if there is an 

education in the modern sciences that can lead us to happiness. Finally, it is important 

to investigate if Rousseau’s thought regarding science, education, and happiness is 

novel, or if he is trying to recover something from past political philosophers. Rousseau 

does not reject Hobbes’ premise that self-preservation is the natural state of humans 

(Bloom 1979, 14). His thought is novel, however, because he is more committed to this 

premise than his predecessor: “Rousseau deviates from Hobbes because he accepts 

Hobbes’s premise; Hobbes is grossly inconsistent because, on the one hand, he denies 

that man is by nature social and, on the other hand, he tries to establish character of 

natural man by referring to his experience of men which is the experience of social man” 

(Strauss 1953, 268). While this makes Rousseau’s thought novel, he also is attempting 

to revive eros from the ancients: “Rousseau’s intention is to create longing in the soul of 

man…Rousseau tries to construct eros. Eros is a word I try not to use in relation to 

modern writers, for none of them can consistently assert that the longing for the ideal is 

what sexual desire is really all about. They have to fabricate eros with ‘the stuff dreams 

are made on’” (Bloom 1993, 62). Rousseau is trying to recover a higher meaning for 

humans, a way we ought to be, built on the way we are. While he dedicated to the 

modern premise, he attempts to recover an ancient part of what it means to be human. 
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Thus, we have to study his thought to see if he is producing a new project or trying to 

revive the ancients, as far as they can be, on what he thinks is solid ground. 

While this dissertation incorporates the First and Second Discourse5 into its 

interpretation, the main text focused upon is Emile: or On Education. Rousseau 

identifies the Emile as one of the three texts explaining his philosophic system 

concerning the natural goodness of man:  

Oh Sir, if I had ever been able to write a quarter of what I saw and felt under that tree, how clearly 
I would have made all the contradictions of the social system seen, with what strength I would 
have exposed all the abuses of our institutions, with what simplicity I would have demonstrated 
that man is naturally good and that it is from these institutions alone that men become wicked. 
Everything that I was able to retain of these crowds of great truths which illuminated me under 
that tree in a quarter of an hour has been weakly scattered about in my three principal writings, 
namely the first discourse, the one on inequality, and the treaties on education, which three works 
are inseparable and together form the same whole (Confessions 1995, 575). 

 
The First Discourse, the Second Discourse, and the Emile form a whole statement for 

Rousseau. I argue, however, that Emile is the most complete statement of these three; 

yet, it cannot be separated from the discourses. Thus, I incorporate these works to 

show how the Emile develops ideas first introduced in the discourses and how the 

discourses are required to fully understand Rousseau’s thought in the Emile.  

 Most importantly, for this dissertation, in the First Discourse Rousseau shows 

science can be good or bad for man. He, however, does not explain how a man should 

engage with science to benefit his well-being (Campbell and Scott 2005). Instead, the 

parting message of the First Discourse is for ordinary minds to avoid science. The Emile 

demonstrates in more detail Rousseau’s thoughts concerning why the science of the 

enlightenment is bad for our well-being. Emile’s education, however, provides a 

teaching for how a human can engage in modern science for their well-being. Emile is 

                                                 
5
 I refer to Rousseau’s Discourse on the Sciences and Arts as the First Discourse and his Discourse on 

the Origins and Foundations of Inequality among Men as the Second Discourse within the text. 
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not a scientist or philosopher. Instead, he is an “ordinary mind” (Emile 1979, 245). His 

education provides guidance for the healthy relationship between an “ordinary mind” 

and modern science. Finally, understanding his readers can never be educated like 

Emile,6 Rousseau indicates ways to produce a healthier science for the rest of men. 

While a few have examined the bad scientists and the Emile’s scientific education, to 

my knowledge, no one has recognized Rousseau’s ideas to reform science are to bring 

benefit to the rest of society. This interpretation has been missed because it requires us 

to understand Rousseau’s concept of being, the differences between types of tutors – 

that of the master, preceptor, and governor – necessary for a proper education, and 

what makes these types of tutors beneficial or harmful towards our well-being.  

Thus, this dissertation proceeds with four substantive chapters. In chapter two, I 

provide the argument that being is a fundamental idea within Rousseau’s thought; not 

just subsequent to it (see Velkley 2002 for a discussion of the idea after Rousseau). I 

further develop the work of Eve Grace (2001). I provide additional evidence that being is 

not the sentiment of existence (Cooper 2004) but is its own concept. Through exposing 

the multicolor cloak of our being, I argue Emile experiences three “second periods” 

during his education. A “second period” is a major transition in the type of being we are. 

All humans start as infants but how far a human will develop cannot be known at birth. 

Thus, what represents our “second period” of life is a moving target. Interpreters since 

Kant recognize Emile has two births or puberties; one natural and the other social 

                                                 
6
 Kelly (1997) argues the Emile, as a whole, is not a practical plan for education. Thus, Rousseau’s 

readers cannot be expected to raise their children to be Emiles; instead Emile becomes a hero for us like 
Robinson Crusoe is a hero for Emile (Kelly 1997, 364). Emile sets an example for imitation that will make 
us healthier. As such, portions of the Emile may be possible although the entire work is not. Furthermore, 
anyone reading Emile can never be an Emile. To be Emile, one must be educated in a way that would not 
include reading Emile. As such, those who read Emile can learn from Emile’s example but cannot be him. 
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(Bloom 1993, 55). While I agree with this, I show the “first birth” contains more than one 

period of life. Through this, I am able to show how Emile’s development mirrors the 

development of humans in the Second Discourse; although Emile’s development is 

guided by perfectibility whereas that of the humans of the Second Discourse is not. 

The third chapter explains what Rousseau thinks exists innately in the beings of 

all humans. To support my argument that these innate faculties and desires are self-

preservation/well-being, pity, freedom, and perfectibility, I begin the chapter by retracing 

how Rousseau comes to know our innate and internal being. This requires me to 

examine what he means by the idea of “active” or “the active principle” and the “internal 

sense,” as he states we need to make our internal sense active to be able to judge our 

internal being. I argue the internal sense is reason instead of sentiment and that active 

principle is the connection of freedom to judgment to produce a healthy judgment that 

sees true relationships. My analysis develops the literature concerning the roles of the 

active principle and judgment in Rousseau’s thought (Ake 1967; Bloch 1979; Dowling 

2007; Fain 2010; Hanley 2010; Schaeffer 2014). In addition, this chapter sets up the 

paradoxical problem of happiness for humans. While our freedom allows us to 

experience a greater happiness than we can innately, lacking an understanding of 

perfectibility causes almost all of us to use our freedom to corrupt the wholeness that 

we inherit from nature. Thus, the problem of happiness is uniquely a human problem but 

one that can be resolved through education. 

In the fourth chapter, therefore, I turn to focus on the education of an ordinary 

mind to achieve happiness. My thesis is the healthy tutor sequentially takes on three 

different roles to properly develop Emile’s faculties and desires to experience happiness 
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through romantic love. The tutor, therefore, is a far more complicated character than 

previously recognized. As a “governor” he provides an education from nature, as a 

“master” he provides teachings of things, and as a “preceptor” he provides instruction 

concerning humans. These three types of tutors, educations, and sources of learning 

correspond perfectly to the various “second periods” of Emile’s being that were 

examined in the second chapter. In addition to showing how the healthy tutor takes on 

multiple roles, I show that unhealthy versions of all these roles also exist. My 

interpretation in this chapter is important because it shows we must be careful when 

interpreting the tutor within Rousseau’s overall thought. I show how my interpretation 

resolves the different understandings of property in Emile’s education and the Second 

Discourse.7 Emile’s education concerning property comes from a governor who 

provides a “negative” education proper for a natural human. Rousseau’s analysis of 

property in the Second Discourse occurs when men are entering society. Humans who 

enter society will have faculties and desires such as amour-propre, love, imagination, 

reason, and more. Property is taught to these humans, therefore, through these 

faculties and by a preceptor rather than a governor. 

These chapters allow me to fully investigate the role of science in producing 

happiness during the final substantive chapter. I argue that, for all humans, utility must 

be the guide so that science will increase our well-being and happiness. To show this 

principle is true for all humans, I compare the Emile to the First Discourse. I find an 

ordinary mind and a scientific genius both engage in the same method of science. This 

is a self-discovery concerning the relationship of things that improves the utility of the 

                                                 
7
 Dr. Christopher Kelly alerted a group of us to this paradox during a 2016 Jack Miller Center Summer 

Institute.  
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individual. The difference between the two is the genius is able to engage in this study 

without someone else guiding their education while an ordinary mind requires a guide. 

This guide manipulates the situations the individual experiences so he perfects their 

faculties and desires as far as is possible. I then show that while Emile’s scientific 

education is explicitly a theme for his happiness in Book III, the relationship between 

science and happiness exists through the entire work. In Book I, Emile is not allowed to 

see a doctor because it would prematurely alert him to his mortality. This would destroy 

the possibility for him to develop the moral courage that is necessary to fall in love with 

Sophie, which he must do to achieve happiness through romantic love. I show how 

Rousseau’s concern for courage in Book I ties directly to Emile’s happiness through 

romantic love that is achieved in Book V.  

As a whole, these chapters provide political scientists with an interpretation 

regarding the relationship between modern science and happiness in Rousseau’s 

thought. I had intended for there to be a fifth substantive chapter that would directly 

tackle my other question; what is the place of politics concerning modern science and 

happiness? Due to necessity, I ran out of time to complete this extremely important 

chapter.  

In the conclusion, however, I offer some preliminary insights concerning what my 

dissertation means for politics. I suggest Rousseau thinks there is a way for modern 

science to increase our happiness both at a societal- and individual-level. For science to 

increase our happiness as a society, we would require a scientific genius to turn away 

from the heavens. This would require some force, through politics, to awaken their 

desires to study human nature. Having developed their faculties through science, they 
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will now apply these to questions concerning human nature, our duties, and our ends 

(First Discourse 1992, 4). In essence, we need philosopher-kings. Given that this is 

unlikely for a number of reasons, I examine ways Rousseau thinks science can increase 

happiness at the individual-level in liberal societies. How science makes us happy as 

individuals, however, depends on the faculties with which nature has endowed us and 

what type of tutor we have. Thus, the manner in which science increases the happiness 

of a genius compared to an ordinary mind differs, as will its influence on the ordinary 

mind that has a healthy tutor and one that does not.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BEING IN ROUSSEAU’S THOUGHT: A SYSTEM IN THE DISCOURSES AND EMILE 

2.1  Introduction 

As discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, I argue the concept of 

“being” is a fundamental idea to understand Rousseau’s thought. The most extensive 

discussion of this idea comes from Eve Grace (2001). She and I argue that our faculties 

and desires are what comprise our being. We, therefore, differ from the literature that 

argues being and sentiment existence are synonymous. As we argue, when we develop 

perfect equality between our being and existence we experience our sentiment of 

existence (Emile 1979, 80; Grace 2001). This experience is happiness in Rousseau’s 

thought. The current chapter explains the concepts and relationship between being, 

sentiment of existence, and happiness in his thought.  This chapter, therefore, examines 

elements of Rousseau’s philosophy to illustrate why these topics are of political 

importance. Furthermore, I introduce and explain other important ideas within 

Rousseau’s thought that will be necessary for future chapters, such as amour de soi 

and amour-propre. 

2.2  A Single Happiness in Divided Circumstances 

While understanding what happiness is and how to achieve it is important for 

Rousseau and his thought, his understanding is not clearly communicated. This is 

because he is one of many authors in the history of political philosophy to write 

esoterically – the practice of writing “between the lines” within a text in order to 

communicate to multiple audiences safely at once (Melzer 2014). Rousseau differs from 

many of these esoteric authors, however, as he constantly paints a picture with his 
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words (Kelly 1987, 330-31; Scott 2012). Through presenting his ideas visually, 

Rousseau attempts to communicate the way he sees and feels the truth of human 

nature to his attentive audience (Confessions 1995, 575). Thus, to understand what 

Rousseau thinks happiness is we must pay attention to how sees the world. 

Rousseau constantly asks his reader see his thought, as the word “see” appears 

over 500 times in the Emile. Most notably, Rousseau wants us to see what causes 

humans to leave the path of nature, as happiness exists prior to the corruption of our 

nature (Emile 1979, 39). One of the major steps away from nature is the development of 

amour-propre: “Once we know the principle [amour-propre], we see clearly the point 

where one leaves the path of nature. Let us see what must be done to stay on it” (Emile 

1979, 68). Amour-propre is one of two forms of self-love; amour de soi being the other. 

As explained by Laurence D. Cooper, “One of the most celebrated features of 

Rousseau’s thought is his distinction between two basic variants of self-love: amour de 

soi, which is absolute and thus indifferent to one’s social standing, and amour-propre, 

which is relative and thus deeply concerned with one’s standing” (1998, 663). Amour de 

soi, therefore, is similar to our idea of self-esteem. It is a love of oneself, by oneself, 

without relating oneself to anyone else. Amour-propre, however, can only exist when an 

individual judges themselves in relation to another. Wanting to be loved, amour-propre 

drives us to be celebrated as the best musician, teacher, journalist, aerospace engineer, 

or political scientist when compared to others.  

Amour-propre is problematic for numerous reasons, in the thought of Rousseau. 

First, it is possible one is the best dancer, but there is no guarantee others will 

recognize what the best dancer looks like. Furthermore, while one may be excel in an 
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activity that has high utility – such as farming – a society may not praise such activities. 

Both of these issues relate to taste. Finally, amour-propre is problematic because 

another way of satisfying it is to devalue your competitors. Through gossip, 

backstabbing, insincerity, and other methods, Rousseau shows we will drag others 

down in an attempt to satisfy our amour-propre. Thus, while amour de soi and amour-

propre are forms of self-love, they are very different.8  

Rousseau wants us to see what is required to stay on the path of nature because 

the Emile is an attempt to find if a human can have happiness in a corrupt society. In 

order to achieve this goal, Rousseau thinks a human has to attain the “double object” as 

a single object (Emile 1979, 41). The double object is the tension of achieving 

happiness for, “a man raised uniquely for himself” but who will also be sociable. While 

Rousseau maintains one idea of happiness, how this idea manifests itself depends on 

circumstances. The happiness of the natural individual, therefore, is different from that 

of a healthy citizen.  

The achievement of happiness for these types of individuals is most fully 

examined in the Second Discourse and the Social Contract.9 A full interpretation of 

Rousseau’s thoughts regarding happiness requires greater detail than this dissertation 

                                                 
8
 For a further discussion concerning  the topics of amour de soi and amour-propre see Cooper (1998), 

Kolodny (2010), Landrum (2014), McLendon (2003; 2009), and Rousseau’s Second Discourse (e.g. Note 
II). 
9
 As previously stated, Rousseau identifies his two discourses and the Emile as forming an inseparable 

and whole explanation of his system regarding the natural goodness of man. The Social Contract appears 
to be a work explaining the citizen, civic life, and politics with regards to Rousseau’s philosophy. The 
citizen, however, is the “denatured man” (Emile 39-40). Therefore, while the Social Contract is part of 
Rousseau’s system of thought, it does not address the natural goodness of man. As such, this 
dissertation does not engage with the Social Contract. Instead, it engages with Rousseau’s discussion of 
citizens, civic life, and politics as presented in the two discourses and the Emile. 
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can give.10 For now, however, a brief summary can explain happiness, the double 

object, and the unique idea of Emile in Rousseau’s thought.  

In all his works, Rousseau finds happiness exists when a human preserves or 

attains wholeness in themselves. This wholeness exists when a human’s desires 

corresponds to their abilities. While what constitutes happiness for natural humans 

(explained in detailed in the Second Discourse) differs from the happiness of healthy 

citizens (explained in the greatest detail in the Social Contract), the concept of 

happiness as wholeness remains the same (Melzer 1990).  

For natural humans, happiness comes from within themselves. The natural 

human only has physical desires, – such as hunger, thirst, and sleep – which nature has 

given them the abilities to satisfy (Second Discourse 1992, 27; 34). Having the abilities 

that achieve but do not go beyond their desires, a natural human is satisfied11 through 

achieving their self-preservation (Second Discourse 1992, 28; 43). These individuals 

are whole in their amour de soi. 

Upon awakening their amour-propre, however, humans begin to find their 

happiness outside of themselves. Amour de soi is no longer enough for happiness; we 

require the love of others. In order to be happy, we desire the love of others as we love 

ourselves. How are humans to attain wholeness/happiness when their desire extends 

beyond their own control? One solution Rousseau proposes is the denatured man; the 

healthy citizen within a healthy society. If we artificially construct a society, we can 

produce an environment where our individual identity is extinguished by our social 

                                                 
10

 See Alexandre Provencher-Gravel’s (2008) dissertation entitled The Ambiguities of Rousseau’s 
Conception of Happiness for a more comprehensive interpretation. 
11

 Later in this chapter, I will discuss the concept of the sentiment of existence in Rousseau’s thought. 
The harmony between our abilities/faculties and desires, I argue, is in existence what the sentiment of 
existence is. 
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identity. In this way, the healthy citizen identifies their amour de soi only through amour-

propre. By collapsing amour de soi into amour-propre, we are able to artificially replicate 

the wholeness producing the happiness of natural man. 

While what leads us to happiness – achieving wholeness – remains the same for 

the natural and civic human, the lives of these types of humans are at odds with each 

other. Rousseau formulates the paradox beginning in the Second Discourse, 

concerning happiness for humans, explicitly in the Emile:  

Natural man is entirely for himself. He is numerical unity, the absolute whole which is relative only 
to itself or its kind. Civil man is only a fractional unity dependent on the denominator; his value is 
determined by his relation to the whole, which is the social body. Good social institutions are 
those that best know how to denature man to take his absolute existence from him in order to 
give him a relative one and transport the I into the common unity, which the result that each 
individual believes himself no longer one but a part of the unity and no longer feels except with in 
the whole (Emile 1979, 39-40). 

 
The natural and civic human cannot be the same. Whereas the natural human is self-

sufficient, the civic human depends entirely on others. Thus, it seems humans – if they 

want to be happy – have to choose one or another type of life. This choice is either 

being for oneself or being entirely for others. Only through these paths can amour de soi 

or amour-propre achieve unity. 

 This apparent choice to form wholeness is the double object. The Emile asks the 

question, is the double object necessary. Rousseau wonders if the picture of the “wholly 

formed” man, Emile, is able to remove the contradiction of the double object (Emile 

1979, 41). Is it possible to show both amour de soi and amour-propre can be satisfied 

without having one extinguish the other?  

The project, therefore, begins with creating a human according to a natural 

education; the human satisfied by their amour de soi. While an individual completing 

this education, which is no easy matter, achieves a type of wholeness and happiness, 
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Rousseau continues educating Emile. This continuing or second education is the 

development of Emile’s amour-propre in an unhealthy society. Emile must become 

social in an unhealthy society, as the healthy society is the one that extinguishes amour 

de soi in favor of amour-propre. If the double object can be overcome, it will have to be 

done so in a society where amour-propre and amour de soi both exist. Since the healthy 

society collapses amour de soi into amour-propre, the double object can only exist in 

the unleash society. 

Furthermore, although amour-propre is a deviation from the wholeness of natural 

humans, it germinates from our natural needs and nature (Emile 1979, 92-93; 208; 

235). In this manner, amour-propre is part of human nature. As I will show, the natural 

man – due to our nature – is an unstable position for humanity. As such, humans are 

destined to have their amour-propre awaken. What is critical for Rousseau to overcome 

the double object, therefore, is that the human receiving the natural education be 

brought into society at the right time and in the correct manner, as to properly awaken 

and develop their amour-propre in relation to our amour de soi. Thus, Rousseau invites 

us to see if there is a human that can overcome the double object, as this is a problem 

humanity faces by our nature if we want to experience romantic love. In this way, 

Rousseau uses images in order to explain amour-propre, among other facets of human 

nature, to see if we can produce happiness within a human in a corrupt society; an 

individual that is neither simply natural nor civic. 

2.3 What Being is in Rousseau’s Thought  

An examination of being in Rousseau’s thought appears more fitting for the 

subject of philosophy than political theory. Yet, this project started by asking if 
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Rousseau thinks modern science can provide for the relief of our estate. Rousseau, I 

think, understands relief of our estate as an estate where we are happy. As I have 

already suggested, Rousseau finds we are happy when our faculties are able to achieve 

all our desires. But where do our faculties and desires reside? According to Rousseau, 

these reside within an individual’s being. Thus, if humans are able to achieve happiness 

with regards to modern science, through some type of education, it will require that our 

faculties and desires, which constitute parts of our being, are in harmony with our 

education and modern science. As such, in order to understand Rousseau’s ideas on 

these important subjects for political theory, we must begin with understanding his idea 

of being. 

The idea of an individual’s being is never given a dictionary-like definition in 

Rousseau’s thought. While many philosophers and scholars develop and examine an 

idea of being and beingness after Rousseau (see Velkley 2002 for a strong 

introduction), the concept within Rousseau is not clearly presented. This difficulty 

highlights one of the challenges in interpreting Rousseau; while he has a system of 

thought, that system is spread throughout his works. Thus, there is no clear isolated 

treatment of what is a being – or ontology – in Rousseau’s works. 

By being, with regards to a human,12 I understand Rousseau to mean not only an 

individual’s physical self but also something that resides in their soul (Emile 1979, 80, 

93; Second Discourse 1992, 68). In the Second Discourse Rousseau, suggests in 

passing, the constituent elements of being for a human is their goods, freedom, and life 

                                                 
12

 I will later go in great detail to explain why being is different for a human from other creations of nature. 
For now, it suffices to say human nature contains a principle all other creations of nature lack: freedom.  
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(1992, 56). But this suggestion is not precise. Rousseau only says these are “so to 

speak” the elements of being.  

Rousseau, therefore, clarifies himself: “Moreover, as the Right of property is only 

conventional and of human institution, every man can dispose at will of what he 

possesses. But it is not the same for the essential Gifts of Nature, such as life and 

freedom, which everyone is permitted to enjoy and of which it is at least doubtful that 

one has the Right to divest himself: by giving up the one, one degrades his being, by 

giving up the other one destroys it insofar as he can” (Second Discourse 1992, 59 my 

emphasis). While our being can connect itself to goods, which is an aspect of our active 

external being, it is only through convention that this extension of being is recognized. 

What truly constitutes an individual human’s being is their life and freedom.13 It is 

doubtful that we have the right to strip freedom and life from our being.14 If one gives up 

their freedom, they will degrade their being. If one surrenders their life, they destroy 

their being as far as possible in their power. As such, Rousseau would agree with Locke 

that life and life and liberty are part of human nature; but goods are not (see Second 

Treatise chapter 2, paragraph 6).  

 It is important to notice that Rousseau thinks our being is different from our 

sentiment of existence. Our being is connected to our faculties, desires, will, memory, 

                                                 
13

 We must remember earlier in the Second Discourse that Rousseau discusses freedom with regards to 
self-perfection and perfectibility (1992, 25-27). Self-perfection, however, is not a substitution for freedom. 
Instead, perfection is a specific use of human freedom: “After having shown that perfectibility, social 
virtues, and the other faculties that Natural man had received in potentiality could never develop by 
themselves, that in order to develop they needed the chance combination of several foreign causes which 
might never have arisen and without which he would have remained eternally in his primitive 
constitution…” (Second Discourse 1992, 42). As Rousseau states in this passage and in the passage 
introducing perfectibility, self-perfection and perfectibility are a faculty. It seems, therefore, freedom here 
means the broad term that includes human freedom and perfectibility. 
14

 While it is doubtful we have this right, Rousseau will show humans can give up their freedom and life 
due to their inherent freedom. This causes a crisis of being, which is presented in detail in a separate 
section. 
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imagination, and even sentiment of existence (Emile 1979, 80-81; 83; 84; 102; 165; 

187; 217; 219; 222-23; 444). To satisfy one’s own being requires one have the faculties 

to equally correspond to one’s desires, will, memory, and imagination (Emile 1979, 81; 

101-102; 214; 219). As such, our being is not fixed. When we develop strength in our 

bodies and mind – the faculties – we can extend our being; although we can also 

misunderstand our strength and/or extend our desires, will, and imagination to a point 

where we cannot satisfy our being (Emile 1979, 80; 81; 168). Only when we develop 

perfect equality between our being and existence does Rousseau find we experience 

our sentiment of existence (Emile 1979, 80; Grace 2001). Thus, when Rousseau 

describes a being as natural, free, moral, wicked, good, political, solitary, sociable, or 

anything else he is describing not only the physical being we sense but also something 

residing in the soul of that physical being.15 

The interpretation presented above stands primarily alone because the study of 

Rousseau’s ontology is limited. While many secondary texts quote important passages 

for interpreting Rousseau’s idea of being, most interpretations do not engage in the 

subject. A few interpretations see Rousseau’s use of being referring to something of the 

self, but these interpretations do not develop or explain what Rousseau means by being 

(Dowling 2007, 42, 47, 50, 277, 291-92, 295-96; Gomes Forthcoming, 6, 9, 10; Kontio 

2003, 5; Muchnik 2000, 72; Pierdziwol 2013, 145-46; Rousselliere 2016, 26; Schaeffer 

2002, 141; Scott 1992, 708; Smith 2002; 99-100; Story 2009, 258-59-18n, 264; Story 

2013; Yousef 2001, 258). For example, Story (2013) quotes the passage, “the desire to 

extend our being” from the Emile multiple times to connect being with the problem of 

                                                 
15

 In the case of the natural human, there is only the physical being. I will introduce later in this chapter – 
and fully examine in the next chapter – that humans as only physical beings are an unstable position due 
to our natural freedom. 
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admiration in Rousseau’s thought (1979, 168). What being is, its relation to desire, and 

how being can be extended, however, is never examined prior to connecting it with 

admiration. 

A smaller group of interpretations see a connection between being and the 

sentiment of existence in Rousseau’s thought (Cooper 1998, 672; Cooper 2004; Grace 

2001; Kelly 1997, 352; Marks 2002, 501; Melzer 1990; Provencher-Gravel 2008, 45, 48; 

Storey 2009, 256; Storey 2012, 147, 150). The most developed of these interpretations 

are those of Laurence C. Cooper (2004) and Grace (2001). Only Grace (2001) does not 

directly connect an individual’s being to the sentiment of existence, which I will provide 

further evidence of this interpretation. Of the remaining literature, Cooper (2004) 

provides the strongest argument against my interpretation; that being and the sentiment 

of existence are not one-in-the-same. Thus, it is most useful to understand his 

interpretation, as it serves as the hardest critique against mine. 

Cooper (2004) explicitly states being means the sentiment of existence: “In the 

rest of this paper the words ‘being’ and ‘existence’ will always refer to the feeling or 

sentiment of existence” (106-2n). The evidence supporting this claim, however, is 

lacking:  

[Rousseau] neither catalogs the modes of existence or its dimensions nor states the relation 
between existence and lesser or more proximate goods. Fortunately, though—so, at least, it 
seems to me—he does not need to. For we all have some sense of what it is to feel alive, to feel 
particularly alive, and of the variability of the degree or extent to which we feel alive; and we 
would probably all agree that some people, in some basic way, seem “larger” than others, seem 
to experience life more intensely and act with greater verve than others (Cooper 2004, 106).

16
  

 
While Rousseau does not compose a treatise concerning being, he does catalog modes 

of existence. As I earlier suggested, the modes/sentiments of existence of a solitary 
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 For Cooper’s (2004) full argument regarding being and the sentiment of existence as representing the 
same idea see pages 106-108. 
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being differ from that of a sociable being. Since an individual human’s being is not fixed, 

a catalog of beings must exist for humans. Although Rousseau will show we as 

individuals need to be introspective – as Cooper (2004) suggests – in order to 

understand our own being, he does not leave us without his own thoughts regarding 

what being is. 

 Cooper’s (2004) argument, however, creates an inconsistency within Rousseau’s 

thought. The arguments depends on the notion that “we all have some sense” of 

being/the sentiment of existence. But at least some, if not most, individuals never 

experience the sentiment of existence (Emile 1979, 42). If the sentiment of existence is 

the same as being, then these individuals will never experience their own being.17 Yet 

Rousseau shows that all individuals have their being from birth: “From the moment that 

the child breathes on leaving its envelope, do not suffer his being given other envelopes 

which keep him more restricted; no caps, no belts, no swaddling; loose and large 

diapers which leave all his limbs free and are neither so heavy as to impede his 

movements nor so hot as to prevent him from feeling the impressions of the air” (Emile 

1979, 60). Upon exiting the womb, Rousseau instructs us not to restrict the child’s 
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 In order to connect being with the sentiment of existence, Cooper (2004) relies on Rousseau’s 
statement that the bourgeois, as well as a Frenchman and Englishman, “will be nothing” (Emile 1979, 40). 
Yet in the Second Discourse Rousseau informs us the sociable man draws his sentiment of existence 
from the opinions of those outside of himself (66). One could argue Rousseau is only speaking of the 
healthy sociable citizen. The next line in the text, however, states: “It is not part of my subject to show 
how, from such a disposition, so much indifference for good and evil arises along with such fine 
discourses on morality…” (Second Discourse 1992, 66). Rousseau finds both the good – the healthy 
citizen – and the bad – the bourgeois – are sociable men whose sentiment of existence comes from the 
opinion of others. What then does Rousseau mean when he says the bourgeois will be nothing in the 
Emile? Returning to the beginning of the passage from the Emile that Cooper (2004) quotes, we find the 
nothingness of the bourgeois holds true only if the bourgeois wish to preserve the primacy of the 
sentiments of nature (Emile 1979, 40). Rousseau, therefore, is echoing his warning from the Second 
Discourse that civil man cannot return to natural – or even savage – man’s being (19-20). Since the 
bourgeois exist in a civil order, they cannot maintain the primacy of the sentiments of nature that is found 
in natural man. If the bourgeois were to try to do so, they would then be nothing. Thus, Rousseau’s 
statement does not say the bourgeois are nothing with regards to their being as Cooper (2004) interprets. 
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being. If all children are born with a being, do they also experience their sentiment of 

existence? If there are individuals who do not experience their being, were they not born 

with it or did they lose it?  

 Rousseau himself resolves these questions produced by Cooper’s (2004) 

interpretation. While all children have their own being, they do not yet experience their 

sentiment of existence (Emile 1979, 61; Grace 2001).18 Rousseau instructs us, through 

his examination of children, that being and the sentiment of existence are not the same.  

  Furthermore, Cooper’s (2004) main textual support falls to this same 

inconsistency. To support the argument, Cooper shows some individuals have a “larger” 

sentiment of existence than others (2004, 106-107). Specifically, the interpretation 

quotes the Emile: “To live is not to breathe; it is to act; it is to make use of our organs, 

our senses, our faculties, of all the parts of ourselves which give us the sentiment of our 

existence” (1979, 42). Rousseau finds the physical act of living is not the same as 

experiencing the sentiment of existence, at least for humans outside the state of nature. 

Yet, in the same passage Rousseau says, “Men have been buried at one hundred who 

died at their birth” (Emile 1979, 42). If there are men who have lived to be one hundred, 

but have been dead since birth, then they have never experienced the sentiment of 

existence. But this means, according to Cooper, these same men will have never 

experienced their being. Again, to establish that being is the same as the sentiment of 

existence, Cooper requires that we can all sense – to some level – our sentiment of 

existence. Since Rousseau shows us there are individuals who do not experience their 
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 These are passages that interpretations following Cooper (2004) – such as Provencher-Gravel (2008, 
45) – have trouble explaining. 
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sentiment of existence during their lives, Cooper’s main argument that being and the 

sentiment of the existence are the same cannot hold. 

The only piece of literature I can find arguing that an individual’s being and their 

sentiment of existence is not one-in-the-same is Grace (2001).19 Instead, this 

interpretation shows an individual experiences their sentiment of existence when all of 

their being is in action (Emile 1979, 80-81; Grace 2001, 141). This means, “The degree 

to which we feel the sentiment of our existence, then would seem to be relative to the 

level of our present or actual powers, which develop in response to the degree and 

coherence of our specific desires” (Grace 2001, 142). While appearing to be a subtle 

difference, this interpretation allows us to understand Rousseau’s thoughts concerning 

happiness and education, which are critical to resolving his paradoxical position 

regarding modern science and happiness. If each human has their own being, then the 

education of that human must fit their being in order to achieve the sentiment of 

existence and happiness. If the sentiment of existence and being where one-in-the-

same, then all humans would have to achieve the same being to experience the 

sentiment of existence and happiness. As such, while a subtle difference, my 

interpretation regarding being in Rousseau’s thought becomes a foundational idea to 

explain why multiple types of humans can achieve happiness (Melzer 1990). 

 A natural human, healthy citizen, Emile, and solitary walker can all experience 

the sentiment of existence. This sentiment will differ, however, as all four individuals 

have different beings with different faculties. Like any sentiment in Rousseau’s thought, 

it is rooted in our nature but can be expanded in different directions. Thus, Rousseau 

                                                 
19

 Grace’s (2001) is well-sourced and very strong; I only wish I had found it prior to completing the same 
work independently as the publication is not well-cited. What I can add, however, is additional evidence 
Grace (2001) misses to further support the interpretation.  
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maintains there is no teleological end of our being as each individual’s being will differ 

(Cooper 2004; Grace 2001). Unlike Marks (2005), Smith (2002), and Storey (2009), 

there is not one idea of happiness in order to enjoy our being. But we must understand 

our being in order to provide it with the proper education to achieve the sentiment of 

existence and happiness. 

2.4 Rousseau’s System of Being 

I will not retrace the textual evidence Grace (2001) uses to produce the 

interpretation I agree with, as on is better served by reading the publication itself. I will, 

however, provide additional evidence that supports this interpretation. This additional 

evidence expands Grace’s (2001) interpretation in two ways.  

First by further examining the Emile and Second Discourse, my work provides 

the systematic evidence that a catalog of beings exist in Rousseau’s thought, which 

Cooper (2004) finds is missing. Second, while Grace (2001) examines the difference 

between passive and active sensing with regards to our being, the interpretation fails to 

see the tension between these two senses in Rousseau’s thought. By following 

Rousseau’s ideas of human development and being in the Second Discourse and Emile 

I am able to expose this tension, which leads to why ontology is a critical issue for 

understanding Rousseau’s overall thought. Finally, this leads to the problem of being for 

humans and why understanding being becomes critical for education in Rousseau’s 

thought. In this chapter I will provide the first extension, which leads to the second 

extension that is fully examined in the next chapter. 

2.4.1 The Multicolor Cloak of Being 
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Grace (2001) uses textual evidence from the Emile to show a child does not 

know their sentiment of existence upon birth (138). While this evidence shows an 

individual’s being differs from their sentiment of existence, Rousseau provides a fuller 

treatment of the subject than covered in Grace (2001). 

The lack of the sentiment existence, by nature, extends through all of infancy as 

we lack self-consciousness: “The first developments of childhood occur almost all at 

once. The child learns to talk, to feed himself, to walk, at about the same time. This is, 

strictly speaking, the first period of his life. Before it he is nothing more than he was in 

his mother's womb. He has no sentiment, no idea; hardly does he have sensations. He 

does not even sense his own existence” (Emile 1979, 74). Until children can talk, walk, 

and feed themselves, they lack the ability to sense the sentiment of their own existence. 

It is not until the beginning of Book II that the child’s second period of life begins (Emile 

1979, 77). Yet, prior to this second point of life, children already have their being. We 

learn all infants cry and shed tears because they are unable to control their being: 

“Since the first condition of man is want and weakness, his first voices are complaint 

and tears…The less his mode of being is in his control, the more frequently he asks for 

it to be changed. He has only one language because he has, so to speak, only one kind 

of discomfort” (Emile 1979, 65). While we are born weak, we are born with a being. 

Thus, from about birth to the age of five the child cannot sense their own existence but 

has a being. 

Understanding Rousseau’s thought concerning the second period is complicated, 

however, as he thinks humans can go through multiple “second periods” during their 

lives. What are these second periods? What makes these periods different? What do 
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these multiple second periods mean for their being and sentiment of existence? And 

why does Rousseau think humans go through multiple second periods? 

With regards to my first question, Rousseau provides clear answers to the three 

second periods during human development. The first is the beginning of childhood, 

which starts with Book II. The second is the education in the sciences, which is during 

adolescence (Emile 1979, 192). Finally, the third second period Rousseau speaks of is 

the “second birth” of humans, which is the awakening of our sexual desires during 

puberty (Emile 1979, 211-212).20  

Of these three moments, Rousseau uses the exact phrase “second period” with 

the first two. With regards to puberty, he says it is our second birth. While not using 

exactly the same phrasing, Rousseau shows it is a second period of human life: “This is 

the second birth of which I have spoken. It is now that man is truly born to life and now 

that nothing human is foreign to him…This period, when ordinary educations end, is 

properly the one when ours ought to begin” (Emile 1979, 211). The ordinary education 

an individual receives prior to this period is the education of Books I-III. Ordinary 

education, therefore, can be thought of as the first period. Thus, the second birth is a 

second period succeeding ordinary education. Although, we must recognize that the 

clear and successive development of these periods is unlikely in most, if not all, 

humans.21  

                                                 
20

 From here forward, I will refer to each of these second periods by their moment of development. Thus, 
the three second periods are childhood, adolescence, and puberty. 
21

 Rousseau shows that most tutors fail to recognize that as a human develops, their being requires a 
different type of education at each stage. I will explain how governors, masters, and preceptors; the 
education of from nature, things, and men; and our being are connected later in this chapter. Before we 
can examine these subjects, we must finish understanding Rousseau’s ideas concerning being. 
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What makes these periods different for an individual, when allowed to develop 

properly, are the faculties and amount of strength they have (Emile 1979, 158, 192, 

259-260). Since the individual has different faculties and strength during each period, 

the activities they engage in during each period differ.  

At the beginning of the first second period, childhood, the child lacks mental 

faculties – such as memory, judgment, and reason – and is in a state of weakness 

(Emile 1979, 84-85, 88-89, 91, 107-108). Lacking mental faculties, a child only 

understands objects as proper nouns: 

Before the age of reason the child receives not ideas but images; and the difference between the 
two is that images are only absolute depictions of sensible objects, while ideas are notions of 
objects determined by relations. An image can stand all alone in the mind which represents it, but 
every idea supposes other ideas. When one imagines, one does but see; when one conceives, 
one is comparing. Our sensations are purely passive, while all our perceptions or ideas are born 
out of an active principle which judges (Emile 1979, 107). 

 
Sensing each object as an individual thing, a child has no idea of a group of objects 

called trees, let alone a specific species of tree. Instead, a child lets each image of each 

tree stand alone in their mind without relation to each other (cf. to Plato’s ideas). If a 

child does have an idea of a tree, it was not produced by the child themselves. Instead, 

the idea came from another who makes the child repeat the idea without the child 

understanding what they are saying (Emile 1979, 101-103). Rousseau sees that a 

child’s mind is like a sponge. It can soak up everything it senses, even the speeches of 

others. It, therefore, becomes paramount that the child be presented with objects 

appropriate for what little faculties they have and not be exposed to everything and 

anything (Emile 1979, 112). 

 In the beginning of childhood, the child is not only physically weak but also has 

yet to develop their senses. The appropriate activities during childhood, therefore, are to 
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strengthen the body and senses: “The first faculties which are formed and perfected in 

us are the senses. They are, therefore, the first faculties that ought to be cultivated…To 

exercise the senses is not only to make use of them, it is to learn to judge well with 

them. It is to learn, so to speak, to sense; for we know how to touch, see, and hear only 

as we have learned” (Emile 1979, 132). The child exercises not only their physical body 

through activities like swimming, but also their senses (Emile 1979, 94). The entire time, 

however, the child does not awaken their soul, memory, reason, or judgment. 

 Unlike childhood, an adolescent has a surplus of faculties and strength for their 

period of life (Emile 1979, 166). The surplus of faculties and strength is within their 

senses and organs, which were developed during childhood. Rousseau directs this 

surplus by having the child develop a trade and their mind: “The robust child will make 

provisions for the weak man, but he will not store them in coffers that can be stolen from 

him or in barns that are alien to him. In order to appropriate truly his acquisitions, he will 

house them in his arms and in his head; he will house them in himself” (Emile 1979, 

166). Through this process, the adolescent learns reason and judgment while also 

developing the trades to provide for his own necessities (Emile 1979, 203). 

 Finally, puberty is like the second period of childhood because the individual is 

again weak and lacks the necessary faculties to satisfy their weakness (Emile 1979, 

221, 314, 325).22 The young adult, however, does not lack in memory, judgment, 

                                                 
22

 We are born weak because we lack the strength to provide for our needs (Emile 1979, 38). Rousseau, 
therefore, concludes weakness occurs within an individual’s being, whether they are an elephant, lion, or 
human, when their needs surpass their strength (Emile 1979, 81). In this second birth, we are weak due 
to the limits of our strength, but this is due to a weakness in the soul instead of the body (Emile 1979, 
314). This new weakness opens new desires: “Society has made man weaker not only in taking from him 
the right he had over his own strength but, above all, in making his strength insufficient for him. That is 
why his desires are multiplied along with his weakness, and that is what constitutes the weakness of 
childhood compared to manhood” (Emile 1979, 84). Our weakness, in manhood, opens us to the new 
desires of manhood. These new desires are the social desires (Emile 1979, 221). Rousseau traces the 
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reason, and physical strength; these were developed during childhood and 

adolescence. Instead, the young adult feels the moment of crisis when nature awakens 

their sexual desire (Emile 1979, 211-215). While Rousseau shows in the Second 

Discourse there is a difference between the physical and moral feeling of love,23 given 

the goal of Emile, humans who are sociable will feel both the physical and moral desire 

(38-39). The young adult enters a period of developing their moral faculties to prepare 

them for having healthy relations between themselves, their beloved, and all other living 

objects (Emile 1979, 214, 222-223, 235-236, 314, 340).  

 Each of these second periods differ in the faculties and strength an individual has 

because their being differs in each state. Grace (2001) correctly interprets Rousseau’s 

statements concerning the relationship between our being’s desire and faculties with 

regards to happiness and the sentiment of existence: 

                                                                                                                                                             
development of these desires through the excessive, defective, and abusive attachment of fathers and 
mothers to their children (Emile 1979, 84). This is not to say there are no healthy attachments between 
parents and children; it is only to say that unhealthy attachments produce weakness within children by 
giving them more needs than they would have by nature. This is to say that nature intends the 
imagination of social relations to develop late in human development instead of prematurely, as it does in 
society (Emile 1979, 215). Furthermore, while an adolescent has strength, this strength is not absolute 
but relative to their condition: “As a man he would be very weak; as a child he is very strong” (Emile 1979, 
165). At this point, Rousseau informs us that weakness comes from the inequality between our strength 
and desires: “It is our passions that make us weak, because to satisfy them we would need more strength 
than nature gives us” (Emile 1979, 165). Thus, Rousseau finds one way to increase strength is to 
diminish our desires. Yet, we must remember that Rousseau does not demand we diminish all of our 
desires; instead we need to diminish, “the excess of the desires over the faculties” (Emile 1979, 80). Thus 
only the excessive desires need to be removed to maintain our strength. 
23

 The physical feeling of love is the general desire that brings one sex to another for procreation. The 
moral feeling of love is when one desires and prefers a single object. It is when an individual feels that 
there is one, and only one, beloved that can satisfy their desire of love. Rousseau introduces this 
distinction in the Second Discourse (38-39), but the subject is continued in the Emile (1979, 214-15). 
One might ask if the physical feeling of love is a desire at all. We must remember that what constitutes a 
desire for a savage human and non-savage human are vastly different. Rousseau understands desires 
for savage humans as meeting the needs of nature like those of nourishment and rest; sex, therefore, is a 
physical need (Second Discourse 1992, 27; 40). While the physical need of love is a desire, humans that 
have developed their passions, fears, and reason beyond that of a savage human will not understand the 
desires “by the simple impulsion of Nature” as being desirable (Second Discourse 1992, 27). This is one 
of the reasons Rousseau concludes that non-savage humans should not attempt to return to their savage 
state; as the desires of savage and non-savage humans are vastly different (Second Discourse 1992, 19-
20; 65-66). 
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In what, then, consists human wisdom or the road of true happiness? It is not precisely in 
diminishing our desires, for if they were beneath our power, a part of our faculties would remain 
idle, and we would not enjoy our whole being. Neither is it in extending our faculties, for if, 
proportionate to them, our desires were more extended, we would as a result only become 
unhappier. But it is in diminishing the excess of the desires over the faculties and putting power 
and will in perfect equality. It is only then that, with all the powers in action, the soul will 
nevertheless remain peaceful and that man will be well ordered (Emile 1979, 80; my emphasis). 

 
Rousseau shows we can only have true happiness when our faculties, in their current 

state, and desires are in perfect equality. Only at this moment will an individual enjoy 

their whole being.  

 To illustrate this point, let us think of our faculties as a cup and our desires as 

water filing that cup. Equilibrium exists when not one more drop of water can be added 

to the cup without the water overflowing.  

 One possible way to create equality would be to follow the philosophy of the 

Stoics or Buddhist; if we diminish our desires we will have an excess of faculties 

compared to our desires. This method, however, is not a solution for Rousseau. If we 

unnaturally diminish our desires then we will have an excess of faculties. The cup is not 

filled to the brim; it has the ability to hold more water. As such, we are not in a state of 

equilibrium. We must be careful, however, not to desire to hold too much water in our 

cup. The cup is a fixed object. It cannot be extend beyond what it is. If liquid overfills the 

brim of the cup, there is no way to extend the cup to contain the overflowing liquid. 

Thus, it would seem the solution to enjoying our whole being, to feel the sentiment of 

existence and be happy, is to make sure our desires always meet our fixed faculties. 

 By nature, Rousseau finds humans have faculties that match our desires. But, do 

to our being engaging with the external world, we can gain new desires. Like a faucet 

being turned on over the cup at equilibrium, external objects can cause the desire of 

humans to extend beyond our natural faculties. While the cup is fixed, and doomed to 
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overflow with water, Rousseau finds human faculties are not fixed. Instead, as humans 

develop, the size of their cup changes. In childhood we start with a small cup. Through 

developing our senses, we extend our cup to be an average size. During adolescence, 

we have a cup that holds more liquid than is currently in it. Thus, we fill ourselves with 

more liquid to return to equilibrium. Yet, as we enter into puberty, we find our average 

size cup is insufficient to hold the amount of liquid we wish now to drink. Thus, like 

childhood, we must again develop our faculties to meet our desires. This time, however, 

we create a Big Gulp to contain all the liquid. 

 What these “second” periods mean for our being and why Rousseau thinks 

humans go through multiple second periods, therefore, are related. We must realize that 

each Book of the Emile represents a stage of human development found within the 

Second Discourse. Book I, infancy, is the natural human of the Second Discourse. Book 

II, childhood, is the savage human of Part I of the Second Discourse. Book III, 

adolescence, is the savage human in the beginning of Part II of the Second Discourse 

prior to developing relations with other humans. Finally, Books IV and V are the birth 

and perfection of the sociable savage of Part II of the Second Discourse. 

 Rousseau finds there are multiple second periods because there is no guarantee 

every human will experience each period. Rousseau does not simply mean there are 

multiple second periods because an individual can die in childhood and, therefore, 

never experience puberty. Instead, Rousseau means the second period of human 

development is a moving target because the final target of the individual is not fixed. 

What the second period is for an individual depends on what the final development of 

that individual will be.  
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 To illustrate this point we can again compare the Second Discourse to Emile. 

Each second period corresponds to a final stage of development for a type of individual 

Rousseau describes within human evolution. Remember modern humans can 

experience the second birth of moral relations; but the first savage humans of the 

Second Discourse will never reach this development. Thus, when examining savage 

humans in Part I of the Second Discourse it is proper to identify their second period as 

described in Book II of Emile. If we are examining the savage humans in Part II of the 

Second Discourse, then their second period shifts to the description of adolescence in 

Book III of Emile. Finally, when examining the sociable savage of the Second Discourse 

it is proper to identify their second period as Books IV and V of Emile. This interpretation 

allows us to resolve the paradox of how Rousseau can argue there are multiple second 

periods for humans. There is only one second period for each individual human; but 

what that second period is depends on what the final stage of development of the 

individual is. In the case of modern humans, and as pristinely presented in Emile, the 

proper division is between the periods of prepubescent and puberty. Human nature 

guarantees all humans will experience some second period, if they survive past infancy; 

what that second period is, however, depends on the final product. 

 This leaves us with one question left to resolve, what do these multiple second 

periods mean for an individual’s being and their sentiment of existence? We must 

recognize that Rousseau does not want to push off happiness to be enjoyed only by the 

human that experiences the final second period. Instead, humans should experience 

the happiness they are capable of during all points of their life. To experience happiness 

means we enjoy our whole being, – the equilibrium between natural desires and 
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faculties – which is the sentiment of existence (Grace 2001). These multiple second 

periods expose the fact that achieving the equilibrium between the faculties and desires 

of our being is a moving target. What is appropriate in experiencing our whole being 

during childhood is not the same as adolescence or puberty. We do not jump from 

infancy to the age of reason (Emile 1979, 93).  

 In childhood, we must develop our senses to match the desires natural to our 

faculties of being: “Rather, the suppleness [of the child’s brain] is there in order that all 

the ideas which he can conceive and are useful to him-all those which are related to his 

happiness and are one day going to enlighten him about his duties-may be impressed 

on his brain with an indelible stamp at an early age and help him during his life to 

behave in a way suitable to his being and his faculties” (Emile 1979, 112; emphasis 

added). If we can successfully produce equilibrium for our being in this stage, we then 

reach the stage of adolescence.  

In this new stage, we have an excess of natural faculties compared to our 

desires. We must, therefore, extend our desires to produce equilibrium in our being: 

“What will he do, then, with this surplus of faculties and strength, of which he has too 

much at present and which he will lack at another age? He will try to use it in ways 

which can be of profit to him when needed. He will channel, so to speak, the overflow of 

his present being into the future…This is, therefore, the time of labors, of instruction, of 

study. And note that it is not I who arbitrarily make this choice. It is nature itself that 

points to it” (Emile 1979, 166; emphasis added). Rousseau shows us again that it is not 

him but nature that finds we need to extend the desires of our being to match our 

faculties. By nature we desire not merely the self-preservation achieved through the 
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second period of childhood; we also desire our well-being (Emile 1979, 97, 167; Second 

Discourse, 14-15). Having achieved self-preservation through childhood, we use our 

excess of faculties in adolescence to allow our desire for well-being to be extended.24 

While our being achieves the most vigorous equilibrium after adolescence (Emile 

1979, 418), Rousseau “forces” Emile to continue to develop: “After having begun by 

exercising his body and his senses, we have exercised his mind and his judgment. 

Finally, we have joined the use of his limbs to that of his faculties. We have made an 

active and thinking being. It remains for us, in order to complete the man, only to make 

a loving and feeling being-that is to say, to perfect reason by sentiment” (Emile 1979, 

203; emphasis added). Remember, the hope of Emile is to show if an individual can 

overcome the double-object. Is it possible for a human to achieve happiness living in a 

corrupt society? The being developed through adolescence is a solitary being. While 

this individual’s being is in equilibrium, Rousseau must allow the individual’s being to 

continue to develop. The next step of this development is becoming sociable. We come 

to the point of recognizing relations, moral relations, between living beings. Again, 

Rousseau will show us how to develop our faculties and sentiments to produce 

equilibrium with our newly awoken moral desires (Emile 1979, 118, 253). 

Through identifying the multiple second periods; showing what makes them 

different; explaining why multiple periods exist; and demonstrating the connection 

between these multiple periods, our being, and our sentiment of existence, we see 

Rousseau finds each individual has the potential to wear a multi-color cloak of being. 

Throughout the Second Discourse and Emile Rousseau speaks to us of physical, 

                                                 
24

 As Rousseau shows, however, we can never fully satisfy the desire for our well-being (Emile 1979, 
167). While we can develop our faculties so we can provide for more of our well-being, to completely 
satisfy our well-being would require that we be superior to every other being in existence.  
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isolated, solitary, sociable, moral, amoral, immoral, political, sensitive, feeling, loving, 

thinking, active, simple, compounded, fantastic, material, finite, free, and suffering types 

of beings. Some of these types of beings can be put together; for example, the goal of 

the education of puberty is to combine a feeling and loving being with an already 

existing active and thinking being (Emile 1979, 203). Some of these beings cannot exist 

at once: it is impossible for a being to be both moral and immoral with regards to 

another at a single moment. This does not mean that an individual being could be both 

moral and amoral given different situations. It is only to show that a being cannot be 

amoral and moral in the same moment of existence.25 

2.4.2 Activating the Internal Sense and Being 

The previous section shows that understanding an individual’s being is 

fundamental for an individual to achieve their happiness and sentiment of existence. 

This finding greatly extends a small literature on the subject of Rousseau’s ontology 

(Cooper 2004; Grace 2001). What all past interpretations fail to fully examine, however, 

is the inherent tension within a human’s being between two components of their being – 

its external and internal range. 

In order to understand the tension Rousseau sees, we are compelled to return to 

the Second Discourse. It is here, in an endnote during the preface, where Rousseau 

first explicitly discusses being (Second Discourse 1992, 12-2n). While Rousseau states 
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 I fully understand the current interpretation is lacking. Having demonstrated Rousseau does have a 
catalog of beings only shows Grace’s (2001) interpretation is superior to Cooper’s (2004) argument. 
While Grace (2001) draws the connection between the equilibrium of being and the sentiment of 
existence, my interpretation has demonstrated Rousseau’s ontology is more developed and underlies his 
entire philosophic thought. The next step, however, is to examine each type of being that exists in 
Rousseau’s thought, the development of these types of being, the relationship between these beings, and 
what Rousseau’s uses of these beings and their relationships means for his works. While I will engage in 
this partially in this project, by examining Emile’s education and being through his experiences with 
science, my investigation is not a full examination of Rousseau’s multi-color cloak of being. Thus, there is 
work for myself or others to continue in the future. 
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there is little harm in not reading these endnotes, they are actually of vital importance in 

explaining his thought.  

Citing a passage from Georges-Louis Leclerc, count de Buffon’s Natural History, 

Rousseau introduces his idea of being: 

From the outset I rely with confidence upon one of those authorities that are respectable for 
Philosophers because they come from a solid and sublime reason, which philosophers alone 
know how to find and appreciate. “Whatever interest we may have in knowing ourselves I am not 
sure whether we do not know better everything that is not ourselves. Provided by Nature with 
organs destined uniquely for our preservation, we use them only to receive foreign impressions, 
we seek only to extend beyond ourselves, and exist outside ourselves. Too busy multiplying the 
functions of our senses and augmenting the external range of our being, we rarely make use of 
that internal sense which reduces us to our true dimensions, and which separates from us all that 
is not us. However, it is this sense we must use if we wish to know ourselves; it is the only one by 
which we can judge ourselves. But how can this sense be made active and given its full range? 
How can we rid our Soul, in which it resides, of all the illusions of our Mind? We have lost the 
habit of using it, it has remained without exercise in the midst of the tumult of our bodily 
sensations, it has been dried out by the fire of our passions; heart, mind, sense, everything has 
worked against it.” Hist. Nat., T. 4, p. 151, de la Nat. de l’homme (Second Discourse 1992, 68). 

 
Although not his own words, Rousseau is confident in Buffon’s reasoning. Buffon’s work 

is also in agreement with Rousseau’s later discussions of being that is examined above. 

This quote, therefore, is the first discussion concerning being in the works of Rousseau. 

Again, our being is not a fixed object. Nature intends we use our organs and senses for 

our preservation. Humans, however, use these senses not merely for their preservation 

but also in receiving impression from the external environment. Upon interacting with 

the external world, we begin to use our senses only to extend and exist outside 

ourselves. Through directing our organs and senses to receive information from the 

external world, therefore, we come to focus on extending and augmenting our external 

being instead of preservation. One already sees the beginning of the problem of amour-

propre and other moral relations in this one quote. 

To explain this passage in another way, we have an interest in understanding our 

being. Why we have this interest, Rousseau/Buffon does not say here. As I have 
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shown, however, Rousseau thinks we must understand our being in order to achieve 

happiness. Instead of understanding our being, however, we tend to use our senses to 

engage with the external world around us. This leads us to at least focus on, if not 

perhaps better understand, everything that is not ourselves rather than ourselves.26 

Instead of using our senses to achieve what is intended by nature, our self-preservation, 

we use them to augment and extend our being to exist outside of ourselves. The 

augmenting and extending of our being means we come to sense and think of our being 

as existing in the external world, which requires us to sense and think of our being as 

relating to the external world.  

This transformation of how we use our senses causes a profound shift in how we 

understand the world. If we exist for our self-preservation, which is born out of our 

amour de soi, we seek from the external world only what serves for our preservation 

and flee only what harms our preservation (Emile 1979, 213). To say this in another 

way, the external world is indifferent to our preservation but we relate to the external 

world as it servers or harms our preservation. If, however, we exist outside of ourselves, 

we desire what wants to serve us and despise that which wants to harm us (Emile 1979, 

213). By extending our being beyond ourselves, we come to think and feel the external 

world as being part of ourselves. We come to think and feel, through our amour-propre, 

that the external world is either trying to serve us or harm us. The problem is our amour-

propre blinds us from using our amour de soi to separate what relations truly exist for 

our preservation and what relations we busily create, yet lack any truth.  

                                                 
26

 In order to know if we focus on the external world more than focusing on ourselves, or if we understand 
the external world more than we understand ourselves requires to know if we examine the external world 
through the relationships we create by focusing on the external world or through the true dimensions of 
the external world. What makes these two types of examinations different is explained in greater detail in 
the next few paragraphs. 
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To demonstrate the difference between these understandings of the external 

world, we can examine as something as ordinary as a bee sting. If we sense the 

external world for our preservation, we flee the bee sting because the physical 

experience of the poison from the sting entering our body is an unpleasant experience. 

We do not think/feel the bee as having any intention for or against us its actions; the 

bee stinging us is as indifferent to us as if we stubbed our toe on the corner of a chair. 

When we sense the external world outside of ourselves, the bee sting is still unpleasant 

due to the physical reaction. But, there is an even stronger harm we think/feel through 

the sting. We think/feel the bee has purposely stung us with an intention of harming us. 

We must wonder, however, if the relationship between us and the bee truly exists, or if 

we have created the relationship by extending our being – which is within ourselves – 

onto the bee. Did the bee sting us because it wants to harm us? Or did the bee sting us 

because, like us, it seeks preservation?  If it is the former, then a relationship between 

us and the bee does truly exist. But, if it is the latter, then the relationship we perceive 

between us and the bee only exists because we have improperly extended our being 

onto the bee and its action. 

The example of the bee and its sting is an illustration of what Rousseau means 

when quoting Buffon that we have senses destined for our preservation but we are too 

busy using our senses to augment our being to create foreign impressions. Yet, this 

example leaves us with a number of questions. What makes using our senses to 

interact with the external world problematic for Rousseau? Can humans only exist 

healthily if they exist in a vacuum? Even more puzzling, we must remember that a 

human’s initial second period is that of childhood; a period where they strengthen and 
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exercise their senses. What allows this child to develop their senses healthily but makes 

the extension of our senses in the quote above problematic? Buffon and Rousseau 

suggest a solution to these questions is if we make use of our internal sense to judge 

ourselves instead of our external sense. 

But what are these internal and external senses? Even if Rousseau provides us 

with answers to this question in the Second Discourse, which he does, the quote above 

leaves us with three unresolved questions. It seems easy for our external senses to be 

made active and given full range, but how does one make the internal sense active and 

given full range? Furthermore, and related, how does the one rid the soul, where the 

internal sense resides, of the illusions of the mind; the illusions of the relationships we 

create between us and the external world through extending our being? While these two 

questions are asked explicitly by Buffon, there is one last question Rousseau demands 

of us to ask; are these the only questions to ask or are there others that Buffon is 

missing? For example, must some individuals, like Emile, have foreign impressions that 

are not true in order to have the faculties to support their desires; such as the faculties 

needed to support his desire of love? I suggest that by returning to Emile, in the next 

chapter, we will be able to resolve these questions and paradoxes Rousseau presents. 

2.5 Conclusion 

 This chapter, at times, appears to be more of a study of Rousseau’s philosophy, 

especially of his ontology, rather than a chapter concerned with political philosophy. 

While explaining what Rousseau means by happiness, second periods, being, amour 

de soi, and amour-propre is philosophy, these ideas have important implications for 

political philosophy.  
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 We must remember that while Rousseau thinks there is no teleological end for 

human nature, the nature of all individual’s is to desire happiness. As I have discussed, 

to experience happiness our individual faculties must be developed as much as 

possible. At this point, we must have desires that correspond equally to our faculties. 

Only during this moment, when there is equality between our faculties and desires, does 

an individual experience the sentiment of existence; which is happiness.  

 For most living beings on Earth, the sentiment of existence is achieved through 

amour de soi and preservation. But humans, due to our freedom, are able to deviate 

from this simple state of being. Since our being is and will be augmented and extended, 

it is critical to understand Rousseau’s thoughts regarding being to understand how 

humans can use education to achieve happiness.  

 Rousseau requires us to examine our internal and external being to see what 

relationships are true and which are false. This means we must examine all our social 

relationships, which includes the family, friendships, political, educational, and all other 

societal bonds. While philosophy, Rousseau’s thought concerning being is 

fundamentally part of his political philosophy. In order for us to have an understanding 

of how to achieve our happiness in our given political and social situation, we must have 

an understanding of our individual being. As we will see in future chapters examining 

the role of education and science in corrupt forms of government, Rousseau’s political 

philosophy depends on his philosophic ideas. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REDUCING US TO OUR TRUE DIMENSIONS: HOW DO WE DISCOVER AND WHAT 

ARE THE INNATE FACULTIES AND DESIRES OF OUR BEING 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to correctly understand our being, Rousseau thinks we need to make our 

internal sense active. Remember, our being contains all our faculties and desires. Like a 

seed of corn, at birth our being is limited and small. Over time, however, a being will 

develop. The seed of corn germinates in a corn plant with roots, a stalk, ears of corn, 

and a tassel. All these parts of the corn existed within the seed even if the does not look 

like its final being. What will the being of a human extend itself to be? A kitten matures 

into cat by instinct, like the corn seed develops into a corn plant. Lacking instinct, it is 

not clear what a developed being of a human is (Second Discourse 1992, 25-26). This 

is what makes Rousseau thinks we need to make our internal sense active to 

understand our being. What is this internal sense? How does it become active? Why is 

it must we understand this sense, whereas all other living creatures do not? These 

questions lead me to first examine Rousseau means by the “active principle” to provide 

an understanding of what is this principle and its relation to being. I conclude that the 

active principle, in this case, is our natural freedom. When applied to our internal sense 

of reason, it allows us to produce healthy judgments. This interpretation leads us then to 

explain why Rousseau wants to make judgment active in the Second Discourse to 

examine our being.  

Through using his active judgment, Rousseau attempts to discover the basic 

components of an individual human’s being. In the previous chapter, I argued Rousseau 
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finds life and liberty are the key elements of a human’s being. In this chapter, I show 

Rousseau finds there are components to each of these elements. Our being’s life is 

composed of self-preservation and pity, which we share with animals.27 Our being’s 

liberty is composed of freedom and perfectibility, which makes humans different from 

animals.  

Furthermore, our being’s freedom and perfectibility are what leads to the natural 

human being an unstable position of existence. Because humans desire well-being (due 

to our liberty), not just mere self-preservation, we extend our internal being onto others; 

this is the natural root of amour-propre. These others include other beings (such as the 

bee example from the previous chapter) and even nature itself.  Lacking senses, to 

achieve well-being we need to guide our development of our being through the active 

principle.  

The problem, however, is a catch-22 situation. While we need the active 

principle, in order to use our freedom and perfectibility to achieve a proper balance 

between our internal being and external range of being, we naturally develop the active 

principle through first exercising freedom and perfectibility. Thus, we are often left 

without the guide of perfectibility for our freedom in our natural setting. Without any 

                                                 
27

 At times, Rousseau indicates another element of our being’s life might be well-being. As he states in 
the Second Discourse, “…I believe I perceive in it [the human soul] two principles anterior to reason, of 
which one interests us ardently in our well-being and self-preservation and the other inspires in us a 
natural repugnance to see any sensitive Being perish or suffer, principally those like ourselves” (1992, 14-
15). This statement lacks clarity, as Rousseau claims to find two principles prior to reason in our being but 
lists three – well-being, self-preservation, and pity. Are well-being and self-preservation two outcomes of 
the same principle? Is well-being is an interaction of the two principles of self-preservation and pity? Or, 
does Rousseau really find there are three principles prior to reason with well-being as a distinct third 
principle from self-preservation and pity? I argue for a fourth option. I suggest well-being, in humans, is 
primarily due to the application of freedom and perfectibility on our self-preservation. Rousseau will show 
in the Second Discourse that the principles of freedom and perfectibility also come prior to our reason. 
Thus, it is possible that when Rousseau says he finds two principles prior to reason, these principles 
could be life, which contains self-preservation and pity, and liberty, which contains freedom and 
perfectibility. Through the latter, we attempt to achieve well-being of our life. 
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guide, we can only rely on chance in order to produce the harmonious relationship 

between our faculties and desires that exist in our internal and external range of being. 

This is what makes education Rousseau’s solution to the catch-22 situation. Only 

through an education by a being that has developed their active principle can a being 

that lacks this judgment develop it properly. 

3.2 The Active Principle, Judgment, and Our Internal Sense 

3.2.1 An Overview of the Argument 

What is the active principle is topic that is not well-defined within the literature. In 

the following sub-sections, I will explain in detail what Rousseau means. To help 

provide context for this explanation, however, I first provide some general remarks 

concerning how Rousseau thinks we not only come to know ourselves but how we 

come to know anything and everything. 

As introduced above, the corn seed develops into a corn plant and the kitten 

matures into a cat through an internal sense that does require reflection. If a human is 

to understand what their being is to become, however, they must use the active 

principle. We are told in the Second Discourse that an internal sense must be made 

active to know our being: “Too busy multiplying the functions of our senses and 

extending the external range of our being, we rarely make use of that internal sense 

which reduces us to our true dimensions, and which separates from us all that is not 

part of us. However, it is this sense we must use if we wish to know ourselves; it is the 

only one by which we can judge ourselves. But how can this sense be made active and 

given its full range?” (1992, 68 my emphasis). In order to know the true dimensions of 

our being, we must use our internal sense to judge ourselves. This sentence leaves a 
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lot of questions that must be answered. What is our internal sense, how does one make 

it active, and what does Rousseau mean by full range? To pose the questions in 

another way, Rousseau finds we use our sense organs to discover the world around us, 

which causes us to extend our being onto this external world. For example, when I stub 

my toe on the corner of the coffee table, I express rage against the damn table for 

getting in my way. The table, however, has done nothing to me. The injustice I feel 

actually exists within me. I have transposed it into the table. In this way, I extend my 

being externally. If we were to strip away what our faculties and desires attach onto 

external things, then the remaining components would be the true dimensions of our 

being. What Rousseau questions then is, how do we use our sense organs to activate 

an internal sense to achieve this process?28  

The Emile, I argue, provides the greatest explanation of these topics. Through 

following the development of Emile, we are shown that the active and full range internal 

sense is a healthy form of judgment.29 The internal sense, therefore, is reason. The 

                                                 
28

 Rousseau is not against the extension of our being. We must remember, he warns us against trying to 
return to the state of nature in the Second Discourse. Such a return would be an attempt to shrink our 
being. Furthermore, Rousseau starts the First Discourse by praising a type of extension: “It is a grand and 
beautiful sight to see man emerge from obscurity somehow by his own efforts; dissipate, by the light of 
his reason, the darkness in which nature had enveloped him; rise above himself; soar intellectually into 
celestial regions; traverse with Giant steps; like the Sun, the vastness of the Universe; and–what is even 
grander and more difficult–come back to himself to study man and know his nature, his duties, and his 
end” (First Discourse 1992, 4). As Rousseau states, it is only by extending our being that we will come to 
be able to understand what is human nature, our duties, and our end. In the upcoming pages, I will 
discuss the paradox of having to extend our being in order to understand our internal being. For now, 
Rousseau is alerting us in this quote (as well as in the later discussion of third-rate geometers vs. great 
scientists) that through extending our being we add things to our being that are not there by nature. We 
must, therefore, develop our judgment through examining the universe to then come back to study 
ourselves. But to do so, means we will most likely add things to our internal being that are not natural to it. 
This leads to the disharmony within our being between desires and faculties. Thus, how can we extend 
our being while maintaining the natural goodness of humans if a proper extension requires us to first have 
a healthy judgment? 
29

 The term “active principle” also appears in other works. In a deleted passage of the Social Contract, 
Rousseau entertains the supposition that the human race is a moral person with each part acting for a 
general and whole end. In this case, he suggests the natural law is the active principle for all these 
humans (Social Contract 1994, 78). Grace (2001) also points to the Dialogues (1990) as a source for this 
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active part of this sense is what motivates us to action. In the natural human, it is their 

freedom. But, what moves us can change as we develop. Rousseau identifies what 

makes us active is the natural law in the Geneva Manuscript (1994, 78). Thus, one 

cannot equate the active principle simply with freedom. The active principle is a shifting 

source of action for humans. Finally, the full range of this sense is with regards to its 

development. We must first develop our judgment through examining things to 

understand how to use this sense. Having developed it, we can then return to judge our 

being. I further examine this final point in chapter 4. For now, I examine Rousseau’s 

thought on the active principle. 

How we develop this healthy judgment to fundamentally understanding our 

being, however, is no easy process. Rousseau finds all judgment begins with sense 

information. In this regard, he agrees with John Locke. Locke, perhaps the most famous 

modern regarding the relationship of our senses and formation of ideas, agrees that our 

senses are the foundation for information in the Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding (1995, 17-18). Locke and Rousseau are not alone in this project, as 

other attempts exist from moderns like Descartes, Hobbes, Berkeley, and Hume. It is 

sensible, however, to compare Rousseau to Locke since both write works concerning 

education. While the two agree on the starting point for how we know the world, their 

ideas regarding education differ drastically. 

                                                                                                                                                             
topic: “Sensitivity is the principle of all action…There is a purely passive physical and organic sensitivity 
which seems to have as its end only the preservation of our bodies and of our species through the 
direction of pleasure and pain. There is another sensitivity that I call active and moral which is nothing 
other than the faculty of attaching our affections to beings who are foreign to us” (112). I will expand upon 
this quote of Rousseau in my interpretation to demonstrate Rousseau is speaking of the active principle 
of our external being, not the internal sense, in this passage.  
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Unlike Locke, Rousseau lacks a formal treatise concerning his thought on the 

development of human judgment. One of the first fragments on this subject comes in 

the Second Discourse: “Every animal has ideas, since it has senses; it even combines 

its ideas up to a certain point, and in this regard man differs from a Beast only in 

degree…Therefore it is not so much understanding which constitutes the distinction of 

man among the animals as it is his being a free agent” (1992, 26). It is here that he first 

explicitly states what makes the development of human judgment different from all other 

sentient beings is our freedom. Animals, if left alone, are ingenious machines that are 

guided by instinct. These living machines, however, do use sense information to form 

their own ideas. Yes, humans have more “computing power” to combine their sensory 

information, but this is only a difference of degree. If we reduce a human’s capacity, to 

be equivalent to a great ape, would they form the same ideas? No, says Rousseau! The 

fundamental difference between humans and animals is not that one forms ideas and 

the others do not. Instead, it is that a human’s ideas come through the fundamental 

component of freedom in their being. Like every cat’s being has the faculty to hunt, 

every human’s being has the faculty of freedom. 

What this fragment does explain with detail is Rousseau’s distinction of passive 

and active judgment in forming ideas. As I will explain in detail later, Rousseau finds all 

beings with sensation are able to passively judge. For example, a lizard lays in the 

sunlight to warm its body temperature. It does not actively make this judgment. Instead, 

the lizard’s being knows it needs sunlight. The lizard passively feels the sunlight coming 

from one direction. It then moves in that direction having sensed the sunlight. Active 
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judgment is different because it uses freedom when interpreting our passive judgments. 

This means it can work to assist passive judgment or work against it. 

 Rousseau explains this distinction of judgment in the Emile. Passive judgment 

creates images, which are simple ideas by Locke’s terminology; active judgment 

produces ideas, which are complex ideas by Locke’s terminology (Emile 1979, 107). 

Animals and early humans/children (if educated properly) only use their passive 

judgment to form images. This is why in the Second Discourse, Rousseau says in this 

same passage as quoted above, “Some Philosophers have even suggested that there 

is more difference between a given man and another than between a given man and a 

given beast” (1992, 26). A human that only uses their passive judgment is similar to an 

animal, as animals only have passive judgment. It is active judgment, the application of 

freedom to our sense information, which marks the major difference between humans 

and animals. The difference between the human using active judgment and the one 

using passive judgment is greater than the difference between the human and animal 

both using passive judgment.  

3.2.2 An Unclear Principle 

Before further developing my argument, I want to highlight how the secondary 

literature lacks a clear understanding of what Rousseau means when saying we need to 

make our internal sense active. This is because it lacks a clear understanding of the 

active principle.  

Eve Grace (2001) provides the most extensive discussion. Grace (2001) finds 

the active, and to some extent passive, principle is one of the key principles in relation 

to our being. While this distinction takes a central role in her examination of being, it is 
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not very clear what these principles are. At one point, Grace (2001, 137) returns to 

Rousseau’s Dialogues to suggest the passive principle is a reactive self-love, whereas 

extending this self-love onto others is the active principle. The argument goes on to 

develop the active principle as having a negative form (amour-propre) and a positive 

form (which is not named) (Grace 2001, 145-46).  

 This interpretation is problematic because amour-propre is both a positive or 

negative development: “Extend these ideas and you will see where our amour-propre 

gets the form we believe natural to it, and how self-love, ceasing to be an absolute 

sentiment, becomes pride in great souls, vanity in small ones, and feeds itself 

constantly in all at the expense of their neighbors…Whatever we may do, these 

passions will be born in spite of us” (Emile 1979, 215).30 As discussed in the previous 

chapter, Emile experiences multiple “second periods” that correspond to the evolution of 

humanity as a whole. A natural human, which Emile is as a child, does not have amour-

propre. If he was to develop amour-propre at this stage of life, it would be a negative 

development. Social humans, which Emile is upon experiencing puberty, must develop 

amour-propre. Social relations require it to exist. Like the ear of corn developing out of 

the kernel, amour-propre takes time to germinate in a human’s being.   

As Rousseau shows, amour-propre can manifest in different ways. Great beings 

develop pride; small beings develop vanity. While some argue pride is a negative 

development in humans (Campbell and Scott 2005), others make the convincing 

argument that pride is a positive development of amour-propre while vanity is a negative 

                                                 
30

 For additional textual evidence of this interpretation: “The sole passion natural to man is amour de soi 
or amour-propre taken in an extended sense. This amour-propre in itself or relative to us is good and 
useful; and since it has no necessary relation to others, it is in this respect naturally neutral. It becomes 
good or bad only by the application made of it and the relations given to it” (Emile 1979, 92). 
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development (Cooper 1998; Marks 1998; Story 2009). This is akin to the corn plant 

developing a healthy or unhealthy ear of corn. The corn plant develops the ear as part 

of its nature, but the health of that ear can vary. Rousseau, therefore, shows amour-

propre is a natural development of humans that can be positive or negative. Thus, 

Grace’s (2001) interpretation would have to conclude that the active principle is always 

amour-propre. Both the old and young, however, have the active principle. Rousseau 

concludes both have this not because of our natural vices, such as amour-propre (Emile 

1979, 67). Thus, the active principle cannot be amour-propre.  

Furthermore, Grace’s (2001) interpretation is problematic because it lacks clarity, 

which leads to questions of consistency. In some instances, the active principle is 

described as an excess of strength or energy. Other times, it is described as the desire 

to exist that is given particular direction by imagination (Grace 2001, 141; 144; 148). 

Earlier, however, the active principle is described, “…as a kind of formless willing or 

wanting without object, a desire to ‘animate’ other beings, a desire to discharge vitality 

and power” with regards to the child who has yet to develop amour-propre in Book I of 

Emile (Grace 2001, 138). From these descriptions, we are left with a less than clear 

understanding of what Rousseau means by an active principle; the active principle is 

positive and negative; directional and directionless; it comes prior to amour-propre but is 

also amour-propre; it concerns self-love from with ourselves and from others onto us.  

Although this interpretation lacks clarity, it is an attempt at a concept that 

Rousseau provides us little direct information about. The vast literature on Rousseau 

has not focused on this topic. A few authors mention the active principle with regards to 

the child who has a desire to animate other beings that Grace (2001) explores with 
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greater depth (Kolodny 2010; Marks 1998; 2005). Susan Shell (2016) defines freedom 

as the first occasion of the active principle. This interpretation, however, does not 

explain what it is in later occasions or how this first occasion relates to Rousseau’s 

thoughts. Frederick Neuhouser (2008) builds on these works by arguing that active 

principle is a third form of longing that differs from amour de soi and amour-propre, 

which desires to command others. Lucas Fain (2010), however, argues Neuhouser 

(2008) is incorrect, as Rousseau implies the active principle to be, “Aristotle’s notion of 

energeia, understood as the specific form of being-at-work that makes something what 

it is” (478). 

I think Fain (2010) is correct; the active principle is the portion of our being that 

engages with things, others, and/or ourselves to give these things meaning. What Fain 

(2010) misses is this active principle is not set. In this way, the struggle of the 

secondary literature makes sense. As Shell (2016) identifies, the active principle for 

natural humans is freedom. As humans develop, however, the principle that gives 

meaning can change. This is rooted in our freedom, but manifests itself through other 

methods. Thus, amour de soi, amour-propre, natural law, religion, judgment, and more 

can be the active principle.  

This also resolves the problem Rousseau sees in the Second Discourse when 

taking account of the Emile. Part of the problem Rousseau proposed making our 

internal sense active. An infinite, however, already experiences the active principle 

(Emile 1979, 67). If we experience the active principle as an infant, what would make 

applying this principle to our internal sense so difficult? Since there are multiple active 
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principles, the real question is what active principle needs to be applied to our internal 

sense. 

While limited, both in numbers and length of interpretation, there are a few 

scholars that suggest one coherent idea concerning the active principle and an internal 

sense in Rousseau’s thought: they suggest a relationship between the active principle 

and judgment. Claude Ake (1967) interprets the active principle to be the faculty of 

reason in moral valuation. In his dissertation, Wyatt Dowling (2007) makes a brief 

connection between the active principle and “active” judgment and Ryan Hanley (2010) 

makes a similar passing comment that the active principle is connected to judgment. 

Jean Bloch (1979) quickly states the Profession of the Faith of the Savoyard Vicar 

demonstrates judgment is the active principle in the Cartesian sense that is associated 

with free will. Finally, Denise Schaeffer (2014) in her book concerning judgment also 

makes a brief connection between the active principle and judgment (48). This 

literature, in addition to Fain (2010), suggests to know our being we develop judgment 

while retaining our individual freedom as our active principle.31  

While multiple scholars suggest the active principle is a form of judgment, the 

connection between freedom and judgment to form a healthy judgment is not examined 

in-depth. Thus, I turn to the Emile to understand what makes the active principle 

required to know our being as stated in the Second Discourse.   

3.2.3 Discovering our True Dimensions of Being and the Active Principle  

To resolve what Rousseau means by the active principle with regards to our 

being, I focus on the second of four passages concerning the subject (Emile 1979, 

                                                 
31

 To give this judgment full range, we must first develop it in studying the relationship of things and then 
return to the study of ourselves (First Discourse 1992, 4). I further develop this idea in chapter four. 
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107).32 This is because the third and final passages are during the Profession of the 

Faith of the Savoyard Vicar (Emile 1979, 268; 280). Most, if not all, of Rousseau’s 

words cannot be taken at face-value. The Profession, however, presents additional 

issues of interpretation. It is an education that Rousseau receives. Emile will not receive 

it. Instead, it is intended for the benefit of reader of the Emile. These passages are 

helpful in a general understanding of the active principle that I outlined above. They are 

not as helpful in examining what makes the active principle important for knowing the 

true dimensions of our being. In addition, I do not focus on the first passage because it 

concerns the active principle in infants and the elderly that has led to vague 

interpretations in the secondary literature regarding the active principle (Emile 1979, 

67). 

The point the Emile expands upon from the Second Discourse is the presence 

and distinction of the passive and active principle: “Our sensations are purely passive, 

while all our perceptions or ideas are born out of an active principle which judges” 

(1979, 107). The passive principle is purely sense based. All objects which collect 

sense information engage in the passive principle. Animals, humans, and even 

technology that collect sense information – like a camera or voice recorder – engage in 

the passive principle. The passive principle does not judge. It collects information and, 

at best, reacts to it. The physician striking your knee with the hammer, during your 

yearly physical, is a demonstration of the passive principle. Your body collects sense 

information from touch and reacts to this sensation. There is no judgment that takes 

                                                 
32

 I am confident that future work concerning the active principle through this one passage in the Emile 
will be able to help explain what the active principle itself is. For now, however, I focus on the relationship 
between the active principle and judgment, as Rousseau asks, through Buffon, in the Second Discourse 
how an internal sense can be made active and to judge ourselves. Thus, I focus in this chapter on the 
application of the active principle in these domains and not on the active principle itself. 
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place whether your leg kicks or not. The active principle, however, uses sense 

information to do more than merely react. Through judging the sense information we 

receive, this principle produces ideas.33 

As others have noted, most notably Grace (2001), the Emile shows infants have 

the active principle. While they have this component of their being, children lack 

judgment by nature. Natural humans and children, therefore, are unable discover the 

true dimensions of their being: 

Although memory and reasoning are two essentially different faculties, nevertheless the one 
develops truly only with the other. Before the age of reason the child receives not ideas but 
images; and the difference between the two is that images are only absolute depictions of 
sensible objects, while ideas are notions of objects determined by relations. An image can stand 
all alone in the mind which represents it, but every idea supposes other ideas. When one 
imagines, one does nothing but see; when one conceives, one is comparing. Our sensations are 
purely passive, while all our perceptions or ideas are born out of an active principle which judges. 
This will be demonstrated hereafter.  
 
Therefore I say that children, not being capable of judgment, do not have true memory. They 
retain sounds, figures, sensations, ideas rarely, the connections between ideas more rarely 
(Emile 1979, 107). 

 
First, a quick tangent; notice that memory and reasoning are parts of faculties. Our 

faculties are part of our being. Rousseau argues that by nature children lack these parts 

of their being. Like the kernel of corn developing into a plant, an individual’s being 

contains these faculties but it takes time to develop. Thus, our being is a moving entity.  

Returning to our main discussion, Rousseau discovers Emile, and children 

educated like him, lack ideas. While he can recall specific examples, Emile cannot 

move beyond the specific impressions he has experienced through his senses. He 

knows a triangle is a triangle because he has been shown a specific example and the 

tutor named that example a triangle; Emile lacks the notions of angles, sides, and lines 

that determine the relations of a triangle. In other words, he has an absolute depiction of 

                                                 
33

 For an introduction to the discussion regarding passive vs. active judgment see the first sub-section of 
this section. 
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only the sensible (in this case visual) object that is classified as a triangle. Emile cannot 

determine relations between objects. He, and children like him, naturally think in images 

instead of ideas. Each image is a separate photograph for Emile, whereas those 

thinking in ideas can organize these photographs into coherent albums. Lacking reason 

and memory, Emile cannot form ideas. Without these he cannot make active judgments, 

as this requires us to make connections and comparisons between ideas; and this 

requires memory. Thus, before he can apply the active principle to judgment, Emile 

must develop reason and memory to form ideas. 

 Rousseau states in the passage above that he will demonstrate images come 

from our passive principle and ideas from our active principle that judges. The problem 

is this demonstration comes much later in the Emile: “There are judgments in simple 

sensations as well as in the complex sensations which I call simple ideas. In sensation, 

judgment is purely passive. It affirms that one feels what one feels. In perception or 

idea, judgment is active. It brings together, compares, and determines relations which 

the senses do not determine” (Emile 1979, 203). We can judge in passive and active 

ways. Passive judgment starts with sensation. I feel warm; this feeling is a passive 

judgment. Passive judgment can also compare these simple sensations to produce 

complex sensations, which are also known as simple ideas. For example, I have the 

simple sensations of feeling warmth and seeing a bright object in the sky. By comparing 

these two simple sensations, I produce the simple idea/complex sensation of the Sun. 

This is the limit of passive judgment. Through passive judgment, the child claims the 

Sun rises. Active judgment allows us to understand this phenomenon is due to the 

Earth’s rotation. Passive judgment concludes the Sun revolves around the Earth. Active 
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judgment understands the true relationship; the Earth revolves around the Sun. For our 

senses to engage in active judgment, therefore, we must be able to compare and 

determine relations between these simple ideas. Thus, in the Second Discourse, to 

make the internal sense active and able to judge means we must be able to make this 

internal sense able to compare and determine the relationship between ideas resting on 

our natural freedom. 

 The question remaining, therefore, is what is this internal sense that must be 

active? Through continuing to work through Rousseau’s epistemology, we learn this 

internal sense is what he calls common sense or human reason: 

This sixth sense [common sense] has consequently no special organ. It resides only in the brain, 
and its sensations, purely internal, are called perceptions or ideas. It is by the number of these 
ideas that the extent of our knowledge is measured. It is their distinctness, their clarity, which 
constitutes the accuracy of the mind. It is the art of comparing them among themselves that is 
called human reason. Thus, what I would call sensual or childish reason consists in forming 
simple ideas by the conjunction of several sensations, and what I call intellectual or human 
reason consists in forming complex ideas by the conjunction of several simple ideas (Emile 1979, 
157-58). 

 
Childish reason is rooted only in the sensual experience. The active judgment exists 

only when we bring together simple ideas through comparison. We must develop our 

common sense, which is the internal sense, to achieve this. As Rousseau states, 

common sense – or human reason – has no special organ. It does not reside outside of 

us; it resides “purely internal” to us. For something to reside within us, does not mean it 

is there from the very start of our development. Remember, the entire corn plant exists 

internally in the seed. It still takes a favorable external environment, however, for that 

seed to turn into a plant. Human reason resides internally but our external environment 

can influence its development. If we want to know the true dimensions of our being, 

however, we must apply the active principle to our human reason to judge what we are. 

This internal sense is not part of our original nature. As I will explain in the next 
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sections, in our original condition we can experience our internal being, which contains 

the faculties and desires of our original nature. Once we leave this condition our being 

adds new faculties and desires. The only way to understand our original nature is 

through making this reason active so it can properly judge ourselves. In this way, we 

can know our internal being that the natural human could only experience. 

 The problem is human reason can betray an individual: “This is the entire 

difference, but it is great. Nature never deceives us. It is always we who deceive 

ourselves (Emile 1979, 203). Our senses from nature never deceive us. Passive 

judgment, as demonstrated with the child and the Sun, can deceive us. Furthermore our 

reason, through active judgment, can deceive us too. We may see a pencil in cup of 

water and judge it to be broken based on active judgment. Touching the pencil, 

however, revels it is solid. This is why Rousseau points to the distinctness and clarity of 

our simple ideas as constituting the accuracy of our judgment.34  

This is the same problem Rousseau alerted us to in the footnote to the Second 

Discourse. Nature has given us sense organs to develop passive judgment, which is 

required for our self-preservation. Due to our active judgment, however, we take these 

                                                 
34

 Rousseau’s discussion of common sense on pages 157-58 in the Emile is linked with his discussion of 
transforming a child from sensual reasoning to human reasoning on page 203. Before the quoted section 
above from page 203, Rousseau states: “The manner of forming ideas is what gives a character to the 
human mind. The mind which forms its ideas only on the basis of real relations is a solid mind. The one 
satisfied with apparent relations is a superficial mind. The one which see relations such as they are is a 
precise mind. The one which evaluates them poorly is a defective mind. The one which makes up 
imaginary relations that have neither reality nor appearance is mad. The one which does not compare at 
all is imbecilic. The greater or lesser aptitude at comparing ideas and at finding relations is what 
constitutes in men greater or lesser intelligence, etc” (Emile 1979, 203). On pages 157-58, we were 
informed that the number, distinctness, and clarity of our simple ideas produce the accuracy of our 
common sense. Yet, on page 203 Rousseau does not speak of accuracy. Instead, Rousseau informs us 
of the solid, superficial, precise, defective, mad, and imbecilic minds. How these minds relate to common 
sense, if a human can only have one type of mind, if one type of mind is superior to another, and if the 
verbs with regards to how these minds are formed (as Rousseau uses different verbs for each type of 
mind) are important questions that need to be investigated in a study concerning Rousseau’s 
epistemology. Hanley (2010) provides a start to this project as he traces how we develop from simple 
sensation to judgment but does not resolve the questions and connections shared above. 
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sensations and extend our being onto them. The problem is we fail to use active 

judgment to develop our common sense to examine our internal being. To know 

ourselves, as Socrates and others have suggested, requires using the active judgment 

to remove the illusions we have created by extending ourselves onto the external world, 

to discover what are the true dimensions remaining of our being. Saying this, I do not 

mean to say that Rousseau thinks the only way to achieve perfection is through self-

perfection, like the rational perfection of Platonism. I go into greater detail on this 

subject in the fourth section of this chapter. For now, it suffices to say that Rousseau 

thinks others can guide a being to perfection, such as nature for the natural human, the 

tutor for Emile, or the legislator for a society. For perfection to be achieved, however, 

Rousseau’s epistemology and ontology must collide with each other; it is only through 

how we properly know the world that we will be able to then return to judge what our 

being truly is. Thus, Rousseau requires us to properly develop our active judgment 

through human reason in order to discover the true dimensions of our internal being. 

While the Second Discourse does not discuss the active principle, the goal of the 

work is to use this principle with reason to judge the true dimension of our internal 

being. When we remove the external range of our being what remains? Rousseau 

appears to present us a paradox. One could argue that if judgment and reason can be 

deceived, then why use these to understand our internal being. Would it not be better to 

investigate our being through only the passive images we receive via our sense organs, 

as nature will not lie to us? The problem, however, is the passive judgment can only 

experience sensation. While we can sense our internal being – that is natural man fully 

experiences their being – it cannot share it, let alone understand it, without engaging in 
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active judgment and reason. To understand, therefore, one can no longer purely 

experience. Thus, Rousseau’s goal in the Second Discourse must be to properly 

understand our being through reason that uses active judgment, which is rooted it in the 

truth of our sensations that we know through the passive sense organs. This is why, 

however, Rousseau warns us in the Second Discourse that in order to understand our 

being we must move further away from it: “What is even crueler is that, as all the 

progress of the human Species continually moves it further away from its primitive state, 

the more new knowledge we accumulate, the more we deprive ourselves of the means 

of acquiring the most important knowledge of all; so that it is, in a sense, by dint of 

studying man that we have made ourselves incapable of knowing him” (1992, 12). The 

paradox Rousseau presents to us is the only way to experience the true dimensions of 

our being is to be a natural human; but the only way to know what the true dimensions 

of our being is to move to develop ourselves far beyond what a natural human is. Thus, 

the one that experiences our internal being is not the one that understands the true 

dimensions of our being. 

What is important for now is that the internal sense Rousseau wants to make 

active is human reason or common sense. This is what can judge the true dimensions 

of our being. In this way, Rousseau’s epistemology and ontology are in a paradoxical 

but reciprocal relationship to each other. All living creatures, including humans, have a 

being. In order to understand our being, humans need to develop reason and active 

judgment. By developing these faculties, however, humans no longer experience their 

internal being as it is originally formed, which causes most humans who even attempt to 

reflect on what their original being is to fail.  
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While this understanding of what Rousseau means when stating we need to 

make our internal sense active to be able to give it full range to judge ourselves may 

sound simple, it is simple in the sense that E=mc2 is simple. Yes, the formulation is 

simple enough to say, but what is being said requires a greater understanding. If 

Rousseau merely said our internal sense is reason and that we need active judgment, 

his readers may not understand what these complex ideas mean. Rousseau needs to 

communicate to his readers that in order to produce a sound reason, an internal sense 

that will not deceive when engaged in active reason, it must be based on the sensations 

felt through the passive judgment.35 In this way, Rousseau’s thoughts regarding the 

active principle, judgment, and our internal sense are elegant and consistent throughout 

his works like a mathematical proof of the relationship between energy and mass. 

3.3 The True Dimensions of Our Internal Being 

3.3.1 The Substance that Houses Our Nature 

Having examined how Rousseau comes to know the true dimensions of our 

internal being, we can now examine what those dimensions are. While most humans 

35
 Rousseau indicates the connection between passive and active judgment to form a way of reasoning in 

his Last Reply, which is a reply to his First Discourse. In a footnote, Rousseau states: “This note is for 
Philosophers. I advise others to skip over it. If man is wicked by his nature, it is clear that the Sciences will 
only make him worse. Thus their cause is lost by this assumption alone. But it is necessary to note well 
that although man is naturally good, as I believe and as I have the happiness to feel, it does not follow 
from this that the sciences are salutary for him. For every situation that places a people in the position to 
cultivate them necessarily announces the beginning of corruption which the sciences quickly accelerate. 
Then the vice of the constitution does all the harm that nature could have done, and bad prejudices take 
the place of bad inclinations” (1992, 116-17). Rousseau indicates to us he believes or thinks that man is 
naturally good and he feels that man is naturally good. Passive images know the world only through 
sensation and feeling. As such, Rousseau first knows man, as he knows himself, through his passive 
senses. When engaging with these passive judgments through his active judgment, Rousseau is able to 
continue to think that man is naturally good. The questions, however, is given footnote 5, what type of 
mind has Rousseau used to come to this belief? Has he properly used his active judgment so his reason 
is not deformed by passion, as he has suggested we need to achieve in the Second Discourse? These 
are questions that need to be resolve in future works. For now, this footnote in response to the First 
Discourse helps to demonstrate how Rousseau’s system of thought is consistent among the First 
Discourse, Second Discourse, and Emile.  
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focus on their external range of being, through Rousseau’s method we think through 

these dimensions to discover our being. This is a necessary step for the dissertation 

because, in order to examine the topics I am interested in – science, politics, and 

happiness – we must first understand what components comprise our internal being. As 

Rousseau says, “This same study of original man, of his true needs, and of the 

fundamental principles of his duties, is also the only good means one could use to 

remove those crowds of difficulties which present themselves concerning the origin of 

morally inequality, the true foundations of the Body politic, the reciprocal rights of its 

members, and a thousand similar questions as important as they are ill explained” 

(Second Discourse 1992, 15). Only after understanding what Rousseau means by these 

fundamental parts of nature can we then examine his ideas on other subjects in relation 

to our nature. 

 I suggest Rousseau’s idea of internal being means the faculties and desires that 

are true to a being everywhere and always. To state this in another way, I think 

Rousseau’s idea of internal being is the thing that houses an individual’s nature when it 

is natural or exists in a vacuum. Our external being, therefore, is the interaction between 

our internal being and nature and/or the interaction between our internal being and 

other internal beings. These interactions can change our being, but this change is a 

deviation from the original or internal being. To judge our relationship to any of other 

thing, therefore, we must first understand our internal being. 

One way to illustrate this idea is to return to the natural sciences. While seeming 

to be against Rousseau’s instructions, as he wants us to study humans, Rousseau also 

recognizes the role of natural science to study human nature (First Discourse 1992, 
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4).36 I think chemistry helps to show this. We understand the chemical elements with 

regards to themselves and then their interactions with other elements. Like these 

elements, we can understand our internal being with regards to ourselves and then we 

can understand it with regards to others. For example, Cesium is an element that, when 

existing in a vacuum, is nonreactive. When exposed to the Earth’s atmosphere, 

however, Cesium ignites in flames. Nothing in Cesium’s nature has changed; in both 

situations it is an Alkali Metal with 55 protons and electrons. How Cesium, however, 

“behaves” depends partially on its external conditions. In a vacuum, we are able to see 

the truth of the “internal being” of Cesium. In the Earth’s atmosphere, we are able to see 

how that “internal being” interacts with external circumstances. Rousseau suggests to 

us that all sensitive beings, especially humans, have an internal being. Yet, because 

most beings do not exist in a vacuum, especially humans, the being that we observe 

usually contain both internal and external dimensions. 

Returning to the text, we must remember that the footnote where Rousseau 

introduces the idea of the dimensions of being comes from the Preface of the Second 

Discourse. In this Preface, we are told the most useful but least advanced subject of 

knowledge is that of humans, as we fail to follow the instructions of the Temple of Delphi 

to know thyself. In the same paragraph, Rousseau asks us to see what he means by 

the difference between external and internal being through the image of the statue of 

Glaucus. In this way, Rousseau – like me – illustrates the need to study a human’s 

internal and external being through a non-human example: 

And how will man manage to see himself as Nature formed him, through all the changes that the 
sequence of times and things must have produced in his original constitution, and to separate 
what he gets from his own stock from what circumstances and his progress have added to or 

36
 A full treatment of this subject exists in chapter 5. 
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change in his primate state? Like the statue of Glaucus, which time, sea, and storms, had so 
disfigured that it looked less like a God than a wild Beast, the human soul, altered in the bosom of 
society by a thousand continually renewed causes, by the acquisition of a mass of knowledge 
and errors, by changes that occurred in the constitution of Bodies, and by the continual impact of 
the passions, has, so to speak, changed its appearance to the point of being nearly 
unrecognizable; and, instead of a being acting always by fixed and invariable Principles, instead 
of that Heavenly and majestic simplicity with which the Author had endowed it, one no longer 
finds anything except the deformed contrast of passion which believes it reasons and 
understanding in delirium (Second Discourse 1992, 12, my emphasis added). 

 
This is the first instance in Rousseau’s work of him discussing an individual’s being in 

his own words; at least that I can find. We can see in this first use that Rousseau is 

asking the question that he proposes in his footnote;  how can we separate what is a 

human’s “own stock” from what circumstances and progress have changed from this 

original constitution. As demonstrated in the previous section, Rousseau identifies our 

reason can misunderstand our internal being because we are deformed, which makes 

our reason deformed. Thus, the questions of the footnote (i.e. how do we make our 

internal sense – reason – active to judge our internal being properly) are contained 

within this passage too. In essence, Rousseau is agreeing that Buffon correctly 

identifies we fail to understand our internal being and how to achieve such knowledge is 

anything but as simple as saying we must use reason to understand it. 

To illustrate this point, Rousseau presents the metaphor of the statue of Glaucus. 

There exists a statue that has been designed by an author. If left alone, the appearance 

of the statue would not change. The statue, however, does not exist in a vacuum. 

Through natural processes – time, sea, and storms – that are external to the statue, the 

appearance of the statue changes. Thus, while there is an internal design to the statue 

that remains consistent, interactions with the external world change the external 

appearance of the statue to the point that this internal design is nearly unrecognizable.  
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Our internal being is like the original untouched statue. Through external 

interactions, however, our being changes – and, almost universally, this is not for the 

better. Rousseau finds the multiplying and augmenting of the external range of our 

being comes from knowledge and errors – discussed implicitly throughout the First 

Discourse,37 – the physical changes in our bodies, and our passions. Through extending 

beyond ourselves, our being does not act on fixed and invariable principles endowed in 

us by our author. Instead, deformed by our passions, we believe our reason instructs us 

that the deformed being we now see is the original being formed by the author.  

3.3.2 The Role of Discourse in Understanding our Internal Being  

 My interpretation, regarding what our internal and external beings are, requires 

an argument for how to interpret the Second Discourse as a whole. In agreement with 

Kelly (2006), I interpret the First Part of the Second Discourse as an illustration of what 

human nature looks like when it is left alone. To say this in another way, The First Part 

shows us what human nature looks like when a human’s internal being does not need to 

extend itself through the use of its external being. While the First Part does not show 

what a human’s being is in a vacuum, it does focus on what this internal being is. Thus, 

Rousseau presents at least one possible vision, if not more, of what the human nature 

looks like if it is primarily limited to our internal being.  

 This interpretation is important for Rousseau scholarship because it understands 

human nature is not fixed; through our external being, human nature can expand and be 

                                                 
37

 For example, Rousseau discusses how the sciences are harmful to the moral qualities of a human, 
especially through their early education in the First Discourse (1992, 17). The moral qualities, as I will 
show, are not necessarily part of our internal being. They only exist once we extend our being. Thus, the 
errors produced by a science motivated by vice instead of virtue improperly augments and extends the 
range of our being that prevents us in achieving the balance between our faculties and desire that we 
require to produce happiness as discussed in the previous chapter. 
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augmented in numerous, if not infinite, directions. My interpretation, however, holds 

there are fixed and invariable principles of human nature, which are located in our 

internal being. As I will explain later, our internal nature does not exist in a stable 

position, as there is a tension in our internal being due to these fixed and invariable 

principles. This is a paradox that Rousseau presents in his work for us to resolve. For 

now, however, what I must make clear is that I agree with Kelly (2006) that what 

disfigures a human’s internal being is accidental rather than natural. This interpretation 

disagrees with other interpretations of the Second Discourse. The two strongest 

interpretations in opposition, I find, are those of Richard Velkley (2002) and Jonathan 

Marks (2005). Both scholars present strong arguments that the natural human of the 

Second Discourse is not in fact natural.  

Velkley (2002) argues the metaphor of Glaucus is intended to teach us we must 

reject the idea of natural human in the state of nature as presented in the First Part of 

the Second Discourse in order to free ourselves for philosophy. According to Velkley 

(2002), the statue of Glaucus is the description of humans in the First Part of the 

Second Discourse. Since the statue is artificial, the description of humans only in the 

First Part is also artificial. Thus, Velkley (2002) finds Rousseau’s metaphor helps to free 

us from the image of human nature existing in the First Part. 

Marks (2005) argues nature is an end to achieve instead of something to be 

recovered. The claim of Perfection and Disharmony in the Thought of Rousseau is that 

nature, like society, corrupts humans because there is no pre-historical human. This 

means if history is the corrupting force on humans, then humans have always been 

corrupted; nature like society corrupts human nature. Thus, there is no stable pre-
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historical human nature to be recovered in the Second Discourse; the original human is 

not the natural human. Instead, the natural human is something to be achieved instead 

of recovered. Marks (2005) argues Rousseau exaggerates the natural goodness of man 

as a rhetorical device to assist moderns in achieving the savage pattern.38 This savage 

pattern produces the natural end of humans as it produces the natural man living in the 

state of society, which produces perfection by harmonizing disharmonious parts of 

human nature. Marks (2005) then argues how the savage of the Second Discourse, 

Emile, and the citizen of the Second Discourse all fit this savage pattern. 

Kelly (2006) shows that Velkley’s (2002) interpretation is attractive, but 

misunderstands what Rousseau is trying to communicate to his audience: “What 

Rousseau claims to have proved in the Discourse is the crucial influence of external 

circumstances, which I take to be the equivalent of ‘the succession of times and things,’ 

over the way human nature develops. This could be said to be one of the key 

discoveries of the [Second] Discourse” (81). Like Cesium or the statue of Glaucus in a 

vacuum, the First Part of the Second Discourse wants to illustrate to us the fundamental 

truths of the original constitution of a human. The purpose of the First Part is for 

Rousseau to reduce humanity, as best as possible, to the true dimensions of its internal 

being; to know thyself. It is to find the fixed and invariable principles of human nature 

that are located in our internal being.  

This project, however, has its limitations. Rousseau cannot remove human 

nature from all external circumstances. Whereas Cesium can exist in a vacuum, a 

human cannot. The idea of the statue of Glaucus exists within its creator’s mind free 

                                                 
38

 While Rousseau has praises for the happiness savage humans achieve, savage humans are not 
natural humans for him. 
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from an external environment, the statue itself exists in the real world. Kelly (2006), in 

agreement, states, “What this means is that the pure state of nature depicted in the First 

Part shows us humans essentially unaffected by the accidents of time and things. I say 

essentially, rather than simply, unaffected to distinguish my interpretation from what I 

have called the frictionless-surface interpretation. Rousseau presents humans as living 

in an environment that affects them without changing them in fundamental ways” (81). 

Kelly’s (2006) argument resolves the tensions that Marks (2005) forms as the basis of 

his thesis. Rousseau does not argue that the natural human of the First Part is a static 

being because the natural human does not exist in a static environment. The illustration 

of the natural human in the First Part shows the accidents of time and things can cause 

variations in humans, but among these variations there are fixed and invariable 

principles that are true of human nature everywhere and always. Some of environments 

might be more likely to produce change in a being, and some beings may be more likely 

to change than others. Returning to discussion of chemistry, the Noble Gases are stable 

elements in almost all situations. The Alkali Metals are highly reactive in a number of 

environments, including the ones where Noble Gases are stable. That Rousseau states 

early in the Second Part, “Such as the condition of nascent man…But difficulties soon 

arose” does not invalidate a fixed being can exist (Second Discourse 1992, 45). It only 

means that human nature is more like the Alkali Metals than Noble Gases and some 

environments might be able to preserve this nature more than others. 

Like a triangle, our internal being only exists completely undisturbed in speech. 

Thus, the description of the natural human in the work is not of an individual that has 

ever existed. While Marks (2005) and I agree that the depiction of our internal being 
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exists in speech only, we differ on the premises why. My interpretation is Rousseau 

thinks the properties of our internal being are true. The truth, however, is not observed 

often or all-at-once because we never see our internal being in a vacuum like we do 

elements. In his interpretation, Marks (2005) argues Rousseau is advancing a rhetorical 

strategy in order to attack Hobbes (93-96). The truth of human nature for Rousseau, 

according to Marks (2005), is that we are disharmonious social and asocial elements 

that can only be put into harmony through the art of what he calls the savage pattern. 

This thesis has to abandon the natural goodness of man, as it can only be rhetoric 

(Melzer 1990; Marks 2005, see especially 82-84). Like a straight line, I argue human 

nature exists but only as an idea. Since we exist in an external world, not a vacuum, we 

can only know our internal being, in its trustiest dimensions, through discourse; this 

point reinforces that paradoxical relationship between experiencing our internal being – 

Rousseau’s ontology – and knowing our internal being – Rousseau’s epistemology.  

 In discussing the development of language during the Second Discourse, 

Rousseau says:  

Every general idea is purely intellectual; if imagination is in the least involved, the idea 
immediately becomes particular. Try to draw for yourself the image of a tree in general, you will 
never succeed in doing it; despite yourself it must be seen small or large, sparse, or leafy, light or 
dark; and if it were up to you to see in it only what is found in every tree, this image would no 
longer resemble a tree. Purely abstract beings are seen in the same way, or are conceived only 
through discourse. The definition of the Triangle alone gives you the genuine idea of it: as soon 
as you imagine one in your mind, it is a given Triangle and not another, and you cannot avoid 
making its lines perceptible or its plane colored (1992, 32 my emphasis). 

 
Rousseau seems to echo the Platonic concept of the forms in the description of general 

ideas. In showing us what he means, Rousseau informs us of the problem of trying to 

describe general ideas through the example of a tree. The moment we try to draw a tree 

in general, we engage in drawing a particular tree instead of the general idea of what a 

tree is. If we were to be able to draw a general tree, which we cannot, we would not 
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recognize it as any tree we would have seen. In the same manner, the moment 

Rousseau tries to illustrate the natural human through specific examples is the moment 

the abstract – but true – qualities of this being are lost. 

Abstract beings can be seen but only through discourse. Furthermore, this 

abstract relies on concepts that are purely intellectual; not particular images that we 

imagine. Returning to the first paragraph of the Preface, where Rousseau introduces 

the concept of being in both a footnote and his own words, we find what the subject of 

the Second Discourse is: “Thus I consider the subject of this Discourse one of the most 

interesting questions that Philosophers might resolve: for how can the source of 

inequality among men be known unless one begins by knowing men themselves?” 

(1992, 12, my emphasis) In order to explain the origins of inequality, the Second 

Discourse must first show what to be human is. Through engaging in discourse, 

Rousseau indicates the subject of the Second Discourse is the abstract ideas of what is 

human; not the particulars. Thus, he wants us to learn from engaging in a discourse 

with him about the general idea of what our internal being is; not to focus on the 

particular images he or we form through our imagination regarding natural humans in 

the Second Discourse itself. 

In order to show all humans are equal by nature, Rousseau must engage in a 

discourse. He must show us that the general idea of a human’s being – the purely 

abstract internal being that is human – is equal. In this way, the natural human, 

elements of which reside in our internal being, exists. But if one tried to imagine what 

this natural human looks like, if we envisioned an example of this internal being 

engaging the world – then we would form an idea of a particular human. Hence, the 
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natural human never truly existed. Instead, the natural human is a purely intellectual 

idea that nevertheless has implications for the humans that exists in the real world. Just 

as the triangle that is abstract idea, it still has implications for the engineer. With regards 

to humanity, understanding the purely abstract internal being reduces us to our true 

dimensions. Upon understanding these true dimensions, we will then be able to engage 

with the external world to achieve harmony by producing a harmonious relationship 

between our internal and external beings. Rousseau, therefore, must engage in a 

discourse to understand what the general idea of human is. 

What is critical, and not explained within Kelly (2006), is that natural man lacks 

language.39 While examples of “natural” humans in the First Part can change due to 

external circumstances and accidents, humanity as a whole will not change in the state 

of nature. In order for humanity as a whole to change, we must be able to communicate 

our experiences, opinions, knowledge, and errors. Only when we can communicate to 

each other can the external circumstances that changed one individual be passed onto 

another without those same external circumstances. What I mean is this: in order for 

humans to know that fire will burn them, someone must have first touched fire. Without 

language, in order for any human to know this, they must have experienced it. Thus, the 

only way for external circumstances to directly change a human and their being is 

                                                 
39

 I understand that to fully develop this idea, one would have to engage with Rousseau’s Essay on the 
Origin of Languages. At this time, however, I limit myself to Rousseau’s discussion of language in the 
Discourses and Emile. As earlier argued, Rousseau states in the Confessions that these three works form 
a whole statement. Thus, what Rousseau says about language in these three works must be consistent 
and coherent with his system. Furthermore, Emile is published in 1762, the Second Discourse is 
published in 1755, and the First Discourse is published in 1751. The Essay on the Origin of Languages 
was not published by Rousseau at the time of this full statement; instead, he indicated it was a fragment 
from the Second Discourse (VII, xxvii). The first version of the work seems to be completed in September 
of 1761, with the essay being fully completed around the same time as the publication of Emile (ibid, xi; 
xxvii). I take Rousseau’s statements regarding language in the Discourses and Emile, therefore, to be 
fully formed. These statements, however, probably required further explanation, as most of Rousseau’s 
works required. Thus, the Essay on the Origin of Languages is an additional work required to complete 
this larger project, but one that can be incorporated at a later date. 
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through direct experience. Once language is developed, however, humans can 

communicate the lessons of external circumstances without experiencing them; hence, 

why every child can be told by their parent that the stove is hot and will burn them.40 

Only through language do humans enter society, which is the major factor that sustains 

and accelerates the deformation of humans.  

Stated in another way, in the state of nature each human can become slightly 

deformed by the accidents of nature, such as time, sea, and storms. Since humans are 

not statues, however, humanity as a whole will not be deformed. When a human dies, 

so does their deformity. It is not passed on by nature to the next generation. The next 

generation’s internal being starts with a “fresh slate.” Only upon developing language, 

which allows for the development of society, can humanity as a whole experience a 

sustained deformation of its internal being. 

Thus, Rousseau understands our internal being to house the fixed and invariable 

principles of human nature, while our external being is how our internal being interacts 

with nature and other internal beings. This understanding complements Kelly’s (2006) 

interpretation of how to read the Second Discourse, while providing addition evidence 

concerning why the attractive interpretations of Velkley (2002), Marks (2005), and those 

that follow them are incomplete. But, if our internal being has fixed and invariable 

principles, what causes human nature – even once we form language and society – to 

become deformed? To present the paradox in another way, how can a being’s nature 

                                                 
40

 As I will explain in the upcoming chapters, Rousseau finds rooting education in experience over 
speeches is preferable. There may be ideas that, while rooted in experience, can only be communicated 
fully through speech. These speeches, however, will have to appeal to these experiences and sentiments 
instead of reason. 
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that is fixed and invariable change? To resolve this paradox, we must examine the fixed 

and invariable principles of human nature that are housed in our internal being. 

3.4 The Parts in Our Internal Being 

I argue our internal being houses four fixed and invariable principles of human 

nature. As such, I agree with Timothy O’Hagan’s (1999, 22; 40) interpretation that these 

components are the desire for self-preservation – which has a relationship with well-

being, – pity (i.e. repugnance to suffering of sensitive beings), freedom, and 

perfectibility. One slight change between my interpretation and O’Hagan (1999) is the 

inclusion of the relationship of well-being with self-preservation. 

Examining the text, Rousseau seems to suggest the human nature residing in 

our internal being can be reduced to two principles. These principles are pity and self-

preservation: 

Leaving aside therefore all scientific books which teach us only to see men as they have made 
themselves, and meditating on the first and simplest operations of the human Soul, I believe I 
perceive in it two principles anterior to reason, of which one interests us ardently in our well-being 
and our self-preservation, and the other inspires in us a natural repugnance to see any sensitive 
Being perish or suffer, principally those like ourselves (Second Discourse 1992, 14-15 my 
emphasis). 

The first and simplest operations of the human soul must be our internal being. 

Rousseau says our interest in self-preservation and well-being and repugnance to 

seeing any sensitive being suffer are principles of our internal being that come prior to 

reason.41 While he believes to perceive these two principles prior to reason, it is also 

possible that he lists three principles. While I will suggest the principles of self-

preservation and well-being as both forms of amour de soi, it is entirely possible these 

are not the same. 

41
 I understand the reason Rousseau is discussing here is the reason used by our active judgment, albeit 

not always used well. Instead, this seems to be another instance where understanding the six ways of 
using the active judgment discussed in the Emile would be helpful. 
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 For example, an individual who is suffering greatly from a terminal illness can 

maintain self-preservation through a respirator, feeding tube, catheter, and other 

technologies developed by modern medicine. While these devices allow an individual to 

maintain their self-preservation, we must wonder do they maintain their well-being. If 

well-being and self-preservation can be at odds, then are these the same principles or 

different principles? I argue that a human’s well-being can approach great depths and 

heights because of the other basic principles of freedom and perfectibility in our internal 

being. Freedom allows humans to deviate from the principles of self-preservation and 

pity to attempt our well-being; we hope our freedom guides our perfectibility to achieve 

our well-being. 

While these parts of our being transform it, Rousseau finds well-being and self-

preservation are rooted in the same principle. How can this? Perhaps, it depends on the 

situation of our being and its relationship to amour de soi. In the Emile, we are told our 

well-being depends on our place: “To assign each his place and settle him in it, to order 

the human passions according to man's constitution is all that we can do for his well-

being” (1979, 80). With regards to natural man, our well-being would be mere self-

preservation. Upon achieving this, however, we will seek now for a well-being that is 

beyond it. Emile, as a child, is focused on self-preservation. As he becomes an 

adolescent, with his self-preservation secured, he now finds new desires: “The innate 

desire for well-being and the impossibility of fully satisfying this desire make him 

constantly seek for new means of contributing to it” (Emile 1979, 167). The desire for 

our well-being is innate in us, but is only becomes active after we can guarantee our 
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basic self-preservation.42 In this way, self-preservation and well-being are both products 

of amour de soi but one comes before the other. 

Freedom and perfectibility are the innate tools of a human’s being that allow 

them to pursue their well-being. It is not that animals do not desire their well-being too. 

In his writings, Rousseau only engages the concept of well-being with regards to 

humans. Yes, a bird will build a nest for a home. This is necessary for self-preservation 

of the species. What would it mean for the bird to be concerned with its well-being? It 

would have to find ways to improve upon the nest. Even if the bird found better material, 

could this well-being ever be limited? What must limit the bird’s desire of well-being, 

therefore, is its inability to deviate from instinct. The point I make is animals and humans 

share self-preservation and pity in their internal being. What makes the internal being of 

a human different from an animal is freedom and perfectibility. 

It is freedom and perfectibility, therefore, which allows a being to truly advance 

their well-being. Think of the advances of human housing compared to the bird’s nest. 

Electricity, running water, insulation, and climate control are all advances not for our 

self-preservation but for our well-being; heck, we even gave the bird a roof for their 

house. Rousseau has us question if these advancements really assist in our well-being 

or act against it. While we have freedom to advance our well-being, we must guide it 

through perfectibility to achieve it.   

 But how can freedom and perfectibility be components of our internal being if 

Rousseau says he finds only self-preservation, well-being, and pity to come prior to 

reason? Later in the Preface, he hints that freedom is a third principle existing in our 

                                                 
42

 See Cooper (1999, 81 fn. 21) for a similar discussion regarding conscience. 
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internal being; this is an idea he will make explicit in the First Part of the Second 

Discourse: 

and as long as he does not resist the inner impulse of commiseration, he will never harm another 
man or even another sensitive being, except in the legitimate case where, his preservation being 
concerned, he is obliged to give himself preference. By this means one also ends the ancient 
disputes about the participation of animals in natural Law; for it is clear that, being devoid of 
enlightenment and freedom, they cannot recognize this Law (1992, 15 my emphasis). 

 
We see Rousseau connects pity (i.e. commiseration) to our inner impulse. This inner 

impulse is our nature that resides in our internal being. The passage, therefore, is laying 

out what Rousseau understands to exist in our internal being. We also see that self-

preservation is part of our internal being, as we will follow pity only so long as it does not 

conflict with our self-preservation. Animals, like humans, have an internal being that 

consists solely of self-preservation and pity. Rousseau, however, then identifies that 

freedom and enlightenment is what makes a human’s internal being different from an 

animal’s. Yet, as Rousseau describes in the upcoming First Part of the Second 

Discourse, the natural human is not an enlightened being. Thus, what does Rousseau 

mean by enlightenment and what is the connection between enlightenment, freedom, 

and well-being? These questions are left unexamined and unanswered in the Preface. 

 He, however, returns to this topic in the First Part: “In every animal I see only an 

ingenious machine to which nature has given senses in order to revitalize itself and 

guarantee itself, to a certain point, from all that tends to destroy or upset it” (1992, 25). 

Rousseau echoes himself by stating that all animals, human or not, have the senses of 

self-preservation and pity. It is at this point that he explains that the difference between 

the internal being of animals and humans is due to freedom and perfectibility:  

I perceive precisely the same things in the human machine, with the difference that Nature alone 
does everything in the operations of a Beast, whereas man contributes to his operations by being 
a free agent. The former chooses or rejects by instinct and the latter by an act of freedom, so that 
a Beast cannot deviate from the Rule that is prescribed to it even when it would be advantageous 
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for it to do so, and a man deviates from it often to his detriment (Second Discourse 1992, 25-26 
my emphasis). 

 
Animals are controlled by their instincts. A cat does not deviate from its instinct to eat a 

field mouse when there are grapes in the vineyard all around them; even if the cat is 

starving. Humans, however, act not by instinct but through freedom. As such, humans 

are not deterministic like animals. Now, some will point to the fact that animals are not 

deterministic, as they can be domesticated. The key, however, is that animals do not 

domestic themselves. In fact, animals do not domestic animals; there are no horses 

domesticating cows. Instead, we only find humans domestic animals. This is the one of 

the first demonstrations of the interplay between a human’s internal and external being. 

A human can use the freedom of their internal being to extend their own desire of 

perfectibility into animals in order to domestic the animal. I am, however, getting ahead 

of myself here, as we have yet to discuss the subject of perfectibility. 

 In this same section, Rousseau shows the other difference between animals and 

humans is the faculty of self-perfection. In a human’s internal being is a desire not only 

for self-preservation, but for their well-being:  

But if the difficulties surrounding all these questions should leave some room for dispute on this 
difference between man and animals there is another very specific quality that distinguishes them 
and about which there can be no dispute: the faculty of self-perfection, a faculty which, with the 
aid of circumstances, successively develops all the others, and resides among us as much in the 
species as in the individual (Second Discourse 1992, 26 my emphasis). 

 
This is Rousseau’s only use of self-perfection, which is later replaced by perfectibility in 

three instances (Second Discourse 1992, 26; 32; 42). In the first two of these passages, 

Rousseau clearly states humans have the faculty of perfectibility while animals do not. 

Unlike Marks (2005), I do not think self-perfection means humans are to achieve a 

teleological end. Instead, self-perfection seems to be a realization that because of the 

other components housed in our internal being – self-preservation, pity, and freedom – 
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humans are able to deviate from their internal being. This is why, returning to 

Rousseau’s description of the statue of Glaucus, humans are able to deform their 

appearance while always acting by fixed and invariable principles. One of the fixed and 

invariable principles of a human’s internal being is freedom. Freedom, however, means 

that humans are able to deviate from the fixed and invariable instincts that rule animals. 

As such, the ability of humans to deform themselves is by their own fixed and invariable 

principle of freedom. This produces a paradoxical situation, where the fixed principle of 

freedom means humans do not have a fixed nature, but one that is consistent. 

 What perfectibility shows, however, is that freedom does not have to be 

unguided; freedom does not always need to deform humans. While external 

circumstances, like time, sea, and storms, can disfigure our internal being, Rousseau 

states in the passage above that the aid of some circumstances may allow us to perfect 

our internal being. Is self-perfection, however, possible? As I will demonstrate in the 

next two chapters, Emile is perfected through his education from the tutor. It would 

seem for an individual to perfect themselves they would either have to be born a natural 

human and enjoy the aid of circumstances to maintain that being until they die or they 

would have to enjoy the most amazing of circumstances that allowed their being to 

maintain the harmony of a natural human’s being. The likelihood of self-perfection 

seems doubtful. For even the species, with regards to the Social Contract is not self-

perfected but perfected by the legislator. This might be why Rousseau pivots from self-

perfection to perfectibility.  

 What self-perfection shows, however, is perfectibility is one of our faculties. This 

produces another paradox. Humans are in harmony with themselves when they 
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experience only their internal being. Thus, it seems any deviation will be devastating. 

Freedom also being part of our internal being allows us to pursue our well-being; this, 

however, leads us out of natural condition. The deviations instead of increasing our 

well-being will most likely will produce deformations and unhappiness. The only way, 

besides resting on chance alone, for the use of our freedom to prevent this is to 

maintain the harmony of our being. The faculty of perfectibility, therefore, must be the 

guide of an individual’s freedom to develop their being to maintain the balance between 

their being’s faculties and desires. In this way, our being can expand while maintaining 

the harmony we experience as a natural human. Thus, when Rousseau spoke of 

enlightenment as an element of our internal being in the Preface, he does not mean 

those who have the ability to engage in metaphysics. Instead, he is speaking of those 

have their being guided by perfectibility – be it by themselves or someone else. And, 

like the other elements common to all humans, Rousseau explicitly states this faculty 

exists not only in the individual but the entire species.43  

I see two possible meaning in this statement from Rousseau. First, he could be 

alerting us that while each human has an individual internal being that can be perfected, 

there is a common element existing in the internal being of all humans that can be 

perfected. In this way, Rousseau could be alerting us to the citizen of the Social 

Contract. Through perfecting the common element of all our internal being, which is a 

process of denaturalizing the individual elements of our being, there exists perfection for 

the species as well as the individual. A healthy politics is a self-aware effort, which 

                                                 
43

 I think this is what opens the window for Rousseau to discuss not only different ways for the individual 
to achieve their well-being, but also different ways that societies can achieve their well-being. While the 
fundamental concepts of the citizen and the republic from the Social Contract would have to be true of all 
healthy republics to produce the well-being of the species, the specifics can differ due to the freedom and 
self-perfection of each individual republic. 
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strives to perfect those who are ruled. In this way, perfection of the species and the 

individual are mutually dependent. 

Second, Rousseau could be alerting us that while the individual can use their 

faculty of self-perfection, this individual also depends on the species. The faculty of 

perfection requires the aid of circumstances, which includes interaction with other 

members of the species. For example, the development of language is an exercise of 

human freedom that can be guided by perfection. While this is developed in the 

individual, it is also developed due to the species as a whole. If the species had not 

developed language due to external circumstances, then individuals would not be able 

to be quickly taught what took over hundreds of years to develop. Thus, Rousseau 

might be alerting us to the fact the perfection is something each individual being 

contains, but since humans do not exist in a vacuum this perfection is also due in some 

part to the species as a whole. 

I think Rousseau is alerting us to both of these meanings. With regard to the 

second point above, Rousseau suggests the faculty that draws us out of the original 

condition is perfectibility, as this is what drives us to use – or activate – our freedom. 

After his discussion of this faculty, Rousseau turns to a discussion of the development 

of language and the importance of language for humanity’s well-being: “Besides, 

general ideas come into the Mind only with the aid of words, and the understanding 

grasps them only through propositions. That is one of the reasons why animals can 

neither formulate such ideas nor ever acquire the perfectibility which depends on them” 

(Second Discourse 1992, 32 my emphasis). Only humans have general ideas because 

only we have language. Animals lack such general ideas because they lack language, 
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which depends on the faculty of perfectibility to develop. Thus, Rousseau alerts us to 

perfectibility as being an individual quality that also depends on actions of the species 

as a whole. 

Yet, Rousseau does not limit his discussion of perfectibility to the individual; in 

this way, I think he also provides evidence for the first point above. He recognizes the 

tension between individual and collective perfection in the Second Discourse: “…and 

that all subsequent progress [since the development of savage society] has been in 

appearance so many steps toward the perfection of the individual, and in fact toward the 

decrepitude of the species” (1992, 49). This quote does not mean all steps since 

savage society have been decrepitude to the species; it only appears that we have 

focused on the perfection of the individual over the species. While this may be the 

overwhelming appearance, it is possible that some societies – such as Sparta – have 

advanced the species over the individual.44 Because we have favored the development 

of perfectibility in the individual rather than the community, however, we do not often 

form societies of the correct sizes that can be perfected. 

The formation of the political community, therefore, is like the formation of the 

individual. When it is left to chance, human freedom will generally be used poorly: 

“Despite all the labors of the wisest Legislators, the Political state remained ever 

imperfect because it was almost the work of chance, and because, as it began badly, 

time in discovering faults and suggesting remedies could never repair the vices of the 

Constitution” (Second Discourse 1992, 56 my emphasis). The perfection of an internal 

being usually cannot be achieved by chance. Yes, lightning will strike, but it does not 
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 Nietzsche draws the opposite conclusion from this discussion. Society has become more decrepitude 
over time. The only hope now resides within the individual to prevent the occurrence of the last men. 
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often strike twice. If you want to get lightning to strike the same place, it is better to 

direct it through a lightning rod than to leave it to chance. In this way, Rousseau 

instructs us that with regards to the internal being of the individual or the state, in order 

to achieve the perfection of that being, it is better to lead the freedom of the individual or 

state through perfectibility than to leave it to chance. In other words, it is better to lead 

our internal being as it pushes out externally into the world via our freedom through the 

guide of perfectibility than by chance. But, if this is the teaching of Rousseau, then why 

is it that we humans alone are formed to act on principles housed in our internal being – 

self-preservation, pity, freedom, and perfectibility – that we often deform ourselves? 

3.5 Conclusion: The Problem Facing Our Being 

Rousseau finds, due to the fixed and invariable principles of our nature, once our 

internal being is exposed to the external environment, we no longer exist in a stable 

state. As earlier stated, humans do not exist in a vacuum. Marks (2005) makes similar 

observations, which leads to his interpretation that humans are naturally disharmonious 

beings that can achieve a natural perfection, if freely created by human art. While 

presenting overwhelming evidence of how easily the wholeness of a natural human is 

disrupted, Marks errs, I think, in concluding that humans are naturally disharmonious. 

What Rousseau shows in the Second Discourse is that humans are naturally 

harmonious; as quoted in the last section, if something begins badly there is no way to 

repair it. Additionally, the Emile starts by stating: “Everything is good as it leaves the 

hands of the Author of things; everything degenerates in the hands of man” (1979, 37). 

Thus our natural internal being is good. It is what we do with our internal being that 

causes it to degenerate. As such, Rousseau finds the necessary interaction of our 
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internal being and the external environment will almost always ruin this harmony, if left 

to chance. This is because we improperly use our freedom. 

 The problem Rousseau exposes in the Second Discourse is that man, once he 

understands his being in relation to the other beings created by nature, is likely to use 

his freedom not to be perfected but to be deformed. Rarely will man make use of his 

internal sense to judge what must be done to perfect this internal being when interacting 

with the external environment. Instead, we extend and augment our being externally in 

ways that are not harmonious with our internal being. While all humans share the four 

elements of being described above, each individual may have other elements that 

belong only to them. In this way, all beings are individuals; there is no such thing as a 

species where every being is the same in regards to all parts of their nature. Thus, 

perfectibility and freedom allow humans to develop these individualistic parts of their 

being through a proper engagement with the external world. The problem, however, is 

to know our internal being we have to activate our internal sense to properly judged If 

we do not use proper reason, we will most likely use our freedom to produce 

disharmony between our internal being and our external range of being. Since no 

human is born with this developed internal sense, almost all humans who exercise their 

freedom are doomed to failure except for the few lucky ones by chance.  

By returning to the Emile, we can more easily see the problem Rousseau shows. 

Through the active principle, Rousseau shows the problem facing our being. Comparing 

an elderly man to an infant, he concludes both are in a state of physical weakness. 

They differ, however, in regards to how the active principle interacts with their being: 

“The active principle common to both is developing in the one and being extinguished in 
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the other; the one is being formed, the other destroyed; the one tending toward life, the 

other toward death. The failing activity is concentrated in the old man’s heart; in that of 

the child it is superabundant and extends outward; he senses within himself, so to 

speak, enough life to animate everything surrounding him” (Emile 1979, 67 my 

emphasis). Like the endnote regarding being from the Second Discourse, the child is 

trying to extend their being outside of themselves. Having a superabundant amount of 

being, the child is busy multiplying and augmenting the external world. But what is 

guiding this extension outward? Does the child actually understand their internal being 

to know how to use the active principle with regards to their being? The elderly man’s 

being may not be as expansive. But, at least it is concentrated on his self, which seems 

to help put him in a state of peace (Emile 1979, 67). Thus, it seems the old man has 

something the child does not; directionality. In other words, the child extends their being 

not to perfect their own internal being because they do not know what their internal 

being is – like a natural human. Instead, the child is extending their being through an 

unguided freedom, which is imagination. As such, the child will most likely enter a 

disharmonious state between their internal and external range of being. 

 Rousseau, therefore, repeats in the Emile what he states in the Second 

Discourse: from almost the first use of our natural freedom, humans will use freedom 

poorly. As soon as an infant considers others as instruments, the spirit of domination is 

awaken and cannot be put to rest (Emile 1979, 67-68). This is problematic because 

nature intends for us to grow into a full human that does not have these desires: “In 

growing, one gains strength, becomes less restless, less fidgety, withdraws more into 

oneself. Soul and body find, so to speak, an equilibrium, and nature asks no more of us 
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than the movement necessary to our preservation. But the desire to command is not 

extinguished with the need that gave birth to it” (Emile 1979, 68). Without developing 

Rousseau’s epistemology, however, we will not be able to withdraw into our self to find 

this equilibrium. 

Thus, the problem facing the development of this equilibrium in humans is how 

an individual will not suffer the problems of freedom when they do not understand how 

to properly use their ability of perfectibility. Rousseau finds these initial cries of 

domination will lead us to a life occupied with how others will think about our being. By 

awakening our external being prematurely we will fail to develop our internal being. 

Instead, we live in how we think others perceive our being; this is the birth of amour-

propre for Rousseau. Through this awakening, we will fail to develop our internal sense 

of being. This is why we need Rousseau’s epistemology to guide the development of 

our being. It is the Emile that provides us with a guide and solution to the great question 

resulting from the Second Discourse: how can our internal being become active and be 

given its full range given the illusions our external being will give our mind through 

interacting with our environment? 

 Rousseau shows in the Emile, all children – like all humans left in nature – will 

come to this crisis in the development of their being. Rousseau, therefore, wonders if a 

child can be educated in a way to develop their being to overcome the problem of 

freedom in human nature. Is there a way to prevent the development of whims, 

prejudices, and opinions – for a time – so only our needs are felt? If Rousseau can 

produce such an education, then the rules of this education will move children towards 

the true freedom of their internal being rather than domination (Emile 1979, 68). In this 
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way, the Emile offers the solution of the paradox between Rousseau’s ontology and 

epistemology. The education of the tutor is guided by Rousseau’s epistemology to 

properly develop the ontology of the pupil. In this way, education is the solution to the 

problem of our being; but it is a solution only through pairing together two parts of 

Rousseau’s philosophy that will most likely not exist within one individual at the same 

time. In this way, the tutor and pupil form a whole. As I will explain in the next chapter, 

they need each other in order to attain happiness; the pupil relies on the epistemology 

of the tutor to achieve happiness while the tutor relies on the development of the pupil’s 

ontology to achieve happiness (Emile 1979, 246). 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DIVIDE YET UNIFIED TUTOR: HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY GOVERNORS, 

MASTERS, AND PRECEPTORS IN THE EMILE 

4.1 Introduction 

 As I have shown in previous chapters, happiness occurs when we feel the 

sentiment of existence. The way to experience this sentiment seems fairly simple. It 

occurs when our faculties and desires equally correspond to each other. These parts 

are what constitute our being. By nature, a being that consists of self-preservation and 

well-being (i.e. amour de soi), pity, freedom, and perfectibility is a human. This means 

our being differs from the outlook of Christianity. While it can have consciousness, that 

is a later development (Cooper 1999, 9-11; Masters 1997, 124). Since we are endowed 

with freedom, our being can develop other faculties and desires. This makes 

experiencing happiness a hard feat. Reason, language, true memory, judgment, 

imagination, amour-propre, anger, fear, courage, justice, love, and more do not exist in 

our natural being, which Rousseau refers to as our internal being. Having a being that is 

not fixed means happiness is not a singular experience. The concept remains constant, 

the equal correspondence of our desires and faculties, while the particular experience is 

individual. What faculties and desires should develop so we experience happiness?  

Rousseau describes the general evolution of a human’s being in the Second 

Discourse. Given our contemporary situation, he finds it will experience three major 

transitions or, as Rousseau identified these transitions, “second periods.” The first 

“second period” is the transition of the natural human as existing in a vacuum to the 

natural human existing in their surrounding environment; this ends in the fully developed 
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child that has honed their sense organs and faculties. The next second period is the 

transition from the natural human existing in their surrounding environment to the 

nonsocial savage human; this ends in the developed adolescent who has activated their 

reason and judgment based on necessity. Finally, the last second period is the 

transition from the nonsocial savage human to the social savage human; this occurs in 

puberty and ends in the developed man who has sentiments, which allows him to 

perfect his reason by making him a loving and feeling being (Emile 1979, 203). To 

properly develop our being, each of these second periods builds on the previous one. In 

this way, we experience happiness at each stage of development before we continue to 

develop. 

While Rousseau “clearly” distinguishes these “second periods” in the Second 

Discourse and Emile: or On Education, how do we properly develop the relationship 

between the faculties and desires of our being at each stage of development? As 

discussed in the previous chapter, Rousseau suggests first that we have a faculty of 

self-perfection but quickly changes this to perfectibility. There are few humans, if any, 

who are able to guide themselves clearly and distinctly through these second periods. 

This is one of the problems of our being that Rousseau alerts us to in the Second 

Discourse.  

 As I argued in the third chapter, Rousseau shows the solution is developing a 

self-reflecting reason that can correctly judges the components of our being. Through 

this, we will be able to properly guide the development of our being through these 

second periods. Stated in another way, we must first make reason active to know our 

being so we can perfect that being through using our freedom correctly. In this way, 
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Rousseau’s ontology – the development of our being – and his epistemology – how we 

properly know the world and ourselves – collide. The two previous chapters, therefore, 

end in a paradox; how can an individual develop their being properly through these 

second periods when they do not yet possess the necessary faculties to do so? The 

active internal sense to guide the development of our being exists only at the end of 

fully developed a human. How does Rousseau propose we overcome this paradox? 

 I suggest the Emile provides Rousseau’s solution to this paradox. While the 

secondary literature recognizes Emile receives different educations over time, it does 

not see the tutor goes through a similar evolution. The secondary literature often 

identifies the healthy tutor as either a governor or calls him a tutor. Rousseau, however, 

informs us that the healthy tutor is a “governor,” “master,” and “preceptor.”45 The tutor, 

therefore, is a far more complex character than any piece of literature. This 

interpretation is extremely important for those studying Rousseau because we must 

understand the lessons of the tutor in regards to the type of tutor he is. Thus, when 

studying Rousseau’s overall thought, the tutor can produce paradoxes that are not 

really there. I demonstrate the value this approach has for the field through the example 

of property in the next section. While the main goal of this chapter is to support the 

thesis that the tutor is truly three different healthy educators, this short example shows 

what supporting this thesis is important. 

Furthermore this chapter builds on the previous ones. I show the roles of the 

tutor correspond to the sources and methods for the developing Emile through his 

second periods: “The internal development of our faculties and our organs is the 
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 In French, these terms are the “gouverneur,” “maître,” and “précepteur,” respectively. Rousseau 
originally introduces the governor as a governess, which is “gouvernante” in French (Emile 1979, 42). As I 
will argue, however, he thinks the ideal governor is both a gouverneur and gouvernante. 
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education of nature. The use that we are taught to make of this development is the 

education of men. And what we acquire from our own experience about the objects 

which affect us is the education of things” (Emile 1979, 38). The governor provides an 

education of nature, which perfects the sense organs and related faculties. The master 

then provides a teaching of things, which activates Emile’s reason to produce healthy 

judgments. Finally, the preceptor provides an instruction through precepts concerning 

moral, social, and romantic relations to develop Emile’s sentiments.46 Emile’s senses, 

reason/judgment, and sentiments are all part of his being. They, however, develop over 

time. Like the kernel of corn producing a corn plant, it takes times for Emile’s being to 

mature to its final state. Furthermore, like the kernel turning into a plant, Emile’s being 

must develop in a proper method for it to be healthy. How can an ear develop prior to 

the stalk? His freedom, however, allows Emile to make such errors. While our 

sentiments should be the last component developed, we know plenty of children who 

say they love us prior to fully developing their sense organs.  

This is the problem of the double object: “But what will a man raised uniquely for 

himself become for others? If perchance the double object we set for ourselves could be 

joined in a single one by removing the contradictions of man, a great obstacle to his 

happiness would be removed” (Emile 1979, 41). What does Rousseau understand this 

double object to be? The first part is to be achieved is the natural development of a 

human. This is one whose faculties and desires are harmoniously developed to their 

maximum potential as determined by their individual being. In this way, our natural 

inequality puts each individual on different paths of development. It culminates in the 

                                                 
46

 I will provide explain this passage in greater detail and connect it directly to the three types of tutors in 
the next section. For now, I provide the passage to show this distinction is not arbitrary. 
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non-social savage. The second part of the object is a social education. Entering society 

awakens new faculties and desires, such as amour-propre, love, and morality. These 

new parts of the individual’s being will remove the harmony they achieved as an 

individual. Rousseau wonders if, through love, the faculties and desires of the social 

education can be in harmony with the individual’s natural faculties and desires. As 

Bloom (1993, 49-50) suggests, “The modern crisis results, precisely, from the false 

opinion that the two [natural and social man] can be reconciled…But a few lines later 

Rousseau tells us that his books is intended to unite the two opposite poles, nature and 

society, to overcome, as it were, the principle of contradiction”. Hopefully, if the double 

object can be removed, this individual will be able to achieve happiness in a corrupt 

society. 

 Any hope to achieve this, however, requires an individual who can sees the ends 

before the beginning and the natural human would have to guide this education (Emile 

1979, 41). Thus, while there is one physical tutor, the role the tutor plays in Emile’s 

education depends on what part of Emile’s being requires to be developed to produce 

the end goal: “Just as there is a proper age for the study of the sciences, there is a 

proper age for getting a good grasp of social practices” (Emile 1979, 327). As such, 

these multiple roles of the tutor correspond to the second periods in the development of 

Emile’s being. In this way, the Emile shows us how education – based on Rousseau’s 

epistemology – can properly develop an individual’s being to lead them from our raw 

nature to the social savage47 that experiences the sweetest sentiments of humanity 

                                                 
47

 Marks (2005) suggests Emile, the savage state of the Second Discourse, realistic citizens – like those 
of Geneva or Corsica , and the solitary walker all follow, what he calls, the savage pattern or middling 
states. In his words, the savage pattern is: “primarily but not exclusively with respect to individuality and 
sociality, that the human good, in Rousseau’s view, comprises disparate and disharmonious elements 
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(Emile 1979, 442-46; Second Discourse 1992, 46). The end goal is marriage and family 

that is based in love, which is rooted in our natural desire for sex (Bloom 1993, 42; 61). 

The chimera of love allows us to see our spouse and children as part of ourselves, 

which combines amour-propre to our amour de soi to bring the elements of natural and 

social being in harmony (Bloom 1993, 56; 57; 100-01). 

 Furthermore, this chapter introduces the argument that the characters of the tutor 

and Emile represent the interdependent relationship between epistemology and 

ontology in Rousseau’s thought required to achieve happiness through romantic love. 

The tutor guides Emile’s education of himself, the world, and humans. This represents 

Rousseau’s epistemology. The goal of this education is to develop Emile’s being so he 

is happy. This represents Rousseau’s ontology. The tutor, Jean-Jacques, is unable to 

develop his own being to achieve happiness through romantic love. He does not provide 

himself an education to have a spouse and family in the way Emile will. The paradox 

Rousseau shows is that to perfect one’s being we must first know the end product. The 

tutor is able to study human nature and Emile’s being so romantic love will make him 

happy, but Jean-Jacques’ being was not developed this way. The tutor still wants to 

experience romantic love. Thus, he selfishly develops the being of another to 

experience this form of happiness through the one he molds. Rousseau clearly states 

the tutor and Emile both experience happiness in a mutually dependent relationship is a 

characterization of the reciprocal relationship between epistemology and ontology for 

                                                                                                                                                             
and that the coexistence of these elements, not the unity gained when one element or its apparent 
opposite is unreservedly embraced, is the end uniting Rousseau’s various models of human happiness 
and projects of reform” (Marks 2005, 55). The suggestion seems to be there are many types of social 
savages. I, however, think the oxymoron description of a social savage can only apply to Emile and the 
savage state of the Second Discourse. There are many differences, however, between these two types of 
social savages. Such a discussion, however, would take us away from the main thesis of this chapter. 
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humans to achieve happiness through romantic love according to Rousseau’s thought 

(Emile 1979, 53; 246; 323). Rousseau can, therefore, still experience happiness through 

love as expressed in the philosophic life of the solitary walker; but this life does not 

allow him to experience happiness as Emile does. Thus, they are different types of 

happiness for those with different faculties and desires. Rousseau, wanting to 

experience as many as possible, requires Emile to experience romantic love.  

 This chapter begins by first providing the evidence that the tutor takes on three 

distinct types of roles in Emile’s development. This argument also connects these types 

of tutors to the specific second periods of Emile’s development. In the succeeding 

sections, the chapter explains specifically the role of each type of tutor – the governor, 

the master, and the preceptor – in the development of Emile’s being. These sections 

compare the unhealthy version of these tutors, which predominantly exist in society, to 

the healthy versions. Due to the unhealthy versions of theses tutors, especially masters 

and preceptors, Rousseau sometimes rhetorically refers to tutor as a governor even 

when the tutor is acting as a master or preceptor. I argue Rousseau makes this rhetoric 

calculation because his initial presentation of the governor causes his audience to 

indentify this type of tutor with the thesis of the natural goodness of humans (Marks 

2005, chapter 3). To establish that he takes on the roles of all three types of tutors, I 

examine the source, methods, and subject of the tutor’s education to show that he, even 

if not explicitly identify as, takes on all three roles. In the conclusion, I introduce the 

argument that the tutor and Emile represent the mutually dependent relationship 

between Rousseau’s epistemology and ontology to achieve the happiness of an 

ordinary human in a corrupt society.  
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4.2 The Ill Drawn Tutor 

4.2.1 Rousseau’s Purposeful Misdirection Concerning Governors 

The secondary literature often identifies the individual educating Emile as his 

tutor (Bloch 1979; Coleman 1977; Einspahr 2010; Gomes 2015; Hanley 2012; Jones 

2016; Kelly 1997; Keohane 1975; Kolodny 2010; Locke 2011; McLendon 2013; 

Mendham 2011; 2015; Nichols 1985; Okin 1979; Papastephanou and Gregoriou 2014; 

Pierdziwol 2013; Schaeffer 1998; 2002; Storey 2009; 2013; Weiss 1987; 1990). While I 

agree that Emile’s educator is a tutor, I show his tutor takes on the specific roles of the 

governor, master, and preceptor at different parts of his education; these specific roles 

provide a different education that Emile’s being requires as it develops through its 

second periods. While most the research cited above does not examine the tutor and 

the importance of this character for interpreting the Emile, the implications of my 

research is of great importance for the past literature and future research regarding 

Rousseau. Since the tutor is not a static character, we must be careful when interpreting 

what the tutor says and does in the Emile. The tutor as a governor is attempting to 

provide a different education than the tutor as a master. We cannot, therefore, treat the 

tutor’s words as always having the same meaning. His words and lessons change 

depending on the needs of Emile. Only by first considering the role the tutor is currently 

taking on can we properly understand Rousseau’s thought. Thus, when examining the 

tutor’s lessons concerning property, the sciences and arts, marriage, and other 

important subjects of political philosophy, we must first examine what type of tutor we 

are engaging with. 
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For example, in Book II the tutor teaches Emile a lesson concerning property 

(Emile 1979, 98-100). This lesson is very different from how property is developed and 

taught in the Second Discourse (1992, 43; 49-51). How can Rousseau have two 

different teachings of property in works that both advance the same thesis of the natural 

goodness of man? Is Rousseau contradicting himself? If we compare these two 

teachings without context, I agree that we are left in a paradox. This is resolved, 

however, by understanding the lessons on property come from two different tutors. As I 

will demonstrate, the tutor who teaches Emile property is taking on the role of the 

governor. A governor is educating a being that is developing into a natural human who 

exists within their surrounding environment. The examination of property in the Second 

Discourse, however, occurs when humans are social savages. Social savages are 

beings that have developed reason, judgment, sentiments, and more. The natural 

human who exists within their surrounding physical environment lacks these faculties 

and desires. Rousseau’s thoughts on property in the Second Discourse, therefore, differ 

from the Emile because the type of human he is engaging with differs. In the Emile the 

lesson concerning property is for the natural human; in the Second Discourse the 

development of property occurs during the savage nation.48 Thus, Rousseau’s 

teachings on property differ because those whom he is examining/engaging with are 

different.  

While most of the literature refers to Emile’s educator as a tutor, a smaller group 

of scholars do refer to the tutor using different terms. It is not clear, however, if any of 

these scholars understand these different terms as having unique roles that combine 

                                                 
48

 This argument will be fully developed in a future stand-alone article. I introduce it now, however, to 
show how understanding the role of the tutor and the audience/subject directs how Rousseau examines 
and explains important topics of life and political philosophy, such as property. 
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the sources of education, methods of instruction, and development of Emile’s faculties 

and desires to produce the end product. Perhaps the last is the most developed, but it 

focuses on Emile’s development and not the tutor’s connection to the overall project 

(Masters 1968).  

Jonathan Marks (1998; 2006; 2012) and John Scott (2012) use the terms 

governor and tutor interchangeably to describe Emile’s teacher, although the term 

governor seems to be used more often to indicate the specific type of tutor Emile has. In 

his dissertation, Alexandre Provencher-Gravel (2008) begins by describing Emile’s tutor 

as a governor but later refers to the character as a preceptor (see pp. 72-79; cf. p. 223). 

Janie Vanpée (1990, 168) uses preceptor and tutor as interchangeable words for the 

same character, while Julia Simon (1995) sees Rousseau as vacillating “between the 

appellations of preceptor and governor for the private tutor” with no difference in 

meaning between the words (33). In a similar fashion, Penny Weiss and Anne Harper 

(1990) use the terms tutor, governor, and preceptor interchangeably to describe Emile’s 

educator. Thus, while some see that multiple terms are used to describe types of tutors, 

no one has asked, why does the Emile have multiple types of tutors? We have not 

examined, as I hope to show, that these different titles are purposeful and tied to 

Rousseau’s overall thought. 

The conflating of these characters, I think, is an error that Rousseau wants us to 

make. He especially leads us to think of the governor as the healthy educator. The 

governor is the primary character that educates Emile in Books I and II of Emile. 

Furthermore, as I will show in detail, Rousseau makes statements that appear to 

elevate the governor early in Book I. As such, after the initial discussion detailing the 
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sources of education, types of educators, and forms of education, he has primed us to 

see governors as the healthy educator that defends the natural goodness of humans. 

Thus, the governor becomes a rhetorical strategy to defend this thesis. Marks (2005) 

argues that Rousseau employees a rhetorical strategy to convince modern 

sophisticates of the natural goodness of man (92). What he means by sophisticates is 

Rousseau’s audience has, “a range of characteristic from urbanity to being under the 

influence of philosophers and the doctrines they willingly teach and even advertise” 

(Marks 2005, 92). To convince them of the natural goodness of man, Rousseau must 

overwhelmingly defend nature against this modern sophistication. This is why, I argue, 

he does not explicitly describe the tutor as masters or preceptors. To do so would be to 

further the modern sophisticates.49 

There are multiple examples of how Rousseau primes us from the beginning to 

favor the governor over other forms of the tutor. For example, in Book I, we read: “Your 

short-term man can change pupils; mine will have only one. You distinguish between 

the preceptor from the governor; another folly! Do you distinguish the student from the 

pupil?” (Emile 1979, 51). Emile will only have one tutor. It seems that distinguishing 

between the preceptor and governor is a mistake. It appears we must now choose one 

type of tutor to educate Emile. Since Rousseau just provided multiple passages 

regarding the desire for a governor (Emile 1979, 49-51), it seems we should select the 

governor as Emile’s only tutor. 

To see this is not Rousseau’s intention, we need to examine the passage above 

with great care. Rousseau chastises us, the reader, for physically changing who 

                                                 
49

 Although I agree with Marks (2005) on this rhetorical strategy, I disagree with his conclusion that 
Rousseau’s rhetoric shows a rejection the natural goodness of man. See chapter 3 of Marks (2005) for 
the full argument. 
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educates the pupil so easily. The problem is we usually have one individual who serves 

as a child’s governor and another who serves as a child’s preceptor.50 For a child to be 

properly educated, he finds they must know and trust their tutor, and their tutor must 

know and understand their pupil. To produce such a relationship, a pupil should have 

the same tutor for their entire education. This passage, and others like it, can be read to 

suggest we should only have one form of the tutor to properly educate a child. The 

problem Rousseau is exposing here, however, is not that the forms of the 

educator/education should be fixed, but who physically is the educator who provides an 

education should be fixed.51 

By having one physical tutor to provide his entire education, Emile will be 

different from most, if not all, other children. This difference, however, does not mean 

the tutor must be the same type of educator providing the same type of education for 

Emile’s whole development. Rousseau clarifies that his criticism is about the physical 

identity of who educates a child, not a fixed type of educator and education, in the last 

sentence of the passage above. If we do not distinguish between the student and the 

pupil, then we should not distinguish between the preceptor and governor. If the child is 

a pupil, then they should have a governor. If the child is a student, then they should 

have a preceptor. As I have argued, Emile – and all humans for that matter – does not 

have a fixed being. The development of Emile’s faculties and desires means he will be a 

different type of learner at different stages of development. As a child, Emile is a pupil. 

                                                 
50

 What the difference is between a governor and a preceptor will be discussed in the following sub-
section. 
51

 As previously stated, Rousseau makes numerous statements that show the tutor takes on multiple 
rules. Another such passage show this is: “The choice of the nurse is all the more important because her 
nursling is going to have no other governess than her, just as he is going to have no other preceptor than 
his governor” (Emile 1979, 57 my emphasis). Rousseau seems to suggest Emile is only going to have a 
governor. What this passage states, however, is that Emile is going to have a governor and a preceptor. 
Both, however, will be the same individual. 
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The proper tutor for him is the governor. As his being develops he becomes a student, 

which means Emile’s tutor must change to be a preceptor to match these new faculties 

and desires. 

Thus, the issue with changing the physical educator does not suggest there is 

only one healthy type of tutor (i.e. a governor) that a human should always engage with. 

Instead, we need to learn to distinguish between different types of tutors and learners to 

make sure these correspond to each other based on the learner’s evolving being. The 

criticism Rousseau, therefore, provides is since the learner is the same individual 

throughout the process, so must the tutor remain the same individual throughout the 

process. While the physical individuals persist, the tutor will have to change their role to 

correspond to the learner as they evolve. In this way, while one individual will remain 

Emile’s tutor for his entire education, the type of tutor is not fixed because we 

distinguish Emile as a different type of learner during his second periods. Thus, 

Rousseau criticizes us for having multiple individuals educate a child; not for having 

different types of educations, tutors, and forms of education. 

4.2.2 The Three Sources of Education, Types of Tutors, Forms of Learning, and Their 

 Relation to Emile’s Second Periods 

 Before we begin to assume that a healthy education can only be provided by a 

tutor who is a governor,52 Rousseau provides a few extremely important passages that 

are intended to direct the reader as they reflect on the overall project of Emile’s 

                                                 
52

 The misidentification by those reading Emile that the governor is the only tutor Emile has is additional 
support for Marks’ (2005) argument that Rousseau’s rhetoric errs on presenting nature as always good 
compared to history. Specifically the part of the interpretation that argues nature is in need of a rhetorical 
defense against the authors of modernity – especially of liberalism. I disagree, however, with Marks’ 
(2005, see Chapter 3 specifically) conclusion that Rousseau uses this rhetoric to overstate the natural 
goodness of man as satire to deny it. I think the rhetoric is used because even though the tutor will 
introduce humanity and history to Emile, he does so in hopes of having it coincide in the same end of 
nature. 
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education. These passages show us that there are three sources of education. For each 

source of education, there is type of tutor, form of learning, and subject of learning that 

is appropriate. Furthermore, each one of these corresponding groupings (i.e. source of 

education, type of tutor, form of learning, and subject of learning) perfect a second 

period of Emile’s development. 

 To begin, there are three sources of education. These are the education from 

nature, man, and things: “This education comes to us from nature or from men or from 

things. The internal development of our faculties and our organs is the education of 

nature. The use that we are taught to make of this development is the education of men. 

And what we acquire from our own experience about the objects which affect us is the 

education of things” (Emile 1979, 38). The education of nature occurs internally in our 

own being through the development of our sense organs and the faculties resulting from 

these organs. When Rousseau speaks of a “negative education,” he is referring to this 

natural education. Nothing produced by humans (i.e. positive) is required for a human to 

develop their sense organs and faculties. Through engaging in the external world, a 

human will come to develop their sense organs and faculties like a seed sprouting into a 

bean from the ground. It is important to note, however, that the conditions of the soil, the 

climate of condition (e.g. how much rain and moisture is present, amount of sunlight, 

and so forth), the amount of tree canopy, and other conditions will influence how this 

seed develops into a bean. Thus, while the transformation from seed to bean plant is 

located internally within the bean, the seed’s external environment will influence the 

development of this internal nature. While the negative education of human allows the 
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internal nature to sprout, how this internal nature engages with the external environment 

will have lasting consequences the individual’s being.  

While the tutor takes on multiple educational roles, they all coincide at the same 

point: “Each of us is thus formed by three kinds of masters. The disciple in whom their 

various lessons are at odds with one another is badly raised and will never be in 

agreement with himself. He alone in whom they all coincide at the same points and tend 

to the same ends reaches his goal and lives consistently. He alone is well raised” (Emile 

1979, 38). For Emile to be well raised, all the sources of his education must be in 

agreement. Emile’s natural education, therefore, already knows the positive education 

he will receive. Thus, his internal nature must sprout through specific external 

circumstances that prove to be beneficial for the final product that is later produced. For 

example, having Emile’s natural education occur in a rural, instead of urban, setting is 

vital to preventing his premature development of amour-propre and social relationships. 

Emile should only develop social relations after he has completed his education through 

the sources of nature and things. By living in a rural setting, the tutor puts Emile in an 

external circumstance that allows his natural education to occur without disturbing the 

overall project. 

The difference between Emile and the bean is that once negative education of 

the bean seed is complete the bean plant has reached its end. The completion of 

Emile’s negative education does not reach an end, as Emile’s being contains freedom. 

Thus, after the completion of his negative education it is possible, and necessary, to 

add a positive education to Emile. Rousseau identifies two forms of positive education. 
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To what use we should direct our faculties and organs constitute the education of men 

and what we acquire from our own experience with objects is the education of things.53  

 While humans can receive a positive education, we have little control of the three 

sources of education: “Now of these three different educations, the one coming from 

nature is in no way in our control; that coming from things is in our control only in certain 

respects; that coming from men is the only one of which we are truly the masters. Even 

of it we are the masters only by hypothesis. For who can hope entirely to direct the 

speeches and the deeds of all those surrounding a child?” (Emile 1979, 38). We only 

have control over the education coming from humans. Even this control, however, is 

suspect and hypothetical, as it is not possible for us to control every contact a child has 

with other humans.54 The goal, however, is that the three sources – despite our limited 

control – need to be directed and coincide in the same point in order to achieve our 

well-being; in order to preserve the natural goodness of humans. 

                                                 
53

 I argue that this order matches the order of types of tutors and forms of education that Rousseau will 
later present (Emile 1979, 42). This order, however, does not match the order of Emile’s education. Emile 
is not first educated by nature, then by humans, and finally by things. Instead, Emile is first educated by 
nature, then by things, and finally by humans. Why Rousseau presents his general ideas concerning 
education and Emile’s specific education in different orders is a question that I do not have an answer for 
at this time. One possible clue is with regards to control. In the next passage concerning education, which 
is cited after this footnote, Rousseau changes the orders of education with regards to how much control 
humans have over that education. Perhaps, he restructures Emile’s education due to how much control of 
said education the tutor can have. This idea, however, is only speculation. Another possible 
interpretation, which I am indebted to Dr. Richard Ruderman for, is that “we” allow human education to 
precede that of things, and this is an error Rousseau is going to correct. A third possibility is the education 
of things might not be necessary for all humans. While a Spartan education would denature Emile, it 
would start similar in the development of his body and senses. These natural developments, however, are 
for different purposes. For the Spartan it is to become a good citizen. For Emile, he uses these to then 
engage in an education of things. Sparta lacks an education that develops reason, science, and the arts. 
Perhaps if we are going to be educated to be happy, only some forms of happiness require an education 
of things. The question requires additional research, which should be useful to further developing the 
themes of education, being, science, and happiness in Rousseau’s thought. 
54

 This doubt, regarding the feasibility of the educational project, reminds us that the Emile is not a 
practical education. Instead, the goal of the work is to complete Rousseau’s full statement on the natural 
goodness of man by showing the natural goodness of a man can be developed and maintained despite 
living in a corrupt society (i.e. the double object as discussed in chapter two and earlier in this chapter). 
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 After a discussion regarding the natural goodness of humans and the difference 

between natural and civil humans, which recapitulates ideas from the First and Second 

Discourse, Rousseau returns to a discussion of overcoming the double object through 

education. The double object is an individual who is raised uniquely for themselves but 

is also sociable. This individual does not conflate their amour de soi with their amour-

propre like the citizen, but also does not lack the development of amour-propre like a 

natural human (Emile 1979, 41). The education that will overcome the double object, 

like Rousseau’s earlier discussion of education, comes to us through three different 

sources. This time, however, he develops the picture by identifying each source with a 

form of learning, a type of tutor, and a specific method: “Thus education, instruction, and 

teaching are three things as different in their object as are the governess, the preceptor, 

and the master. But these distinctions are ill drawn; and, to be well led, the child should 

follow only a single guide” (Emile 1979, 42 my emphasis). As earlier discussed, 

Rousseau seems to suggest that only one type of tutor and method of learning should 

be provided to Emile. This, however, is not what Rousseau says.  

Looking at the previous passage, we see that Rousseau identifies three ill drawn 

methods of learning – education, instruction, and teaching – and of tutors – 

governesses,55 preceptors, and masters. I understand governors and governesses to be 

                                                 
55

 Why Rousseau uses the feminine version of govern at this point is unclear. He uses this feminine form 
twelve times in the work (Emile 1979, 42; 71; 94; 97; 213; 219; 375; 388). The most peculiar of these 
might be when Rousseau clearly distinguishes the governess from the governor: “Will he not see his 
parents, his neighbors, his nurse, his governess, his lackey, even his governor who, after all, will not be 
an angel?” (Emile 1979, 94). I do not have a clear explanation why Rousseau connects the governess, 
instead of the governor, with the types of learning and tutors in the passage cited on page 42. Rousseau 
does say in that passage that the distinctions are ill drawn. Perhaps one of the reasons for using 
governess here is to alert us to the ill drawn distinction between governors and governesses in society at-
large compared to how Rousseau understands governors and governesses. For now, this is a question I 
have not fully resolved, but one that I provide possible interpretation for in the next footnote. 
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interchangeable within this interpretation.56To be well led, a child should follow only a 

single guide. This does not mean that Emile must only follow a single type of tutor or 

education for his entire life. Emile’s faculties and desires will evolve from childhood, into 

adolescence, through puberty, and finally into manhood. Rousseau only speaks here of 

the child. All this quote tells us is, as a child, Emile should follow a single tutor. In other 

periods of life, Emile will have to follow different tutors. The key, however, is that for 

each period of his development, Emile will follow only a single tutor. This single tutor is 

both physically a single individual – as examined in the previous section – and 

embodies one type of tutor that provides a method of learning from a specific source of 

education that is fitting of Emile’s being.  
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 Rousseau states in Book I: “A child ought to know no other superiors than his father and his mother or, 
in default of them, his nurse and his governor; even one of the two is already too many. But the division is 
inevitable, and all that one can do to remedy it is to make sure that the persons of the two sexes who 
govern him are in such perfect agreement concerning him that the two are only one as far as he is 
concerned” (Emile 1979, 57). Earlier on page 57, he informs us Emile has no other governess than his 
nurse. We can read the quoted passage as stating Emile’s governess and governor are take on the role 
of his mother and father. Rousseau would prefer that a division between the sexes not happen in 
educating Emile. This division, however, is inevitable. Rousseau needs a mother to feed him and he 
needs a tutor to educate him. All Rousseau can do is hope that those who govern Emile – his governor 
and governess – are in agreement that the two are really one in educating Emile. Thus, Rousseau 
suggests it would be best if the governor and governess was really one person. He might make this 
suggestion because Emile, until he reaches puberty, should not be aware of social relations. This is a 
ridiculous goal. How can he not have any human relations? Even if he only interacts with the governor 
and governess, how will he not see them as humans? Rousseau finds this is a strong objection (Emile 
1979 94-95). He, however, is only composing a goal. Since Emile must develop social relations later in 
life, we need to suppress his awareness of sexual differences. Sexual differences are the foundations for 
a number of social relations within the family and outside of it. Thus, Rousseau might be referring to the 
governor and governess as interchangeable to suppress the development of social relations in Emile. 
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Table 4.1: The Components of the Tutor 

 
Emile / Tutor (French) 

  
Source of 
Education 

  
Type of Tutor 

  
Method of 
Learning 

  
Subject of 
Learning 

 

         
Childhood - Books I & II 
 

 Nature  Governor 
(gouverneur) 

 Education 
(education) 

 Senses and 
Passive 

Judgment 
 

Adolescence - Book III 
 

 Things  Master 
(maître) 

 Teaching 
(instruction) 

 Science and 
Active 

Judgment 
 

Puberty - Books IV & V 
 

 Humans  Preceptor 
(précepteur) 

 Instruction 
(institution) 

 Morality and 
Sentiments 

 

 

In his statement on the three sources of learning, Rousseau alerts us to the 

presence of three types of tutors corresponding to these sources of learning. After 

describing the three sources of education – nature, men, and things – Rousseau states, 

“Each of us is thus formed by three kinds of masters” (Emile 1979, 38). This statement 

corresponds to the passage a few pages later that there are three different tutors, each 

with their own method. While these sources, tutors, and methods are different, all three 

can be directed at the same end. When discussing the sources of education, Rousseau 

says: “The disciple in whom their various lessons are at odds with one another is badly 

raised and will never be in agreement with himself. He alone in whom they all coincide 

at the same points and tend to the same ends reaches his goal and lives consistently. 

He alone is well raised” (Emile 1979, 38). This is repeated in the discussion regarding 

the types of tutors and their forms of learning: “…to be well led, the child should follow 

only a single guide” (Emile 1979, 42). Like the sources of learning, the types of tutors 

and methods can all differ. The disciple, therefore, could learn three various lessons 
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from these sources and tutors. By trying to attain multiple goals at once, the child is torn 

apart from achieving a single goal. Without a single goal Emile will never develop a form 

of wholeness, which is finding his happiness through loving his wife and children as 

extensions of himself. The failure to draw distinct lines is detrimental to our pupil 

because in order for the sources of learning to coincide at a single point, each type of 

tutor and method of learning needs to be directed by a single guide. This single guide is 

the natural goodness of man. Rousseau requires the education of nature by the 

governor, the teaching of things by the master, and the instruction of humans by the 

preceptor all to be guided by this guide. While the governor will provide a negative 

education, the negative education will expose Emile to external circumstances to 

develop his senses and faculties for future teaching and instructions from different forms 

of the tutor that continue to follow the same guide. While the secondary literature 

notices the unity or wholeness within Emile (Cooper 1999, 18; Melzer 1990, 92-93), to 

my knowledge none have noticed the tutor also embodies a unity or wholeness. Thus, I 

add to the literature that argues the project of the Emile is to form wholeness in an 

ordinary mind by showing there are three types of tutors that Emile engages with but 

these tutors form a coherent whole by following a single guide. 

The failure to draw the distinct lines concerning sources of education, types of 

tutors, and methods of learning causes us to mix sources, tutors, and methods in ways 

that fail to develop wholeness in a pupil. What Rousseau achieves in the early pages of 

the Emile is to provide the reader with a cipher to see how we use words and ideas 

concerning education interchangeably when they actually mean different ideas.57 We 

                                                 
57

 For example, in Book IV Rousseau writes: “Up to now I have tried to give examples of the way a 
governor ought to instruct his disciple in difficult situations. I have tried to do the same in this situation. 
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have ill drawn lines concerning the sources of education, types of tutors, and methods 

of learning. By alerting the reader that we need to draw these lines with increased 

precision, Rousseau invites us to read the Emile to see the purpose of these sources, 

tutors, and methods in the education Emile.  

In the next three sections, I examine the three sources, tutors, and methods used 

to develop our being and how they correspond to the second periods in Emile’s 

development, which correspond to the development of humanity at-large in the Second 

Discourse. This is a novel contribution to the field. There is only one piece of literature I 

find that even comes close to proposing this idea. In his dissertation, Wyatt Dowling 

(2007) proposes the relationship between the educator and Emile transforms during 

Book III from a tutor-companion relationship to a master-subject relationship (128). 

While I agree with Dowling (2007) that Book III marks a change in the role the tutor 

takes in Emile’s education – a switch from the governor to the master – the relationship 

is not subject-master. Furthermore, I argue the tutor changes their role again in Books 

IV and V to be a preceptor. This change matches a new second period in Emile’s 

development. Dowling (2007) does not introduce the character of the preceptor and 

                                                                                                                                                             
But after many attempts I give up, convinced that the French language is too precious to express in a 
book that naïveté of the first lessons on certain subjects. The French language is said to be the chastest 
of languages. For my part, I believe it to be the most obscene. For it seems to me that the chasteness of 
a language consists not in the careful avoidances of indecent meanings but in not having them. In fact, to 
avoid them, one must think of them, and there is no language in which it is more difficult to speak purely 
in every sense, than in French…A people with good morals, on the other hand, has appropriate terms for 
all things, and these terms are always decent because they are always used decently” (Emile 1979, 323-
324 my emphasis). In this passage, Rousseau identifies the type of tutor, a governor, with a method of 
learning proper to the master and a type of student fitting a preceptor. Rousseau explains that a problem 
he is facing in trying to educate us, the reader, about education is the problem of language. The French 
language lacks the appropriate terms for the subjects of our discussion. Too elegant, the French 
language causes confusions between sources of learning, types of tutors, methods learning, and the 
types of learners for these tutors. At this moment, I have not traced out the use of pupil, disciple, and 
student fully to provide a definitive interpretation on this subject. From what I can find, however, a pupil is 
educated by a governor, a disciple is instructed by a master, and a student is taught by a preceptor. In 
future research, I will fully trace out the words Rousseau uses for types of learners to fully incorporate the 
learner into the system of education I have found regarding the tutor. 
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maintains the master-subject relationship he identifies in Book III continues for the rest 

of the work. Thus, my interpretation differs greatly from Dowling (2007) and all other 

works, as it provides a cohesive interpretation of the sources of education, types of 

tutors, methods of learning, and how these are directed by the development of second 

periods in Emile’s being. 

4.3 Education of Nature from Governors 

4.3.1 Not All Governors are Good 

The secondary literature that does distinguish, or at least recognized, the role of 

the governor in Emile’s education portrays this type of tutor always as a healthy 

educator. Rousseau, while priming his reader to make this association, does not always 

present the governor as healthy: “Not only do blind mothers promise their children 

adornment as a reward; one even sees foolish governors threatening their pupils with a 

coarser and simpler costume as a punishment” (Emile 1979, 127). Governors can be 

foolish, which suggests there are unhealthy governors. We must remember that 

Rousseau takes for granted that Emile’s governor will have good qualities, which also 

implies it is possible for governors to have bad qualities (Emile 1979, 51). 

In recounting an actual experience,58 Rousseau provides an account of what 

distinguishes a healthy and unhealthy governor. During a trip to the country, he visits 

with a mother who has a governor educating her children. Rousseau is present when 

58
 Before the story, Rousseau states: “Readers, always remember that he who speaks to you is neither a 

scholar nor a philosopher, but a simple man, a friend of the truth, without party, without system; a solitary 
who, living little among men, has less occasion to contract their prejudices and more time to reflect on 
what strikes him when he has commerce with them. My reasonings are founded less on principles than 
on facts; and I believe that I cannot better put you in a position to judge of them than often to report to you 
some example of the observations which suggested them to me” (Emile 1979, 110). This preface to the 
story suggests what follows is based on a factual experience Rousseau has, which he asks us the reader 
to judge in order to see if we come to the same reflection regarding governors, education, and pupils as 
he does. 
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the eldest child is instructed in ancient history, specifically the subject of Alexander the 

Great, by the governor: “The governor, a man of merit, made several reflections of 

Alexander’s intrepidity, which did not please me at all, but which I avoided disputing so 

as not to discredit him in his pupil’s mind. At the table they did not fail, according to the 

French method, to make this little gentleman babble a great deal” (Emile 1979, 110). 

This governor is an individual who has at last some value or merit. Everything, however, 

is not well. The governor is supposed to provide a negative education that is common to 

all humans. He, however, follows the French method in allowing his pupil to babble. The 

governor is not following nature but the precepts of French instruction with his pupil. 

This is one of the reasons why his actions do not sit well with the Genevan guest. Still, 

to respect the bond that must be developed between the governor and pupil, as earlier 

explained, Rousseau restrains himself – momentarily – from discrediting the child’s 

governor.  

 Upon the end of the child’s babbling, which receives praise from his mother, 

those present have a discussion. At this point, Rousseau engages in the conversation 

and, with one statement, gets the audience to no longer praise the child’s idea. Instead, 

the crowd now supports Rousseau’s position. Wanting to continue in the conversation, 

Rousseau only stops because he is warned by a woman sitting beside him to, “‘Keep 

quiet, Jean-Jacques, they won’t understand you.’ I looked at her; I was struck; and I 

kept quiet” (Emile 1979, 111). What will those present not understand? It takes another 

conversation with the eldest child for us to resolve this question. 
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 Rousseau’s story shifts abruptly from the morning lesson to a private 

conversation he has with the eldest child during a walk after dinner.59 Through judging 

these two conservations, Rousseau concludes the problem with this child’s governor is 

he uses history to put words into the mouth of Alexander. What makes Alexander 

praiseworthy is not that he took medicine, which is what the child finds admirable, but 

that Alexander believed in virtue: “Some readers, discontented with the ‘Keep quiet, 

Jean-Jacques,’ will, I foresee, ask what, after all, do I find so fair in Alexander’s action? 

Unfortunate people! If you have to be told, how will you understand it? It is that 

Alexander believed in virtue; it is that he staked his head, his own life on that belief; it is 

that his great soul was made for believing in it. Oh, what a fair profession of faith was 

the swallowing of that medicine!” (Emile 1979, 111). The true praiseworthy medicine 

that Alexander has swallowed is not what is good for the body but what is good for the 

soul. Yes, he takes a medicine that saves his life, but he only after he has been warned 

by Parmenion that Philip is trying to poison him. It is Alexander’s dedication to virtue 

that makes him a great soul to be admired. His virtue in the trustworthiness and faith of 

a friend over a general, in this case, does save his life. But to focus on the outcome of 

                                                 
59

 The contents of this conversation are incredibly important and deserve treatment in a stand-alone 
article. In questioning the child, Rousseau finds the courage the child sees in Alexander is due to 
Alexander swallowing a single gulp of base-tasting potion, as the child had just taken medicine two weeks 
ago (Emile 1979, 111). In this story, we are introduced to Phillip the physician. Rousseau refers to Phillip 
as a médecin in the story. He, however, refers to the child as his “young doctor” by using the French word 
docteur. This reminds us, therefore, the discussion of médecins (which Bloom translates as doctors), 
medicine, and courage (especially as embodied by Achilles) from Book I with regards to Emile’s 
education by a governor (Emile 1979, 53-56). What is the difference between médecins and docteurs 
within Rousseau’s thought concerning education? Do these differences have important insights regarding 
the type of scientific education that we should engage in to achieve happiness for the individual and/or for 
society? What is the relationship between médecins, docteurs, medicine, and courage? In future 
research, I will examine these questions in more depth. For now, I recognize that Rousseau, at multiple 
points In Emile, draws our attention to these topics. In particular, Rousseau’s statements regarding 
imposing a duty that nature does not impose on us (Emile 1979, 53) compared to his statements 
regarding virtue and the proper science/studies for children (Emile 1979, 111) suggest these two 
passages are meant to be read together. 
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the decision instead of the decision itself misses point of what makes Alexander a great 

soul.  

 The child’s failure to properly understand Alexander is brought on by the 

unhealthy governor. Yes, the child lacks the experiences to understand the story. It is 

not his fault, however, that he had to explain this story. The child should have never 

been introduced to the story; this is the fault of the governor. This shows the governor 

does not understand his pupil. He fails to understand virtue – let alone history – is not a 

proper study for children; virtue is not a subject of the negative education (Emile 1979, 

103-105). As discussed in the previous chapter, a human must first develop their 

passive judgment before active judgment. Only upon developing our active judgment 

can a human then examine complex ideas and sentiments, which virtue is. A child is in 

a stage of life where they are trying to develop and perfect their passive judgment. 

Hence, the child cannot possibly learn virtue because they lack the necessary ability to 

judge complex ideas that form these sentiments.60 It may seem like the child 

understands complex ideas. He knows the words. He does not, however, know their 

meaning. This is why, after this story, Rousseau directly enters a discussion of the 

science of words, what is memory, the recall of sensation, and judgment. This child has 

been taught to parrot back names, dates, and other facts through his simple memory. 

This is not the goal of developing our recall ability during childhood: “Rather, the 

                                                 
60

 In addition, the child lacks the experience of preferring something besides his own self-preservation 
and well-being. To be able to gain this experience, however, the child must first gain the ability to 
comprehend complex ideas and sentiments. Emile as a child will not be charitable because he does not 
know the value of what he gives and does not understand the need of his fellows (Emile 1979, 103). 
While he learns the utility of things through his education in Book III, Emile does not become aware that 
he has fellows until puberty (Emile 1979, 220). It is through this that he then can understand the need of 
others required to be charitable. Thus, while we need the inner experience to prefer something than 
ourselves, Rousseau shows the proper way to construct this experience is to first develop our ability to 
judge complex ideas. 
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suppleness is there in order that all the ideas which he can conceive and are useful to 

him – all those which are related to his happiness and are one day going to enlighten 

him about his duties – may be impressed on his brain with an indelible stamp at an early 

age and help him during his life to behave in a way suitable to his being and his 

faculties” (Emile 1979, 112 my emphasis). The child must develop the ideas that are 

useful to his faculties and desires to achieve his happiness. As will be discussed in the 

next section, these useful ideas are the development of his sense organs to fit his 

being. The problem with the governor from this story is he is acting more like a 

preceptor than a governor. The governor wants to impress the mother, his employer, 

through demonstrating that the child has “learned” history. To achieve this precept of 

the French method of governing, the governor rejects nature as the source of education. 

The education of nature is true everywhere and always; it is not a method of one 

specific country. The healthy governor understands history is not a subject to expose a 

child, as history is not natural: “It is in the choice of these objects, it is in the care with 

which one constantly presents him the objects he can know, and hides from him those 

he ought not to know, that the true art of cultivating in him this first faculty consists...This 

method, it is true, does not form little prodigies and does not make governors and 

preceptors shine” (Emile 1979, 112 my emphasis). The governor that follows nature 

does not produce prodigies or children that will impress modern audiences. Instead, the 

healthy governor forms a being that is exposed to the correct objects. This requires not 

only that some objects are presented to the child but that other objects are hidden. 

Through this process, the healthy governor will provide the foundation that can be built 

upon to achieve the goal of the Emile: “But it forms men who are judicious, robust, 
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healthy of body and understanding, men who, without having made themselves admired 

when young, make themselves honored when grown” (Emile 1979, 112). The natural 

education is the foundation to eventually form a judicious, robust, and healthy man. The 

healthy tutor plays the long-game in producing their pupil because they understand the 

pupil must be educated by a governor, master, and preceptor to become a fully formed 

human that coincides in a single point. The unhealthy governor, which Rousseau 

introduces in this story, does too much too quickly with the child. His mistake is that he 

cares more about his reputation and amour-propre being satisfied from the praises of a 

grateful mother than he does for his pupil’s happiness. 

4.3.2 The Natural Education of Good Governors 

Seeing that not all governors are healthy, it is proper to ask this question; what 

makes us a governor healthy? Furthermore, what is the education they provide a pupil? 

At first, it seems Rousseau tells us very little about the healthy governor: “I do not speak 

at all here of a good governor’s qualities: I take them for granted…” (Emile 1979, 51). 

While Rousseau lacks a discussion of what qualities make a governor healthy when 

introducing this type of tutor, he does not remain quiet forever. In fact, he already told us 

the first quality of a healthy governor is that, “…he not be a man for sale” (Emile 1979, 

49). A governor is not a sophist or educational mercenary. Instead, he is raised for his 

pupil and a friend of the father (Emile 1979, 49-50). By “raised for his pupil,” Rousseau 

indicates there must be wholeness between the governor and pupil, even if the pupil 

does not recognize this like he will with Sophie (Emile 1979, 479). 

 Later in Book I, Rousseau identifies the healthy governor is the one whose 

source of learning is nature: “But here, where the education begins with life, the child is 
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at birth already a disciple, not of the governor, but of nature. The governor only studies 

under this first master and prevents its care from being opposed” (Emile 1979, 61). 

Returning to the cipher concerning tutors and sources of education, the first master is 

the education of nature (Emile 1979, 38). The governor, therefore, takes care to make 

sure the child’s natural faculties and desires are developed without opposition from 

positive education, which are the education of things and the education of human. 

Hence, this education is a negative education because it is guided by the necessities of 

nature instead of human whims. This allow for the development of an individual’s 

physical self and senses prior to providing any additional external sources of learning 

(Coleman 1977, 772; Cooper 1998, 669; Dowling 2007, 35; Marks 2012, 699; 

Pierdziwol 2001, 140).  

 While the governor takes care to prevent the education of nature from being 

opposed, as this is the only source of education that cannot be under human control, 

the governor is free to assist the education of nature. As seen earlier, when comparing 

himself to the unhealthy governor, Rousseau informs us that he constantly take cares in 

hiding and presenting the objects proper to the development of his pupil’s first faculties 

(Emile 1979, 112). The governor does not control the development of our first faculties – 

our sense organs – but can assist in their development. Like a tree sapling in the 

ground that is tied to a stake to grow straight, a child can be directed by hiding and 

presenting specific experiences. The governor, therefore, keeps the child in his place: 

“The wise man knows how to stay in his place; but the child, who does not know his 

place, would not be able to keep to it. Among us he is given a thousand exits by which 

to leave it. It is for those who govern him to keep him in his place, and this is not an 
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easy task. He ought to be neither beast nor man, but child” (Emile 1979, 84-85 my 

emphasis). Remember, the problem Rousseau identifies in the Second Discourse is 

that natural and savage man lacks the internal sense to properly direct their freedom to 

perfect their being. Without understanding how to use freedom, the human soul, which I 

understand as our being, has a thousand exits by which to fail at perfectibility. Lacking 

the epistemology to direct their being, the child requires a governor to direct their 

development so they can fully develop as a natural human. In this way, the child is 

neither beast nor man. By man, Rousseau understands what we identify as a human, 

which is a fully developed individual with faculties like language, foresight, reason, 

compassion, love, virtue, and more. Instead, a child is like a natural human that exists in 

the external environment. In this way, the child is more than beast. It has the faculties of 

freedom and perfectibility, but they are not a man because they do not use these 

faculties. Rousseau prevents Emile from using these faculties because without first 

developing his passive judgment, which everything else will be built on, will cause him 

to improperly develop his being.  

 The critical aspect of this natural education, therefore, is for the child to develop 

like a natural human: 

As for my pupil, or rather nature's, trained early to be as self-sufficient as possible, he is not 
accustomed to turning constantly to others; still less is he accustomed to displaying his great 
learning for them. On the other hand, he judges, he foresees, he reasons in everything 
immediately related to him. He does not chatter; he acts. He does not know a word of what is 
going on in society, but he knows very well how to do what suits him. Since he is constantly in 
motion, he is forced to observe many things, to know many effects. He acquires a large 
experience early. He gets his lessons from nature and not from men. He instructs himself so 
much the better because he sees nowhere the intention to instruct him. Thus his body and his 
mind are exercised together. Acting always according to his own thought and not someone else's, 
he continually unites two operations: the more he makes himself strong and robust, the more he 
becomes sensible and judicious. This is the way one day to have what are believed incompatible 
and what are united in almost all great men: strength of body and strength of soul; a wise man's 
reason and an athlete's vigor. Young teacher, I am preaching a difficult art to you, that of 
governing without precepts and doing everything by doing nothing. This art, I agree, is not one 
that goes with your age; it is not fit to make your talents conspicuous from the outset nor to make 
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an impression on fathers. But it is the only one fit for succeeding (Emile 1979, 119 my emphasis). 

 
It is striking to see the similarities in the description between a child educated by nature 

and the natural human. The human educated by nature is solitary. They do not turn to 

others and do not act according to someone else’s thoughts. Similarly, the child is 

moved only by their amour de soi. This child – like a natural human – does not know 

language or, at least, the language of society. He does not display his knowledge for 

others not only because he does not know the language of society, but more importantly 

because he lacks amour-propre. Unlike the child educated by the unhealthy governor, 

the child educated by a healthy governor will never babble for others; he does not 

desire to shine. Instead, the child exercises their mind to act in concert with the 

demands of their body.61 The child’s organs, senses, and faculties develop to produce 

his mind so it is in harmony with the needs of his body. This is why the child only 

responds to things immediately before him, like the natural human. The healthy 

governor does not provide any precepts; they govern through putting the child into 

situations where they can develop their sense organs and faculties to be self-sufficient. 

This method currently strengthens the child body, but Rousseau finds it also compatible 

with producing a strong soul. While not mentioned by name, the combination of these 

two overcomes what others believe are incompatible. This is the double object; the man 

who can exist in a corrupt society but still find wholeness through their wife and children. 

                                                 
61

 Continuing from this passage, Rousseau praises this style of education as the one used by the 
Spartan. As informed earlier, however, the Spartans have a system of public/civic education which 
denatures humans into civil humans instead of natural humans (Emile 1979, 39-40). Is there a connection 
between the education from nature and public education? If so, what is the connection? If we are to have 
healthy citizens, do we need to start with a natural education and then begin a public education? If so, do 
the tutor and Spartan education produce the same child and then deviate with how this child is made into 
a man through the education of things and human? These are questions worthy of investigation, which I 
will take on in future work. 
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Thus, it is the job of the healthy governor to allow the child to develop their 

proper faculties and senses according to their own being, which is akin to the natural 

human, while preventing them from deviating from this path. As Rousseau states: “Each 

mind has its own form, according to which it needs to be governed; the success of one's 

care depends on governing it by this form and not by another. Prudent man, spy out 

nature for a long time…To start with, let the germ of his character reveal itself freely…if 

you begin to act before knowing what must be done, you will act haphazardly” (Emile 

1979, 94 my emphasis). We are all individuals. Due to physical differences and natural 

freedom, our beings all have a different character. These will naturally show themselves 

if the usual pressures of social conformity are prevented. In essence, these are the 

natural inequalities that Rousseau finds in the Second Discourse. The beings of 

humans have differences, “of ages, health, Bodily strengths, and qualities of Mind or 

Soul” (Second Discourse 1992, 18). The success of the governor depends on their 

ability to spy out their pupil’s being from the germ of its strengths and weaknesses. 

Then, having let the pupil freely reveal its being, he must act in a way to assist the 

germination of his pupil’s being. While we sill spy qualities of the being that will be later 

developed, the natural education focuses only our physical self: “Exercise his body, his 

organs, his senses, his strength, but keep his soul idle for as long as possible” (Emile 

1979, 94). In this way, nature is still in control of the development of our physical self but 

the governor, by understanding the internal being of his pupil, can assist nature in 

developing our body, organs, senses, and strength to produce advantages later in the 

child’s life. Like an individual investing capital to produce interest so they later have 

more capital at their disposal in the future, Rousseau understands the proper natural 
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education by the governor will make investments with a long-term – not haphazard – 

goal in sight that requires capital to be built up in a child’s youth to be spent at a later 

time. This ability – to allow the child’s freedom to display the character of their being, to 

understand what their being is, to assist nature in developing this being, and to direct 

the entire project towards the goal of overcoming the double object – is what leads 

Rousseau to end this passage with a reminder that the natural education through a 

healthy governor is anything but easy.  

The healthy governor follows the natural education, which is a negative 

education, in order to develop Emile as a natural human that only knows his own body 

as it relates to the external world. The child does not yet extend themselves into objects, 

such as trees, pets, or other humans, to engage in the external world. Instead, the child 

only engages their being with regards to the environment itself. This is why all the 

actions of the governor must appear as coming from nature instead of from the will of 

the governor: “The phrase ‘There is no more’ is a response against which no child has 

ever rebelled unless he believed that it was a lie” (Emile 1979, 91). A child, like a natural 

human, will not rebel against the necessity of nature. If the governor commanded 

through his will, he would prematurely expose the child to a development that naturally 

comes later –amour-propre.  If the governor carefully constructs all situations so they 

appear to the pupil as simply engaging with nature, not the will of the governor, then he 

can provide a negative education that assists in the development of the child’s being 

like the stake keeping the tree sapling straight so it germinates into a healthy and well 

ordered tree. 
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Rousseau’s conclusion is questionable. Reflecting on my own childhood, 

however, I am convinced of his conclusion. As a five-year-old child, I spent my life 

savings to buy a Nintendo Entertain System (NES). My father did not want my younger 

brother and me to be glued to the video game system during days that should be spent 

running around outside. After I bought the system, therefore, my father informed us that 

our house had a limited amount of electricity. He warned us that if we used the NES for 

more than an hour a day, we would use all the electricity in the house. He carefully 

monitored us when we first started using the NES. If we played video games for more 

than an hour, he would go to our circuit breaker and turn off the electricity to the whole 

house. While an inconvenience to him and my mother, the action was effective. My 

brother and I, unaware of how electricity worked at the time, believed “nature” had 

asserted itself. Thus, we did not rebel against our parents. Instead, we would plead to 

them to call the electric company so we could have the light during night time; for we 

feared going to bed without a night light. At this point, my father would tell us to play 

outside while he would do his best to smooth things over with the electric company. 

While he was “on the phone” with the electric company, we would spend hours running 

around outside. Thus, my father achieved his goal without us knowing it was his will. 

Unbeknownst to my father, as I have spoken to him about these events upon reading 

Emile, he was employing a technique of Rousseau’s negative education. His failure, 

however, came at his own hands. In a goal to make us self-sufficient, he taught us 

about the circuit breaker for a Cub Scout requirement. We now learned that our father 

lied to us. He was no longer able to use the “necessity of nature” to limit our video game 

habits. Needless to say, the NES became used more often upon discovering his lie. 
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4.4 Teaching of Things from Masters 

Unlike governors, who educate us in our sense organs, masters teach the arts 

and sciences (Emile 1979, 192; 196-97; 374-75).62 These, like nature, do not differ from 

culture to culture. A healthy master understands his subjects exist everywhere and 

always because they originate in nature. This, however, opens masters to making 

mistakes in a manner different from governors. While the education from nature can 

never be under the control of men, the education of things is in our control in some 

respects (Emile 1979, 38). The truth of the arts and sciences, as they exist in nature, is 

true everywhere and always. How humans come to know and practice the arts and 

sciences, if they come to know and practice them at all, is not fixed. Thus, within Book 

III, Rousseau provides the proper method of the education of things. This education 

rests on the completed education of nature and will support the future education of man 

to produce the single goal of happiness in Emile (Emile 1979, 38-39). 

Book III contains a more comprehensive statement of Rousseau’s position from 

his first publication, the Discourse on the Sciences and Arts. It is more than a 

restatement of this discourse. In Book III, Rousseau fleshes out a full explanation 

concerning how Emile should learn science. Most, if not all, of us will not be educated 

with the same methods that are applied to Emile. Who will live in the countryside as a 

child, not read their first book until they are 13-years-old (and have it be Robinson 

Crusoe), and only realize other humans exist upon entering puberty? In this way, Emile 

would never read the Emile. Although there are many parts of Emile’s education that 

                                                 
62

 Pages 168-69 of Emile properly introduce that the focus of Book III is the relationship between the 
master and disciple as compared to the governor and pupil. Specifically, this passage shows the errors of 
the master with the disciple, which I will explain in detail in the next pages. 
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cannot be applied to the reader of the Emile, his scientific education does suggests how 

the West can reform its science to have a healthier science.63  

Understanding what makes masters differ from governors, therefore, is important 

for two reasons. First, understanding this difference is important in our general 

understanding of Rousseau’s political philosophy. By showing the principles and ideas 

from the First Discourse exist within the Emile, this interpretation provides evidence that 

Rousseau maintains a system of thought concerning human nature that is consistent 

throughout his works (Masters and Kelly 1992, xi). Second, and more important for this 

chapter, understanding the difference between masters and governors allows us to 

understand how the healthy education of the arts and sciences allow Emile to have 

various lessons all coinciding into one point (Emile 1979, 38). This allows the education 

of the governor to be in agreement with the teaching of the master, which will 

correspond with the instruction of the preceptor to continue the project of producing an 

individual who can achieve happiness in a corrupt society. 

In what follows, I present three sections that provide evidence for my 

interpretation. In the first section, I demonstrate that Rousseau understands there is a 

difference between healthy and unhealthy masters. The second section examines the 

unhealthy masters. I show they have a negative influence on the development of reason 

and judgment, which are faculties that exist in our being. In the final section, I provide 

                                                 
63

 I engage with the topic of how Emile should learn science and how this method of learning science fits 
into his development to achieve the ultimate goal of achieving happiness in the individual who lives in the 
corrupt society in the next chapter. At this time, however, I do not fully engage in the next subject, which 
is the suggestion Rousseau provides for how we can develop a healthier science in the West. I have 
started research on this topic and will present some initial ideas in the conclusion chapter. This subject, 
however, is one I will engage in future research. 
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an interpretation regarding what the healthy master is and how they continue the 

unifying end by resting on the achievements the governor accomplished with the pupil. 

4.4.1 Healthy and Unhealthy Masters 

 Throughout the Emile, Rousseau indicates masters are a problem for the 

development of our being. Not wanting to be burden through correctly instructing a 

child, they seek really to control a child; through having the child parrot lessons via 

memory instead of teaching a child how to reason for themselves, they teach children to 

lie; and they are motivated by their amour-propre instead of allowing the child to 

develop science and arts in relation to the child’s amour de soi (Emile 1979, 53; 89-90; 

102; 145; 216). Rousseau speaks so harshly of masters throughout the Emile, I argue, 

because almost all masters teach in an unhealthy manner. In other words, when we 

speak of masters we are generally referring to what Rousseau understands as 

unhealthy masters. As earlier argued, in order to reform our understanding of education, 

he rhetorically overstates the negative aspects of tutors that are not governors to 

advance the thesis of the natural goodness of humans. Thus, Rousseau’s harsh 

treatment of masters does not mean all masters are unhealthy. It means that his 

audience does not understand most modern masters are unhealthy. Thus, he invites us 

in the Emile to see the difference between a healthy and unhealthy master. 

 As previously quoted, the source of the governor’s education is nature (Emile 

1979, 61). This is consistent with the earlier statement that the governor only studies 

under this first of three kinds of masters (Emile 1979, 38).64 If the governor only studies 
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 Rousseau states, “Our first masters of philosophy are our feet, our hands, our eyes. To substitute 
books for all that is not to teach us to reason. It is to teach us to use the reason of others. It is to teach us 
to believe much and never to know anything” (Emile 1979, 125). As stated on page 38, the education of 
nature develops our sense organs and faculties. Rousseau roots all knowledge in first developing these 
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under the master of nature, then who studies under the master of things? Who studies 

under the master of men? This is where the tutor must take on a new type of role to 

provide an education from these sources. The healthy master, I argue, is the tutor of 

things and provides his tutoring through teachings that activate our reasoning and 

judgment. 

 Near the end of Book III, Rousseau informs us explicitly that his method of 

science – the education of things – is an example of the teaching from a healthy master: 

The best way to teach someone to judge well is the one which tends to simplify our experiences 
and even to make us able to omit them without falling into error…This is the sort of 
accomplishment with which I have tried to fill this third age of human life. This way of proceeding 
demands a patience and a circumspection of which few masters are capable, and without which 
the disciple will never learn to judge…The goal is less to teach him a truth than to show him how 
he must always go about discovering the truth. In order to instruct him better, you must not 
undeceive him so soon. Let us take Emile and me as an example (Emile 1979, 205 my 
emphasis). 

 
Remember, Book III concerns adolescence, which is the third age of human life. The 

goal during this stage of life is to properly develop our reason and judgment through the 

sciences and arts. While this is the goal, few masters are capable of developing these 

parts of their disciple’s being. Due to a lack of patience and watchfulness, most masters 

fail in their teaching of things to properly develop their disciple’s being. Rousseau, 

therefore, indicates to the reader in this passage – twice – that he is an example of one 

of these few healthy masters. 

The clearest statement that Rousseau acts as a healthy master during Book III 

comes in the last sentence in the passage above: “Let us take Emile and me as an 

example” (Emile 1979, 205). What are they an example of? In the passage, Rousseau 

speaks of disciples and masters. The sentences prior to this final statement provide an 

                                                                                                                                                             
parts of our being. Thus, the purpose of the governor is to develop our physical self before introducing us 
to other sources of education (i.e. things and human). 
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example of the type of masters who fail to develop reason and judgment in their 

disciples through scientific investigation. Through discussing the example of the stick in 

a glass of water, we are shown that unhealthy masters and disciples are abundant in 

the age of the Enlightenment: “If, for example, he is deceived about the appearance of 

the broken stick, and to show him his error you are in a hurry to pull the stick out of the 

water, you will perhaps undeceive him. But what will you teach him? Nothing but what 

he would soon have learned by himself” (Emile 1979, 205). By quickly resolving why the 

stick appears to be broken when in water, the disciple learns an answer to their 

question. This answer is committed to them as a memory instead of through developing 

their reason and judgment. They have not learned how to discover, reason, and judge 

for themselves. Thus, the disciple may learn the truth of the appearance of the stick but 

they have to rely on someone else instead of deriving the answer through their own 

faculties. This is why Rousseau finds a better form of teaching is to allow the disciple to 

resolve the deception resulting from things instead of resolving it for them. Since he 

uses this method in Emile’s education of things, Rousseau is able to identify himself as 

an example of a healthy master and Emile as a healthy disciple. Thus, if they are an 

example, they must be an example of a healthy disciple and healthy master.  

With less clarity, Rousseau provides a second indication that he is one of the few 

healthy masters in Europe. The goal of the education from things is to teach someone 

to judge well through correctly using their senses that were developed during childhood 

(i.e. Book II of the Emile). Rousseau indicates in the passage above that the 

development of this judgment is the accomplishment he has tried to achieve in this third 

age of human life. In the following sentence, Rousseau notes that the method to 
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produce this achievement exists in only few masters. Thus, if only few masters have the 

method to produce judgment and Rousseau’s goal during Book III was to produce 

healthy judgment, then he is one of the few healthy masters.65 

Rousseau hides his subtle distinction between healthy and unhealthy masters at 

the end of Book III, because the masters in Europe are overwhelmingly unhealthy. In 

order to present his audience with a new vision of what masters should be like, 

Rousseau resists clearly identifying the tutor of Book III as a healthy master to almost 

the end of this section. In this way, he is able to present the audience with a new 

meaning of the word “master” without the audience’s prejudices of what the word 

“master” means. At the end of Book III, once Rousseau has convinced his audience that 

his method of teaching the sciences and arts are superior, he reveals that a disciple’s 

healthy education in the sciences and arts comes only from the tutor who is a healthy 

master. 

4.4.2 Unhealthy Masters and Being 

Throughout this dissertation, I refer to the third age of human life as adolescence. 

While I make this clear distinction, Rousseau is not as clear: “He who is capable of 

more than he desires has strength left over; he is certainly a very strong being. This is 

the third stage of childhood, and the one about which I now must speak. I continue to 

call it childhood for want of a term to express it, for this age approaches adolescence 

without yet being that of puberty” (Emile 1979, 165). Wanting to distinguish this age of 
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 This conclusion leaves open the possibility that Rousseau also engages with other children during 
Book III in trying to properly develop their judgment. While Rousseau and Emile in Book III serve as the 
best example the master-disciple relationship, it is possible Rousseau shows what a healthy master might 
look like with disciples that do not reach the ideal development of Emile. I investigate this question in 
future work, as I think there is evidence that the child during the wax duck story is not Emile (Emile 1979, 
173-175; 245). For now, I only note that Rousseau’s self-identification as a healthy master twice, but only 
once in reference to Emile, leaves open the possibility that one can be a healthy master to a disciple that 
is not an ideal candidate like Emile. 
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human development, Rousseau is in search of a word. The age is like adolescence but 

lacks puberty. He, therefore, formally continues to call the age of development 

childhood. I, however, have used adolescence to describe this age of development to 

provide clear and distinct terms to assist the reader in interpretation.66 I introduce that 

he does not make this distinction because it will become important when distinguishing 

the healthy and unhealthy masters from each other. In order to keep the periods of 

development in Book II and Book III separate, however, I will continue to refer to these 

stages of development as childhood and adolescence, respectively. 

According to Rousseau’s terminology, masters teach during childhood. They, 

however, should only teach a child during their third stage of childhood. The problem is 

most masters, however, try to teach during the second stage of childhood when a child 

is not prepared to receive such an education. This is because a child first has to fully 

develop their senses organs and related faculties, as these are necessary to study the 

relationship of and between things (Emile 1979, 53; 89-90; 94; 102; 178). 

 Since an unhealthy master has a premature relationship with their disciple, both 

long for the time when it will be over. The master regards it as a burden. The disciple 

regards it and the master as a hurdle to be overcome to start the next period of their life. 

Reflecting on my own childhood, there are multiple times when I wanted to complete a 

class or year of school to start what I thought was the next part of my life. Rousseau 

finds this leads to a significant problem in the development the disciple, including 

myself. Wanting to overcome the hurdle that is the master, I will repeat the teachings of 

the master from memory. By repeating the lessons back to the master, I fail to develop 

reason and judgment for myself. In Rousseau’s example of the bad disciple, he can tell 
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 Masters (1968, 4) calls this stage “pre-adolescence.” 
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the water causes the stick to look bent, but he cannot explain why. The disciple does 

not know how to judge refraction on his own. Furthermore, since the master wants to rid 

himself of the disciple, he is more than happy to accept the disciple’s repeating of his 

lessons as evidence that his job is completed. The unhealthy master does not consider 

whether the disciple has actually developed the faculties of reason and judgment in their 

being. 

 Rousseau helps to illustrate this problem of the master and disciple, with regards 

to the concept of being, near the opening of Book III: “Full of the enthusiasm he feels, 

the master wants to communicate it to the child. He believes he moves the child by 

making him attentive to the sensations by which he, the master, is himself moved. Pure 

stupidity!” (Emile 1979, 168-69 my emphasis). The master, when given a new disciple, 

is full of enthusiasm. He is excited to share everything he knows. It is like a student-

teacher or a teaching assistant’s first day in the classroom. They want to profess 

everything they know, as they are excited to share the good news with their students. 

After a long passionate lecture, all these teachers see are blank faces. They forgot that 

they did not come to their understanding through someone else professing to them: “It is 

in man's heart that the life of nature's spectacle exists. To see it, one must feel it. The 

child perceives the objects, but he cannot perceive the relations linking them; he cannot 

hear the sweet harmony of their concord. For that is needed experience he has not 

acquired; in order to sense the complex impression that results all at once from all these 

sensations, he needs sentiments he has not had” (Emile 1979, 168-69 my emphasis).67 

                                                 
67

 Rousseau does understand that many of us do receive an education in this manner. The problem, 
however, is we are just engaging in one big game of telephone. All it would take is for one teacher to pass 
one incorrect lesson or for a disciple to misunderstand one lesson without being corrected for our 
understanding to be corrupted. 
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For a disciple to develop relationships between ideas, it takes them experiencing and 

feeling these sensations for themselves. In the language of contemporary educational 

pedagogy, the master must teach through engaged and active learning. 

Rousseau illustrates the problem through a master and a disciple sharing a sun 

rise. Upon the first light, the master is moved by all the emotions resulting from his 

sensations, his sentiments, and the relations he has made between the two (Emile 

1979, 169). This enthusiasm results partially from the senses, as the master sees the 

new day, feels the soft grass, smells the flowers, tastes the dew in the air, and hears the 

birds chirping. But the enthusiasm also results from the sentiments the master confers 

upon these sensations. The master has developed these sentiments, such as love, 

during his life. These sentiments, however, are unknown to Emile and any child who 

has just completed the negative education of a healthy governor. All Emile knows is the 

necessity of his body that he has experienced from his infancy and through childhood. 

He has not yet sensed complex impressions. Furthermore, Emile has not created 

relationships between experiences and his sentiments. This is why when a parent hears 

a song from their youth that their child has never heard, the parent attaches sentiments 

to their listening experience that the child does not. Rousseau finds, however, that the 

parent – or in this case the master – normally wants to the child to feel the same 

sentiments they feel. If we tell the child they should feel this sentiment, the child may 

parrot back to us that they feel this. They, however, only say the words without truly 

feeling and understanding that sentiment. This is the problem of being that Rousseau 

sees continuing. The child has to experience the world for themselves to develop 

complex impressions, sentiments, and relationships. When the master, or anyone else 
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for that matter, attempts to force these onto a child, the master is forcing their being 

onto the child without the child developing their own being. Since Emile is not yet a 

feeling being with sentiments, a master who tries to force these onto him would be an 

unhealthy master (Emile 1979, 203). 

 The development of Emile’s sentiments and ability to draw relationships between 

beings has been purposely delayed because the governor wishes to delay the 

development of Emile’s imagination. In order to experience the sun rise as the master 

does, Emile’s imagination would have to have been opened to sentiments like love and 

to creating a relationship between his being and the sun rise; this has not yet happened 

in Emile. The first act of opening Emile’s imagination to sentiments happens with 

regards to friendship; love is an even a later development (Emile 1979, 220; 325).  

The master’s desire to tell the disciple how to feel and understand their 

experiences continues the problem of being as Rousseau showed in Book II: “It follows 

from this that children's lies are all the work of masters, and that to want to teach them 

to tell the truth is nothing other than to teach them to lie” (Emile 1979, 102). The master 

wants the child to see the world as he does. But the child cannot see the world this way. 

Even if the master is able to get the child to repeat the words the master uses to 

communicate his sentiments, the child does not feel and experience these sentiments. 

He may think he is teaching a child to tell the truth. But by forcing his being – through 

his experiences, ideas, and sentiments – onto the child, the master only teaches the 

child to lie. The lies of a child are like the words spoken by a parrot; both can make the 

same sounds as their master, but the meanings behind those sounds are absent.68 The 
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 Recent research suggests birds, such as parrots, have the cognition level of a human toddler (Lehrer 
2009; Pappas 2011; Stromberg 2012). We can teach a parrot to repeat words to us. Rousseau, and I 
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child’s errors, therefore, are the fault of the master because they, like the an unhealthy 

governor or preceptor, force their being onto the child instead of allowing the child’s 

being to develop as they experience the world.  

 The most important part of our being that the master stunts – if not destroys 

entirely – is the development of our reason and judgment: “In this way the most exact 

reasoner, if he is not inventive, has to stop short. So what is the result of this? Instead of 

our being made to find the demonstrations, they are dictated to us. Instead of teaching 

us to reason, the master reasons for us and exercises only our memory” (Emile 1979, 

145 my emphasis). The goal of the education of things is to develop our reason and 

judgment. The unhealthy master prevents this goal. When introducing a child to 

geometry, Rousseau recognizes the conventional manner of teaching it does not 

develop a child’s reason. Instead, they only see what their master tells them to see. The 

conventional way of teaching geometry, “is an affair just as much of imagination as of 

reasoning” (Emile 1979, 145). Masters who teach geometry in this fashion do not teach 

a child to reason. Instead, they learn to memorize the reasons, exercises, and proofs 

the master provides them. Thus, our being does not understand geometry for itself. 

Instead, we sense, memorize, and repeat it back. 

 The methods of most masters, unless they are inventive, will produce an 

individual without reason. We can repeat the lessons we were given by the master, but 

we cannot reason for ourselves. This is problematic, as it is impossible for a master to 

                                                                                                                                                             
think most of us, would agree that when a parrot says, “I love you” it does not carry the same meaning as 
when a parent, friend, or spouse says the same three words. In this way, teaching a child to repeat 
phrases, facts, solutions, and so forth would be akin to having the parrot repeat words. The tutor, parent, 
or guardian who is engaging with a child, however, understands the child as carrying different meanings 
with their words than the parrot because the adult places their expectations, sentiments, relations, and 
being into the child’s words. Thus, instead of seeing a child, the adult sees a mini-adult. This is why 
Rousseau earlier stated that a child differs from both beast and man (Emile 1979, 85). 
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teach all the arts and sciences to a child (Emile 1979, 192). If Emile is going to be a 

self-sufficient savage, prior to developing social relations, he must learn how to 

approach all situations – even ones he has not been taught for. Furthermore, if this 

unhealthy disciple tries to engage in reasoning, they will not have a foundation to 

reason upon. They have not developed a rationale for why they use reason. The first 

question a child must answer regarding reason is what is reason good for? The 

unhealthy disciple will not understand that reason and judgment advances their amour 

de soi and well being. 

4.4.3 Healthy Masters and Being 

 Rousseau recognizes this error of unhealthy masters. The healthy master, which 

is a continuation of the healthy governor and a predecessor to the healthy preceptor, 

teaches their pupil that utility is what makes reason and judgment of value: “As soon as 

we have succeeded in giving our pupil an idea of the word useful, we have another 

great hold for governing him, for this word is very striking to him, provided only that it 

has a sense relative to his age and that he sees clearly its relation to his present well-

being” (Emile 1979, 178-79). The child learns reason is useful for their present well-

being, which is a natural desire of a human (Emile 1979, 97; Second Discourse 1992, 

14-15). In order for him to learn the meaning of utility the child must act not on the 

words of their teacher. Instead, the child must feel something is good on his own and 

then act on that feeling. From these feelings, the master is able to guide the child to 

understand, for themselves, that what is useful is good. The problem with most masters, 

however, is they force their understanding of what is good upon the child without the 

child experiencing the relationship between the useful and the good: “Your children are 
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not struck by this word [utility] because you have not been careful to give them an idea 

of it that is within their reach; and because others always take care of providing what is 

useful for your children, they never need to think about it themselves and do not know 

what utility is” (Emile 1979, 179). In comparing healthy masters to unhealthy masters, 

Rousseau exposes that children of unhealthy masters do not understand the meaning 

of utility. This is because their self-preservation during childhood was completely 

provided for by others. Having never provided for their own self-preservation, a child 

cannot understand the connection between utility and well-being. Unhealthy masters, 

like unhealthy governors, continue to forget that “our true masters are experience and 

sentiment” (Emile 1979, 178). In order to properly develop our being, the healthy master 

must allow the child to develop their reason and judgment from their own utility.  

 Emile must first develop his understanding of utility. This is why he will use 

reason, as reason will be used to provide for his utility and well-being. He will, therefore, 

develop a healthy judgment that examines the relationship of things for the sake of his 

well-being. As such, judgment requires reason. If an individual’s reason is built upon a 

poor foundation, then their judgment necessarily will be poor. We must recognize, 

however, that having reason built upon the proper foundation – utility – is necessary but 

not sufficient for an individual to have good judgment . Rousseau demonstrates this in 

Book III when he discusses how the arts are esteemed: 

What will your pupils become if you let them adopt this stupid prejudice, if you encourage it 
yourself, if, for example, they see you enter a goldsmith's shop with more respect than a 
locksmith's? What judgment will they make of the true merit of arts and the veritable value of 
things, when they see that the price is set by whim everywhere in contradiction to the price based 
on real utility, and that the more a thing costs the less it is worth? (Emile 1979, 186). 

 
Rousseau shows that the basis of our judgment, as it comes from our reason, should be 

our utility. The price someone sets on a painting as compared to a pan for preparing 
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your meal should not be the measure we use the judge the value of an art and its 

artisan. Instead, the real utility of the art and artisan, as it relates to our well-being, 

should be the basis of our reason and judgment. Judging by our whims is a problem: 

“The first moment you let these ideas [whims] into their heads, abandon the rest of their 

education. In spite of you, they will be raised like everyone else. You have wasted 

fourteen years of effort” (Emile 1979, 186). Rousseau has prevented in the development 

of whims in Emile from birth (Emile 1979, 48; 68). This has been prevented because 

whims are not our true needs; instead these are the needs born from our vain amour-

propre (Emile 1979, 68; 84; 86; 126-27; 151; 429). Thus, by rooting Emile’s reason and 

judgment in utility instead of in his whims, the healthy master continues the project of 

the healthy governor to delay the development of amour-propre in Emile. 

Rousseau, therefore, cannot raise Emile simply through the role of the governor 

because the goal of the Emile requires him to be more than a natural human. At some 

point, he must become social. In order to determine what social relationships are 

healthy, Emile must be able to judge. In order to learn judgment without awaking amour-

propre, Emile must first engage with things instead of humans. Amour-propre is a 

characteristic of social humans. Inanimate things do not have amour-propre; they have 

no need to be loved by others as much as they want to love themselves. We only 

experience amour-propre from things because we extend our being onto them (we 

“anthropomorphize” them), as explained in previous chapters. Since Emile’s amour-

propre is not yet active, we do not fear that his interaction with things will extend his 

being onto them.  
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There is one inanimate thing that has amour-propre. These are the gods. Emile 

has not learned about the gods. This is absent in his education. He will not learn about 

religion until he has completed developing his reason and judgment. Furthermore, he 

will first develop social relations with his tutor and fellow humans before learning natural 

religion (Emile 1979, 313). The absence of a religious education at this point further 

demonstrates Rousseau’s commitment to preventing amour-propre from having a place 

in the development of Emile’s reason and judgment.  

In order to prepare him to become a social being, therefore, the tutor must take 

on the role of a healthy master. He will teach the child reason, which will prepare the 

child to make proper judgments concerning not only the relation of things but the 

relations of humans. In this way, the healthy master develops Emile into a non-social 

savage. Emile’s being previously lacked foresight, reason, and judgment. These parts of 

Emile’s final development have been exposed and cultivated during this stage of his life. 

He must now learn how to apply these parts of his being to the social world. He is not a 

savage meant to be alone; he is a savage meant to be social (Emile 1979, 205). He 

must, therefore, evolve from “an active and thinking being” into “a loving and feeling 

being” (Emile 1979, 203). 

4.5 Instructions of Humanity from Preceptors 

While Rousseau does not clearly define what a preceptor is, I understand him to 

mean an individual, usually hired by the family, who provides instruction to a child. The 

instructions – or precepts – are intended to control the child’s social and moral behavior 

by teaching them customs, manners, tastes, and mores. This is what distinguishes the 

preceptor from a master or governor. The governor provides an education of nature that 
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is common to all humans. The master provides teachings regarding things that can be 

common to all humans. The preceptor provides instruction in what can be entirely under 

the control of humans; they provide instruction in the ideas that form one particular 

society compared to another. The education of man, therefore, is and is not common to 

all. Let me explain this paradoxical statement. Human freedom allows us to shape 

ourselves in numerous, if not endless, manners. American society is very different from 

the society ISIS wants to create. For example, freedom of speech is an almost sacred 

right of American society, whereas no such reverence exists for this right in the society 

under ISIS. An individual, therefore, cannot be a member of both of these societies at 

once. While all humans can receive the education of man, the specific education is not 

the same. This is what I mean that the education of man is and is not common to all. 

Even the education that teaches a cosmopolitan society is one particular instruction, as 

it elevates virtues such as tolerance over military courage, faithfulness to divine law, or 

other possible virtues.  

If there are endless ways to form society, are there any natural ways or is 

everything an act of will? Rousseau resists following Nietzsche. He argues it is possible 

for precepts to be rooted in nature; the precept of love, which becomes the foundation 

for marriage and the family, rests in our natural desire for sex and reproduction: “This is 

the beginning point from which he [Rousseau] proceeds in two directions, back to the 

sex of brutish man in the state of nature, and forward toward a possible ideal life of love 

that combines the unity of natural desire with the profundity and self-consciousness of 

civilized man, all of whose capacities have been developed” (Bloom 1993, 42). In order 

to form families in a healthy society, precepts must be directed by force or fraud so the 
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private family is barely distinguishable from the care of any other citizen (Bloom 1993, 

49). Emile, living in an unhealthy society, will have his family formed through the natural 

desire of sex and reproduction. These desires, however, will be elevated beyond their 

physical satisfaction. Rousseau is going to achieve through a process called 

sublimation. Fully explaining what sublimation is and how Rousseau achieves it will take 

us too far away from the thesis of this chapter.69 What we need to know is that 

Rousseau will form Emile so the only way he will mentally enjoy the physical satisfaction 

of sex and reproduction is through loving his one and only romantic wife and family. 

Sublimation, therefore, awakens a deeper mental desire in our consciousness that does 

not exist for natural humans, because they lack consciousness (Bloom 1993, 61-62; 

Cooper 1999, 81). Like other reason and other faculties or desires, self-consciousness 

will develop but is not one of the four faculties and desires that exist in our being by 

nature (Cooper 1999, 81). 

Individuals or societies, therefore, utilize our natural freedom to produce 

precepts: “of these three different educations…that coming from men is the only one of 

which we are truly the masters. Even of it we are the masters only by hypothesis. For 

who can hope entirely to direct the speeches and the deeds of all those surrounding a 

child?” (Emile 1979, 38). We are masters of precepts (i.e. the education coming from 

men) because precepts are formed through human freedom. Unlike the development of 

our bodies and the things around us, our precepts are our own production. Precepts, 

therefore, present numerous challenges because we must be introduced to them at a 

proper time and not all precepts are appropriate for all individuals due to our unique 

being. Furthermore, while the precept of love is rooted in our nature all other precepts 
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 For a full treatment of this subject, see Cooper (1999) pp. 70-75 and pp. 80-105. 
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must be unnatural. Precepts, therefore, usually go against our nature. In forming a 

healthy society, this is required. It denatures humans, as the society reforms our natural 

amour de soi so we experience it only through others, which means only through amour 

proper (Emile 1979, 40). When individuals or unhealthy societies, however, use 

freedom to form precepts, it will lead to unhappiness. This is one reason why the society 

of the bourgeois is miserable. Their precepts are not based on our nature, like Emile. 

They also do not extinguish our nature, like Sparta. The bourgeois are taught precepts 

that cause their faculties and desires to be in disharmony with each other, which 

prevents happiness. 

I argue the tutor takes on the role of a preceptor during Books IV and V. It is 

important to notice, however, that the word “preceptor” does not occur within the Emile 

after Book II. What leads Rousseau to exclude the explicit character of the preceptor 

after Book II? How can I argue the tutor of Books IV and V is a preceptor if this 

character seems to exit the Emile after Book II? In the next sub-section, I provide a 

detailed analysis of the text that shows while the tutor is referred to as a governor he is 

providing instruction concerning the precepts of love. Rousseau, therefore, presents the 

preceptor as a governor. 

Building on this interpretation, I examine why precepts are discussed in Books I, 

II, IV, and V. Rousseau primarily discusses precepts and preceptors in Books I and II to 

show the unhealthy version of this type of tutor. I argue these discussions show us that 

preceptors are unhealthy for children because they force ideas based on sentiments 

onto them. The child lacks the ability to understand these sentiments because, through 

the negative education, they have not developed self-consciousness, judgment, amour-
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propre, or sexual desires. All of these are required to understand love. Rousseau then 

brings back the discussion of precepts in Books IV and V to show how children who are 

provided instruction during their youth reject this education when it is proper for them to 

engage in it. He then shows Emile, who engages with instruction at this age for the first 

time, is different from these other youths. Since he is receiving precepts and instruction 

concerning love, this must mean the tutor is a healthy preceptor. 

This interpretation also helps to resolve a tangential question: why are preceptors 

and precepts altogether absent in Book III, which is the book most concerned with an 

education of the sciences for children and Emile? As I have interpreted, the preceptor 

takes on the role of providing the education of love. The education of things is what we 

gain through experiencing objects while our amour-propre has yet to be developed. It is 

impossible to feel love without also having amour-propre. Remember how Rousseau 

corrects the master who tries to force their sentiments of a sun rise onto their disciple. 

They only experience the sun as an object in relation to their amour de soi¸ utility, and 

well-being. They cannot, therefore, feel the same sentiments the master attaches to the 

object. Preceptors and precepts, therefore, never explicitly appear in Book III because 

they have already done their damage during Book II. Since Book III is Rousseau’s 

comparison of healthy and unhealthy masters, he maintains the focus on this type of 

tutor. Since Books IV and V are Rousseau’s comparison of healthy and unhealthy 

preceptors, he shifts the focus back to this type of tutor. 

4.5.1 The Preceptor as a Governor 

 The absence of references to the tutor as a preceptor in Books IV and V is 

perhaps the greatest challenge facing my interpretation. As I have previously stated, I 
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think Rousseau is rhetorically careful when identifying the type of tutor Emile engages 

with in order to advance the thesis that man naturally good. Earlier in the Emile, 

especially in Book II, Rousseau describes the preceptor as a negative type of educator. 

In these same sections, Rousseau compares the preceptor to the governor. The 

comparison causes the reader of Emile to see the governor as the healthy tutor. As I 

have previously shown, not all governors are healthy tutors and Rousseau does clearly 

identify three types of tutors, with three methods of learning, which come from different 

sources. I argue Rousseau continues to identify Emile’s tutor as a governor, even 

though the tutor now uses the methods and source of education that belongs to the 

preceptor. Thus, we should judge what type of tutor Emile has, not by any title, but by 

what the tutor actually does. 

In Book I, we are informed Rousseau will use this rhetorical device as Emile “is 

going to have no other preceptor than his governor” (Emile 1979, 57). The tutor is 

Emile’s governor and preceptor (and master). As argued earlier, Emile has only one 

physical tutor who will embody all three roles. While Emile knows his tutor as his 

governor, the tutor may not always act as a governor. He will fail to distinguish the 

preceptor from the governor like most of Rousseau’s audience: 

You distinguish the preceptor from the governor: another folly! Do you distinguish the student 
from the pupil? There is only one science to teach to children. It is that of man's duties. This 
science is one, and whatever Xenophon says about the education of the Persians, it is not 
divisible. Moreover, I call the master of this science governor rather than preceptor because his 
task is less to instruct than to lead. He ought to give no precepts at all; he ought to make them be 
discovered (Emile 1979, 51-52). 

 
As shown earlier, the folly in this quote is that we physically change who the tutor is. 

What is confusing when examining the remainder of this passage, however, is 

Rousseau’s statement that the only science to teach children is that of man’s duties. 
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What duty has Emile learned in Books I-III? Rousseau has banned the word duty during 

the governor’s education of Emile in Book II (Emile 1979, 89). This is because a child 

cannot understand duty: “Since the reason for duty cannot be grasped at their age, 

there is not a man in the world who could succeed in giving duty a truly palpable sense 

for them” (Emile 1979, 90). He cannot understand duty because it requires an 

understanding of social and moral relations. Emile must first be educated by nature and 

things, like human evolution in the Second Discourse, before he can come to 

understand social and moral relations. Like a natural human, Emile is an amoral and 

solitary being in Books I-III. It is not until Book IV that Emile is instructed to be a moral 

and social being and, as such, can understand duty. 70 Thus, what does it mean that 

Rousseau says the only science to teach children is man’s duties if Emile does not learn 

this science as child? 

Remember, Rousseau informs us for the individual to achieve happiness while 

living a corrupt society he must have a single guide that directs the sources of education 

into the same point (Emile 1979, 38; 42). While the preceptor and governor are different 

types of tutors, they coincide in the same point. Emile will be taught the duties of man, 

he will become social, to satisfy his own happiness. But this science is not divisible. In 

order to learn these duties, Emile must first be developed by the governor and master. 

Thus, Emile’s entire development has been in service of eventually teaching him the 

duties of man, as these duties will help allow him to be sociable while still achieving his 

own happiness through these social relations. In this regard, Rousseau distinguishes 

                                                 
70

 In the beginning of Book III, Emile does not understand duty: “Speak to him of duty, of obedience: he 
does not know what you mean” (Emile 1979, 160). Rousseau reinforces this point in Book IV, “Up to now 
you got nothing from him except by force or ruse. Authority and the law of duty were unknown to him” 
(Emile 1979, 316). Thus, Emile must learn duty in Books IV and V. 
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between the healthy and unhealthy preceptor as how they teach precepts. The 

unhealthy preceptor, which his audience would identify any time he labels a tutor as a 

preceptor, tells his student the precepts and expects the student to follow them. The 

healthy preceptor leads the student to discover the precepts within themselves. The 

student does not simply discover the precept for themselves. In the passage above, 

Rousseau states the healthy preceptor’s “task is less to instruct than to lead.”  While the 

healthy preceptor leads their student, they still engage in some instruction, which 

happens to concern moral and social relations. The instruction of the healthy preceptor, 

however, is more compelling as it does not rely on words alone. Thus, while Rousseau 

may call the preceptor a governor, the tutor in Books IV and V takes on the role of a 

healthy preceptor. 

Two additional pieces of evidence demonstrate the tutor takes on the role of a 

preceptor in Books IV and V. First, as we saw in Table 1, each type of tutor uses a 

specific type of method. In Book II, the governor educated Emile’s faculties and sense 

organs for him to perfect his second period of childhood. The teachings of the master, 

which makes Emile’s reason and judgment active, allow him to perfect his next second 

period of adolescence. In Books IV and V the tutor changes his method of learning: “To 

repeat, it is only men who get instruction from fables, and now is the time for Emile to 

begin” (Emile 1979, 249 my emphasis). Instruction is the method of the preceptor. Since 

Emile is now going to receive instruction, his tutor must become a preceptor. 

Furthermore, Rousseau’s description of how he provides instruction to Emile 

shows that it is done in a healthy manner: 

There are periods in human life which are made never to be forgotten. The period of the 
instruction about which I am speaking is such a time for Emile…One of the errors of our age is to 
use reason in too unadorned a form, as if men were all mind. In neglecting the language of signs 
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that speak to the imagination, the most energetic of languages has been lost. The impression of 
the word is always weak, and one speaks to the heart far better through the eyes than through 
the ears. In wanting to turn everything over to reasoning, we have reduced our precepts to words; 
we have made no use of actions. Reason alone is not active. It sometimes restrains, it arouses 
rarely, and it has never done anything great. Always to reason is the mania of small minds. 
Strong souls have quite another language. It is with this language that one persuades and makes 
others act (Emile 1979, 321 my emphasis). 

 
The instruction of Books IV and V provides Emile with precepts to perfect the second 

period of puberty. In agreement with the argument concerning preceptors from Book I, 

we find that the healthy preceptor will not simply speak and use reason to instruct 

Emile. The preceptor will lead Emile to discover his precepts through actions. These 

precepts will do something great, as they will place an impression on Emile’s heart, 

through love, that will persuade him of his duties to himself and others. Primarily, these 

duties will regard the importance of marriage and the sexual relationship between Emile 

and Sophie, which I discuss in greater detail in the section regarding healthy preceptors. 

 The change in the tutor’s method in Books IV and V is an extremely important 

point that demonstrates the tutor is acting as a preceptor. The tutor spent Book III 

developing and activating Emile’s reason. The clear statement from the tutor that he will 

not speak solely through words and reason to instruct Emile demonstrates a different 

method of learning is occurring Books IV and V from Book III. A change in the method 

of learning means there must also be a change in the type of tutor. That he is taking on 

a different method of instruction to teach precepts regarding man’s duties, which is 

consistent with Rousseau’s discussion of preceptors and governors in Book I, shows 

the tutor acts a preceptor in Books IV and V – even if we identify him as a governor in 

the text itself. 

 Second, while Rousseau does not refer to the tutor as a preceptor, the tutor does 

explicitly provide Emile with a precept: “Do not expect lengthy precepts of morality from 
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me. I have only one precept to give you, and it comprehends all the others. Be a man. 

Restrain your heart within the limits of your condition. Study and know these limits. 

However narrow they may be, a man is not unhappy as long as he closes himself up 

with them” (Emile 1979, 445). What does this precept mean and how does it 

comprehend all the other precepts if Emile is only given one? I examine the specifics of 

this precept in the section regarding the healthy preceptor. For now, however, the fact 

that Emile receives a precept from Rousseau must mean the tutor takes on the role of a 

preceptor in Books IV and V; even if the tutor is never explicitly referred to as a 

preceptor. 

4.5.2 Unhealthy Preceptors and Being 

We must remember that a proper education is only perceptible to clear-sighted 

humans; those who can see the entire project of the Emile instead of wanting something 

fleeting and for the moment. Rousseau finds a preceptor is unhealthy when they instruct 

children in the education of man. Remember, childhood is a time for a negative 

education. The instruction of a preceptor is fit for humans who have developed their 

faculties, sense organs, reason, and judgment. To develop these faculties, we had to 

delay Emile’s natural sexual desire; a precept of a good culture according to Rousseau 

(Emile 1979, 232). Thus, what primarily makes preceptors unhealthy is that to teach the 

precepts of duties, morality, mores, manners, and tastes they force faculties and desires 

onto a child that have not been developed naturally within them.   

The unhealthy preceptor acts this way because they are motivated by their own 

desire instead of doing what is best for the child. The preceptor’s own desire manifests 

in two ways. First, the preceptor is employed by those with vulgar eyes. In order to 
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satisfy these vulgar eyes, the preceptor makes sure to prove to his paying customers 

that he is effective. The parents of the child expect the preceptor to produce results. 

What appears to be a null result, the natural education, is not understood as a result to 

these vulgar eyes. Thus, in order to maintain his employment, the preceptor’s interest is 

to force the child to display the behaviors desired by their guardians. Second, a 

preceptor wants to satisfy their own amour-propre and vanity by demonstrating their 

ability to control the child’s being. He wants to prove he has control over the child to 

confirm he is not wasting his time. If the child does not follow him, the preceptor 

understands themselves to be a failure, which damages their ego. 

Rousseau informs us that preceptors are hired by families to instruct their 

children. The education Rousseau proposes in the Emile is one that he feels no family 

will ever want to employ him as a preceptor for (1979, 50). He provides a greater 

description of why most families would be unhappy with him at the end of Emile’s 

childhood: 

The great difficulty with this first education is that it is perceptible only to clear-sighted men and 
that in a child raised with so much care, vulgar eyes see only a little rascal. A preceptor thinks of 
his own interest more than of his disciple’s. He is devoted to proving that he is not wasting his 
time and that he is earning the money he is paid. He provides the child with some easily 
displayed attainments that can be showed off when wanted. It is not important whether what he 
teaches the child is useful, provided that it is easily seen (Emile 1979, 162). 
 

As described in the section concerning the healthy governor, a child’s first education 

should be a purely negative one that allows them to develop their faculties and sense 

organs while leaving the soul blind (Emile 1979, 93). This means we develop like a 

natural human. Our physical abilities develop while we prevent self-consciousness, 

amour-propre, the sentiments, and other higher-ordered faculties and desires to 

develop. A child’s being does not have the ability to comprehend science, art, politics, 

morality, and virtue. Hence, the appropriate education for a child is to develop their 
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bodies and senses so they can later be educated in these domains. By maintaining this 

portion of a child’s being, their soul, as a blank slate, they remain free of errors that are 

usually taught to children. Most importantly, they remain free of errors regarding love. 

Upon seeing Emile upon completing the negative education, most will see him as 

a rascal. Yet this is the purpose, as he does not belong to any country in particular. The 

product of the natural education is a natural human, not a French, Genevan, or 

American child. Emile will not have the manners, tastes, and mores of the country he 

calls home. A clear-sighted tutor, whose focus is on the long-term project and whole 

picture, will see this as an achievement; the family that has employed this preceptor will 

see it as wasting their time and money. The family wants to see that the tutor, which in 

this case is a preceptor, has influenced the child. The “null effect” produced by the 

healthy governor is not acceptable to the vulgar eyes of the bourgeois. It is why no one 

will ever hire Rousseau for this job. 

Rousseau illustrates this point with his story of the boy full of whims (Emile 1979, 

121-24). In trying to get him to stay in bed for the night, Rousseau refuses to engage in 

the battle of wills that the boy desires. Instead, Rousseau locks him in a room without 

light and where there is nothing to break. Eventually, the boy goes to bed and all is well. 

The next morning, the mother discovers Rousseau’s methods and is upset over the 

unusual activity. The child, seeing his mother’s displeasure, plays off the incident by 

claiming it has made him sick. This leads the mother to call for a doctor and to write for 

his normal preceptor to quickly return home.  

As this story illustrates, Rousseau’s methods of negative education for children is 

not understood by most. Thus, the first reason a preceptor is unhealthy is due to his 
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audience. Preceptors are unhealthy because the bourgeois are unhealthy. The family is 

paying for the preceptor to invoke the latest trends and fades to train their child. They 

want their child to be a “mini-adult”. If a preceptor fails to meet the expectation of their 

paying customers, then they will be fired and replaced with a preceptor that will achieve 

the results the family desires: “This method, it is true, does not form little prodigies and 

does not make governors and preceptors shine” (Emile 1979, 112). Unlike the wishes of 

the family, Rousseau finds a good tutor will hide a number of things from a child. A 

healthy tutor will only present the objects that a child can know and then build on these 

objects as the child’s being develops. This method, however, makes a tutor look 

ineffective because the bourgeois want their children to have manners, tastes, mores, 

virtue, duties, and more. Rousseau understands the tutor who educates a child in this 

way will shine in the eyes of the bourgeois, but they will fail to do what is best for the 

child. Thus, even if a preceptor understands a child is not prepared for their instruction, 

most will do what the paying customer desires instead of what is best for the child. 

 The unhealthy preceptor, however, is not usually a reluctant participant in 

instructing a child by the desires of the bourgeois. Most preceptors are members of the 

bourgeois; they are more than willing to meet the demands of their employer because 

they want to satisfy their own amour-propre and vanity by demonstrating their ability to 

control the child: “In one's eagerness to control them, to govern them, to instruct them, 

one finds one never has sufficient means for reaching the goal. One wants to give 

oneself new holds on their minds by means of maxims without foundation and precepts 

without reason; one prefers that they know their lessons and lie, rather than remain 

ignorant and true” (Emile 1979, 102). Rousseau compares his method to that of a 
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preceptor for a child in Book II. He finds that they are engaged in very different projects. 

One of the major differences is the preceptor attempts to control the mind of a child with 

maxims and precepts that lack a foundation for the child. One cannot explain to a child 

why the Golden Rule should be followed. The only way to achieve this is to force 

elements of the preceptor’s being, such as morality and self-consciousness, onto the 

child. This results in a battle of wills. The preceptor’s goal is to display what he has 

taught his child to prove, as a preceptor, he is of value (Emile 1979, 162). By forcing 

their precepts onto a child, instead of allowing the child to experience these precepts 

when they are ready for instruction, an unhealthy preceptor puts their own interest of 

amour-propre and vanity ahead of the child’s well-being. The unhealthy preceptor does 

not care about the child having a solid foundation to follow these precepts later in life. 

Instead, the preceptor only cares that they satisfy their amour-propre and vanity from 

their vulgar audience by displaying that their instruction is effective  

This is what makes the concept of being integral in understanding Rousseau’s 

thoughts concerning education. We must develop our being in a specific order to 

achieve the goal of happiness. We are born with a being: “From the moment that the 

child breathes on leaving its envelope, do not suffer his being given other envelopes” 

(Emile 1979, 60 my emphasis). As detailed in the previous chapter, Emile’s natural 

being contains the faculties and desires of self-preservation,71 pity, freedom, and 

perfectibility. All of Emile’s other faculties and desires come later in life through the use 

of freedom and perfectibility. For example, self-consciousness is a later development of 

life: “It is at this second stage that, strictly speaking, the life of the individual begins. It is 

then that he gains consciousness of himself…It is important, therefore, to begin to 
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 As previously explained, this has a relationship to well-being. 
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consider him here as a moral being” (Emile 1979, 78). Only when Emile realizes there 

are other humans, during Book IV, will he gain self-consciousness. For this faculty to 

achieve our well-being, in a corrupt society, we must first have developed a host of 

other faculties and desires. These include our senses, utility, reason, judgment, and 

more. The Emile, therefore, details how to educate Emile’s being so he can experience 

happiness as an individual living in a corrupt society; although it is questionable if such 

a being can be produced (Emile 1979, 94-95). As far as the goal is achievable, 

however, the unhealthy preceptor destroys it. Instead of allowing the child to mature to 

the point where they have the abilities to comprehend their self-conscious experiences, 

an unhealthy preceptor forces these experience, usually poorly, onto the child 

prematurely to satisfy their own desires.  

4.5.3 Healthy Preceptors and Being 

Healthy preceptors are perhaps of the most vital importance for achieving the 

goal of the Emile. Not only is a healthy preceptor the last type of tutor that Emile 

engages with, but they must also lead him to experience these precepts in his heart to 

make a true impression. In Books IV and V, Rousseau not only shows how to be a 

healthy preceptor, but also traces the ill-effects of the unhealthy preceptor from Book II. 

In these books Rousseau shows his audience what these other children do with the 

instruction of preceptors as compared to Emile: 

However that may be, I maintain that if one waits, instead of hammering vain precepts into the 
ears of the young before the proper time – precepts which they then mock at the age when they 
would be opportune; if one prepares the moment for making oneself understood; if one then 
expounds the laws of nature in all their truth; if one shows him the sanction of these same laws in 
the physical and moral ills that their infraction brings down upon the guilty; if in speaking of this 
inconceivable mystery of generation, one joins to the idea of the allure given to this act by the 
Author of nature the idea of the exclusive attachment which makes it delicious, and the idea of 
the duties of fidelity and of modesty which surround it and redouble its charm in fulfilling its object; 
if, in depicting marriage to him not only as the sweetest of associations but as the most inviolable 
and holiest of all contracts, one tells him forcefully all the reasons which make so sacred a bond 
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respectable to all men, and which bring hatred and maledictions to whoever dares to stain its 
purity; if one presents him with a striking and true picture of the horrors of debauchery, of its 
foolish degradation, of the gradual decline by which a first disorder leads to them all and finally 
drags to destruction whoever succumbs to it; if, I say, one shows him clearly how the taste for 
chastity is connected with health, strength, courage, the virtues, love itself, and all the true goods 
of man, I maintain that one will then render this chastity desirable and dear to him and that his 
mind will be amenable to the means he will be given for preserving it; for, so long as chastity is 
preserved, it is respected; it is despised only after having been lost (Emile 1979, 324). 
 

The precepts taught to children are in vain. At the moment when these precepts are 

beneficial, during puberty, the vulgar child mocks them. As the child becomes the man, 

the individual desires to have novelty (Emile 1979, 316). The problem is the precepts 

the child learned during their youth are appropriate for them during puberty – not during 

their childhood. These precepts, being taught during childhood, now lack novelty. Thus, 

the young man only has disgust, distaste, and aversion for them (Emile 1979, 316). At 

the moment when they require instruction, they reject it. The children of unhealthy 

preceptor, therefore, reject the ideas of chastity, marriage, and family because their 

precepts have not been built on the foundation that Emile has. He has never realized 

sexual differences. Now, seeing them for the first time, he feels the only way to truly 

enjoy them is through fidelity to a wife who corresponds perfectly to him. All other 

children, find these precepts to be hollow. When they were under the constant 

supervision of the unhealthy preceptor, they followed his will (Emile 1979, 118-19). They 

did so because if they did not follow the will of the unhealthy preceptor they would be 

either be punished, which harms our amour de soi, or they would not be praised, which 

harms a vain amour-propre. Now, left on their own, these individuals have no foundation 

to support the precepts of. Thus, they easily ditch the words they learned as a child for 

the novelty of the bodily desires they actually feel for the first time. 

 Emile has been prepared to accept the precept that marriage, and the resulting 

family from this, is the sweetest of all associations. Love, through the chastity of 
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marriage and the family, is the only way for him to maintain health, strength, courage, 

and virtue – the basis of his happiness as an individual. Note, this does not mean 

romantic love is the only way to achieve happiness: “In short, whereas nature’s peak is 

for Aristotle a life of reason, a life characterized at its very highest by the practice of 

philosophy, nature’s peak for Rousseau is the enlarged feeling of existence that is 

achieved by the development of advanced cognitive and emotion capacities in a way 

that extends and deepens amour de soi…What is sublime for Rousseau…are certain 

kinds of feelings, feelings of love” (Cooper 1999, 74-75). Love of virtue, by all, can 

achieve happiness in Sparta. Love of the truth can achieve happiness in the solitary 

walker. Romantic love, however, is the only way for an ordinary mind like Emile to 

achieve happiness in a corrupt society. Thus, Rousseau finds instruction from a healthy 

preceptor is of great importance if Emile is going to have healthy social and sexual 

relations with a woman. This relationship is the foundation for making him a social being 

with regards to all others, as he will engage in social relations with others so he can 

enjoy love in his private life (Emile 1979, 474-75). We must remember, however, this is 

a precept. This means it comes from the education of man, the only education that can 

be completely under the control of humans (Emile 1979, 38). This is important for two 

reasons. First, Rousseau instructs this precept to Emile, which means at some level he 

is forcing his being on Emile. Second, this precept is what makes Emile a social man. 

Emile, through this precept, becomes akin to the social savages that experience the 

sweetest sentiments of conjugal and paternal love that Rousseau examines in the 

Discourse on the Origin of Inequality (1992, 46).  
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 With regards to the first point, the healthy preceptor provides instruction through 

actions, imagination, and touching the heart instead of through words and reason (Emile 

1979, 321). While Emile is to be led more than instructed, there are some moments and 

precepts where the tutor must instruct. This is a moment when the tutor, by using 

instruction, will place his being onto the pupil. During these moments, the pupil does not 

discover the precept by themselves. Instead, the healthy preceptor must still force the 

precept onto the pupil through leading. If Emile had an extraordinary mind, perhaps he 

would be able to use his freedom to perfect himself through love. He, however, has an 

ordinary mind (Emile 1979, 245). This means he cannot use his freedom to perfect his 

sentiments for his condition. He needs the preceptor to perfect him. The healthy 

preceptor does this by leading Emile to precepts that are within him but that Emile 

would not discover in the correct manner necessary for his happiness. Through leading, 

the healthy preceptor is still using force to instruct. But this force is rooted in Emile’s 

self-interest. 

 If the unhealthy and healthy preceptors both force their being onto their pupil, 

what makes the healthy preceptor better? The difference between these two preceptors 

is that the healthy preceptor’s instruction is rooted in the truth of Emile’s nature, is 

shared at the proper time for him, and is directed is direct at his happiness instead of 

the preceptor’s. There are a lot of moving parts concerning the healthy preceptor, so it 

is prudent to examine each component. Let us start with what it means that the healthy 

preceptor roots their instruction in the truth of our sentiments. 

 Precepts teach us social and moral relations. When no longer able to delay 

Emile’s puberty, Rousseau reintroduces the idea of precepts for the first time since 
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Book II:72 Having entered the moral order, Rousseau wishes he could show how 

morality and natural law are established by our sentiments (Emile 1979, 235). Good, 

bad, justice, and goodness are rooted in the first movements of our hearts. Reason 

alone does not establish morality. We begin life as sense beings. These are natural 

humans. We are not pure moral beings; we develop into moral beings. Rousseau, 

however, restrains himself from entering a treatise on philosophy and morality.  

Yet, he does provide the beginning of such a treatise in a footnote concerning 

why the natural law is founded in the human heart: 

Even the precept of doing unto others as we would have them do unto us has no true foundation 
other than conscience and sentiment; for where is the precise reason for me, being myself, to act 
as if I were another, especially when I am morally certain of never finding myself in the same 
situation?... But when the strength of an expansive soul makes me identify myself with my fellow, 
and I feel that I am, so to speak, in him, it is in order not to suffer that I do not want him to suffer. I 
am interested in him for love of myself, and the reason for the precept is in nature itself, which 
inspires in me the desire of my well-being in whatever place I feel my existence. From this I 
conclude that it is not true that the precepts of natural law are founded on reason alone. They 
have a base more solid and sure. Love of men derived from love of self is the principle of human 
justice (Emile 1979, 235). 

 
We teach the precept of the Golden Rule but Rousseau finds reason cannot provide a 

foundation for this. Instead, he finds this precept functions because of our own desire 

for well-being. Due to my ability to extend my being into others, I can feel them suffer. 

Not wanting to suffer myself, I am interested in following the Golden Rule because it 

pleases my own well-being. Furthermore, the expectation of reciprocity with regards to 

my well-being from others is not why we follow the Golden Rule. Instead, it directly 

pleases our own well-being to follow the Golden Rule because to feel others suffer hurts 
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 There is one use of precepts prior the upcoming citation. This comes three pages earlier where 
Rousseau says, “One of the best precepts of good culture is slow up everything as much as is possible” 
(Emile 1979, 232). This first use of precept after Book II speaks of a cultural precept instead of a precept 
for an individual. It is a precept that Rousseau has followed educating Emile. At some point, however, 
puberty will begin in Emile and awaken his sexual desire. If he is not to be a natural man, where any 
human (or possible human-like animal) will satisfy this desire, then this is the moment he will need proper 
precepts to elevate this natural desire into love. 
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us. Thus, it is because of love of self – amour de soi – that I have a base and solid 

desire for the precepts of justice, goodness, and virtue. In this way, the healthy 

preceptor instructs their pupil in precepts that are true because they are rooted in our 

natural sentiment of love. Emile’s precepts regarding love are rooted in nature. An 

ordinary mind, however, lacks the ability to use their freedom to perfect themselves in 

this way. Rousseau is acting in Emile’s natural interest, even though he does not 

understand. Thus, while Rousseau uses force, it only awakens and directs Emile’s own 

desire of love. Rousseau directs Emile’s freedom so he can be perfected. 

 The previous discussion regarding how the timing of precepts influences their 

effectiveness in restraining the sexual desires establishes why this is a key difference 

between healthy and unhealthy preceptors. Thus, the last difference to examine is the 

relationship between the preceptor and the student with regards to happiness. The main 

task of the healthy preceptor is to make Emile a loving, feeling, and moral being that 

understands his relations to other humans (Emile 1979, 203; 214). In this way, Emile 

can be an individual who achieves happiness while existing in a corrupt society. 

Rousseau calls this process the perfection of reason by sentiments (Emile 1979, 203). 

Our sentiment of love is what makes leaving the natural condition to join society useful 

for our well-being. The well-being we experience as an individual is limited. Even with 

the education of things, Emile is like Robinson Crusoe trapped alone on an island. By 

engaging with others, through love, Emile can experience a greater sentiment of 

existence. His faculties and desires will still be in harmony like the natural man, but they 

are greater.  
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To achieve this goal, the tutor reflects on the ways he can provide instruction for 

Emile (Emile 1979, 328). After rejecting six different forms of instruction that will develop 

Emile’s sentimental being, Rousseau finds the best way to instruct him to leave his 

desert island is through awakening his need of a companion: “‘Your heart,’ I say to the 

young man, ‘needs a companion’…It is unimportant whether the object I depict for him 

is imaginary…it suffices that he everywhere find comparisons which make him prefer 

his chimera to the real objects that strike his eye. And what is true love itself if it is not 

chimera, lie, and illusion? We love the image we make for ourselves far more than we 

love the object to which we apply it” (Emile 1979, 328-29). In order for Emile to enter a 

corrupt society while still capable of achieving happiness, the healthy preceptor 

provides him instruction concerning an imaginary companion that he will use as a 

measuring stick to compare all possible real companions. In this way, the healthy 

preceptor, like the unhealthy preceptor, presents Emile a chimera. Unlike the unhealthy 

preceptor, however, Emile’s tutor presents a chimera that suits his happiness: For all 

that, I do not want to deceive a young man by depicting for him a model of perfection 

which cannot exist. But I shall choose such defects in his beloved as to suit him, as to 

please him, and to serve to correct his own” (Emile 1979, 329). The chimera Emile 

receives is not a one-size-fit-all precept. Instead, the instruction of Sophie has defects 

that suits Emile’s strengths and strengths to correct for Emile’s weakness. It is a precept 

to make Emile happy, not the preceptor. 

Emile achieved a type of wholeness at the end of Book II, but his well-being 

could be greater through the using reason and judgment to serve his amour de soi. 

After an education in things, Emile again is whole with a greater well-being than before. 
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If he, however, develops his sentiments, especially love, Emile’s well-being, through 

amour-propre, can become even greater. In this way, Rousseau again makes his being 

incomplete. He can only become whole when he fulfills the instruction of the healthy 

preceptor (Emile 1979, 479). By experiencing love of himself through Sophie and his 

family, Emile will experience the greatest height of happiness possible for an ordinary 

mind in a corrupt society. 

The healthy and unhealthy preceptors, therefore, are similar because both 

instruct their pupils in chimeras the come from their being. They, however, are different, 

as the healthy preceptor’s chimera is also rooted in the truth of Emile’s nature, is 

presented at the proper time, and aims to perfect him so he experiences happiness. 

The healthy preceptor also differs from the unhealthy one because they choose to lead 

their pupil more than instruct them. By rooting the chimera in Emile’s nature, Rousseau 

is drawing something out of him instead of placing something on top of him. An issue 

with most modern preceptors, which are unhealthy, is they aim to form an individual’s 

being through reason, words, and the ears. Reason on its own lacks the ability to 

produce lasting persuasion because it tries to convince of something that we must feel. 

In order to leave a lasting impression on Emile, Rousseau “speaks” to his heart through 

drawing a picture of something that Emile longs for without realizing that is what he 

desires. In this way, the healthy preceptor unleashes Emile’s imagination – something 

that has previously been limited73 – to form a lasting and energetic precept. Unleashing 

                                                 
73

 Rousseau has warned us that imagination is an issue for Emile’s being: “As soon as his potential 
faculties are put in action, imagination, the most active of all, is awakened and outstrips them. It is 
imagination which extends for us the measure of the possible, whether for good or bad, and which 
consequently excites and nourishes the desires by the hope of satisfying them. But the object which at 
first appeared to be at hand flees more quickly than it can be pursued. When one believes that one has 
reached it, it transforms and reveals itself in the distance ahead of us. No longer seeing the country we 
have already crossed, we count it for nothing; what remains to cross ceaselessly grows and extends. 
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imagination, however, can be problematic: “It is errors of imagination which transform 

into vices the passions of all limited beings…” (Emile 1979, 219). Unbounded 

imagination makes happiness a moving target because we can always imagine things 

being better. It also makes happiness unlikely because we can always imagine things 

being worse. This is why romantic love must be maintained through the imagination of 

fidelity (Emile 1979, 476). If Emile or Sophie can ever imagine a moment when they do 

not form a whole, then their happiness will be gone. 

What makes the healthy preceptor different from the unhealthy preceptor is they 

use imagination to limit imagination. Let me explain. By presenting Emile with the 

perfect companion before his imagination even fathoms this type of relationship, the 

healthy preceptor limits his imagination to focus only on the chimera that has been 

provided to him. By unleashing imagination in this way, the tutor reinforces that Emile 

“values nothing according to the price set by opinion” (Emile 1979, 338). He is not 

altered by the thousand praises of society to renew his romantic quest (Ibid). Instead, 

the desire of marriage is fixed on the invariable principle of romantic love achieved 

                                                                                                                                                             
Thus one exhausts oneself without getting to the end, and the more one gains on enjoyment, the further 
happiness gets from us” (Emile 1979, 80-81). 
Imagination, once awakened, extends our being limitlessly (Emile 1979, 134-135). It is as if we are trying 
to reach the horizon; even when we take a step forward, the horizon continues to be as far away as it was 
previously. Thus, while we have taken a physical step forward, it seems as if we have failed to move at 
all. In this way, once we awaken imagination we fail to see what we have achieved in producing 
happiness for ourselves. This is because we can always imagine a way in which we can be happier. 
Thus, happiness becomes a moving target that is always out of our reach. Since one of the main goals of 
the natural education is to produce an individual with abilities that match their desires shaping – if not 
limiting – the development of imagination is a very important concept for Rousseau (Emile 1979, 102; 
157; 161; 169; 208; 215; 217; 218; 219; 221; 316; 320; 333; 405 [in the case of Sophie]; 447). Yet, 
imagination can be for “good or bad”. Rousseau, when providing the precept and instruction for marriage, 
is attempting to sublimate Emile’s sexual desire into romantic love through imagination for his own good. 
The issues, however, is whether this good can be achieved, as once Emile’s imagination is awakened we 
must wonder what barrier(s) Rousseau can place on it. While Rousseau does provide the explicit precept 
near the end of the Emile instructing Emile to restrain and limit his heart, the governor here primarily relies 
on reason to prevent Emile from forging, “for himself imaginary estates from which he always falls back 
into his own” (Emile 1979, 446). 
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through the chimera of Sophie. Even though this precept originates from the healthy 

preceptor, Emile is in some way following his own opinion. Yes, the tutor gives Emile 

the opinion of Sophie. This precept, however, is based on Emile’s own faculties and 

desires. While the tutor provides the precept, it is based in Emile’s opinion. As a 

preceptor, therefore, the tutor causes Emile to evolve from a nonsocial savage to a 

social savage human. 

 We can now examine the one precept Rousseau claims to give Emile: 

Do not expect lengthy precepts of morality from me. I have only one precept to give you, and it 
comprehends all the others. Be a man. Restrain your heart within the limits of your condition. 
Study and know these limits. However narrow they may be, a man is not unhappy as long as he 
closes himself up within them. He is unhappy only when he wants to go out beyond them. He is 
unhappy only when, in his senseless desires, he puts in the rank of the possible what is not 
possible. He is unhappy when he forgets his human estate in order to forge for himself imaginary 
estates from which he always falls back into his own. The only goods that it is costly to be 
deprived of are those one believes one has a right to. The evident impossibility of obtaining them 
detaches one from them. Wishes without hope do not torment us. A beggar is not tormented by 
the desire to be a king. A king wants to be God only when he believes he is no longer a man 
(Emile 1979, 445-46 my emphasis). 

 
Rousseau’s lone precept, be a man, actually is an accumulation of many precepts. In 

summary, however, Rousseau means that Emile must restrain his being to his 

condition, faculties, and abilities. There is nothing in us that naturally restrains freedom; 

our imagination is boundless. Imagination can cause a beggar to desire to be a king and 

a king to imagine they are a God. The beggar’s imagination, however improbable, is 

possible; whereas, the king’s imagination sets up an impossible goal that can only end 

in unhappiness. The precepts Rousseau has given Emile are instructions to prevent his 

imagination from desiring the impossible as possible. They attempt to restrain Emile’s 

heart so it does not believe it has a right to everything. We only have a sense of justice 

when we the idea of mine and thine (Second Discourse 1992, 38). When we believe we 

have a right to something, we make it part of us. Thus, when someone takes it away 
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from us we feel injustice. Rousseau shows in the Second Discourse that property is not 

truly part of our being like life and freedom: “Moreover, as the Right of property is only 

conventional and of human institution, every man can dispose at will of what he 

possesses. But it is not the same for the essential Gifts of Nature, such as life and 

freedom, which everyone is permitted to enjoy and of which it is at least doubtful that 

one has the Right to divest himself: by giving up the one, one degrades his being, by 

giving up the other one destroys it insofar as he can” (Second Discourse 1992, 59 my 

emphasis). Emile has to limit his heart and imagination to only those goods that he 

believes he has a right to. This can only be Sophie and his family. Emile identifies 

Sophie and his family to be as an extension of his life. He must not feel injustice if 

necessity requires him to dispose of conventional property. If, however, someone takes 

Sophie or his family from him, Emile will feel injustice because he sees them as part of 

his life. 

 Thus, the preceptor does not disappear after Book II. Instead, Rousseau 

introduces the healthy preceptor in Books IV and V to achieve the goal of the Emile. 

Furthermore, the discussion of precepts in Books IV and V allows us to compare the 

effects of instruction from the healthy preceptor with vulgar instruction from the 

unhealthy preceptor. This shows Rousseau cannot rely simply on the governor and 

master to provide Emile with all the necessary lessons to achieve happiness. He 

requires an education of men, which is the healthy instruction concerning love applied to 

marriage and the family, from the preceptor. 

4.6 Conclusion 
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 In this chapter, I argue that the key to resolving the paradox of how to properly 

develop an ordinary being in order to achieve happiness is education. Specifically, I 

interpret the tutor as taking on different roles in order to properly develop Emile’s being 

as it evolves through different second periods. In this way, my interpretation is 

consistent with Rousseau’s thought that the education of nature, things, and man all 

coincide in one point. The governor educates Emile through a negative education that 

allows his sense organs and faculties to be perfected. The master activates Emile’s 

reason and judgment through teaching him the nature of things via a specific type of 

scientific education. Finally, the preceptor develops Emile’s sentiments, relationships to 

others, and imagination so he can become a social, moral, and feeling being. In this 

way, the three roles the tutor takes on coincide towards one point – the human who can 

achieve their individual happiness in a corrupt society. 

 In addition to providing the textual support to show that the tutor takes on these 

three roles, I have compared the unhealthy and healthy versions to each other. 

Furthermore, the interpretation shows how the unhealthy and healthy versions of these 

tutors influence an individual’s being. In general, the unhealthy versions of these 

educators force a method of learning that is inappropriate for the individual. 

Furthermore, instead of allowing the individual to develop their faculties and desires by 

what is fitting for them, these unhealthy tutors attempt to force their being onto the 

individual to produce results. The healthy tutors, by comparison, always make sure their 

methods match the individual. Furthermore, all these methods are directed to the goal 

of producing a man who will enter a corrupt society but still achieve happiness as an 

individual. Thus, the development of the sense organs and faculties during childhood 
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prepares him to make his reason and judgment active during adolescence, which then 

gives him the ability to healthily develop his sentiments during puberty.  

The relationship between the tutor and Emile, therefore, represents the mutually 

dependent relationship between Rousseau’s epistemology and ontology if we are to 

achieve happiness through the family. The tutor, through understanding human nature, 

develops Emile so he has the highest well-being of an individual that is not aware of 

social relations.74 He then exposes Emile to social relations through friendship and 

brings him into society through love. To bring his desires and faculties back into a state 

of equilibrium, Emile no longer think of himself as a whole. Instead, he is whole through 

loving Sophie and his family. Although this principle of wholeness is the same as the 

previous second periods, through loving Sophie and his family Emile will achieve a 

greater sense of well-being than before. Having an ordinary mind, he could not use his 

freedom by himself to reach this level of perfection. In order to perfect his being this 

way, Emile requires Rousseau and his epistemology to guide him. In this way, Emile 

freely enslaves himself to the tutor.  

It is, however, too late for the tutor to apply this own method to himself. The tutor 

does not get married. The tutor does not have his own family. The tutor will not achieve 

happiness through his own family. Through knowing the method to instruct Emile, the 

tutor cannot achieve happiness through the family. 

If this correct, then why would Rousseau tell us multiple times that the tutor and 

Emile are bounded to each other? Why does the tutor find his happiness in Emile’s 

happiness: “Then, in revealing to him all I have done for him, I shall reveal that I have 

                                                 
74

 While the philosopher might be a solitary walker, they are aware of social relations, sentiments, 
morality, justice, virtue, and the other subjects of Books IV and V of the Emile. Thus, while their well-being 
might still be within the individual, but they are aware of social relations. 
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done it for myself, and he will see in my tender affection the reason for all my care…I 

shall say to him, "You are my property, my child, my work. It is from your happiness that 

I expect my own. If you frustrate my hopes, you are robbing me of twenty years of my 

life, and you are causing the unhappiness of my old age” (Emile 1979, 323 my 

emphasis). The tutor cannot expect his happiness through Emile as Emile expects it 

through Sophie. Emile must not be able to imagine that his marriage will ever end, as 

we saw earlier. The tutor, however, eventually ends his relationship with Emile by 

making Sophie his governor: “Here my long task ends, and another’s begins. Today I 

abdicate the authority you confided to me, and Sophie is your governor from now on’” 

(Emile 1979, 479). Since the tutor knows the end before the beginning, from the very 

beginning the tutor must be able to imagine that he and Emile will be separated. Thus, 

the tutor cannot be expecting to achieve happiness through love in the same way Emile 

will.  

I do not have a clear answer to how the tutor achieves his happiness through 

Emile, since the tutor knows this relationship will end. Perhaps the tutor’s statements 

concern the rhetoric of a healthy preceptor. After telling Emile that he expects his 

happiness through him, the tutor says: “It is in this way that you get a young man to 

listen to you and that you engrave the memory of what you say to him in the depths of 

his heart (Emile 1979, 323). The tutor engraves a memory on Emile’s heart to persuade 

him to act that will never disappear (Emile 1979, 321). The first sentiment Emile’s heart 

is capable of is friendship (Emile 1979, 220). Perhaps the tutor’s statements regarding 

his happiness are really concerned with imprinting the love of friendship on Emile than 

on the tutor’s happiness. This is problematic, however, as during Book I Rousseau 
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identifies the tutor’s work akin to a harvester; the tutor makes an investment into their 

pupil to reap the fruit of those rewards in a later harvest (Emile 1979, 53).75 If the fruit is 

not the tutor’s own happiness then what is it? Furthermore, as Rousseau discussed in 

the footnote concerning natural law (Emile 1979, 235), all our sentiments are rooted in 

self-love. Thus, the tutor’s friendship with Emile is not a selfless act.  

What is clear from the Emile is the tutor will not experience his own romantic 

love. Unable to achieve romantic love, his only hope for experiencing this form of 

human happiness is to develop Emile. It is through Emile that he will witness this form of 

love. The tutor understands how to form a being to experience romantic love, but his 

own being is unable to experience it because it was not properly educated for this 

experience. Rousseau wants to examine and experience all forms of love (Bloom 1993, 

41). Unable to develop romantic love for on his own, Rousseau requires Emile’s 

untouched being to apply his epistemology to gain some experience of this form of love. 

Thus, the characters of the tutor and Emile are representations of the mutually 

dependent relationship between Rousseau’s thoughts concerning ontology and 

epistemology to experience the happiness of romantic love.           

  

                                                 
75

 On p. 246 of the Emile (1979), Rousseau provides another statement that a healthy governor cannot 
distinguish themselves from their pupil; their honor and beings are interconnected. 
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CHAPTER 5 

UTILITY, WELL-BEING, AND COURAGE: HOW A SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION CAN 

INCREASE OUR HAPPINESS 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I argued the healthy master provides Emile with a 

scientific education to activate his reason and judgment. Emile must complete this 

education to successfully develop his being to overcome the double object and achieve 

happiness. This, however, leads us to question why the scientific education is a 

necessary component for this goal. Recall, Rousseau states the Emile and Discourses 

form a whole statement. Emile’s is a common/ordinary mind (Emile 1979, 52; 187-88; 

245). In the Discourse of the Sciences and Arts, Rousseau informs us these minds 

should not engage in Enlightenment science: “As for us, common men not endowed by 

Heaven with such great talents and not destined for so much glory, let us remain in our 

obscurity” (1992, 22). Thus, why does Emile, a common mind, receive a scientific 

education if Rousseau suggests other common minds should not pursue Enlightenment 

science?  

I suggest the resolution to this question is the First Discourse does not state 

common minds should abandoned science. Instead, Rousseau warns common minds to 

stay away from a science based on luxury and pride (Campbell and Scott 2005, 824). 

Such a science leads a scientist to act in the interest of their amour-propre and the 

opinion of others instead of discovering the real relationship between things. Rousseau 

finds the Enlightenment is based on these principles. Common minds should learn a 

science based on utility, as demonstrated by the methods of the healthy master in the 
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Emile. This science allows a human to judge the true relationship of things, as far as 

their being will allow it. What I mean is that the faculties of our being limit our scientific 

investigation to what is useful for us and limit our scientific investigation to what we can 

handle. Our being directs and limits our scientific education like the governor system on 

a lawn mower engine prevents too much gasoline from entering the engine so the 

machine runs properly. The natural inequality of our minds shows nature intends some 

to reach great heights, while others should be more limited (Second Discourse 1992, 

18). 

Furthermore, Rousseau understands the role of scientific education in Emile’s 

education from birth. I show this through explaining the role of the doctor in Emile’s 

childhood. Doctors are an example of scientists that act to satisfy their amour-propre 

instead of understanding the true relations of things. As if setting a bad example was 

not reason enough to keep Emile away from them, I show the true danger of the doctor 

is they ruin the natural development of Emile’s being. This requires us to know the 

whole picture of what Rousseau is attempting, as he knows the whole plan from the 

beginning while we are only exposed to it step-by-step. To overcome the double object, 

that is to be a man raised uniquely for himself who is also social, Emile must fall in love 

with a woman. Romantic love is what will bring Emile into a certain kind of society and 

convince him to uphold his duties to others. To achieve this, Emile must develop 

courage, as he will willingly love something that can die. In this way, Emile has courage 

like Achilles. They both choose death for the sake of love. Emile chooses death to 

achieve romantic love. Achilles chooses death for love of virtue. Rousseau understands 

both these choices as resulting in happiness since Emile and Achilles developed their 
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faculties to equally correspond to their desire of love. This reiterates the finding of 

chapter two that there are multiple manners for a human to achieve happiness, which 

depend on their being. To have this courage, however, Emile must develop proper 

judgments of social and moral relations. In order to produce these proper judgments, he 

must first learn how to properly judge without activating his amour-propre, as amour-

propre prevents us from properly judging relationships. Jean-Jacques successfully 

develops Emile’s judgment through his scientific education without awakening his -

amour-propre. If he is exposed to a doctor as a child, however, the doctor will awaken 

his imagination. This occurs because the doctor prematurely exposes Emile to his 

mortality. By become aware of his mortality, Emile suddenly can imagine a time when 

he no longer exists. As a child, he should only live in the moment. His imagination 

should only begin to develop through his scientific education as an adolescent. If his 

being develops imagination as a child, Emile will not be able to complete a healthy 

scientific education. Thus, the entire project of the Emile would be ruined. 

To support this thesis, I first show the connection between the First Discourse 

and the Emile. In both works, Rousseau argues that healthy science and scientists are 

rooted in utility. Although Emile and the greatest scientific minds differ in genius, they 

both engage in science and develop their reason and judgment to serve their utility. In 

the second section, I explain how this unusual method of learning science differs from 

the ordinary method that existed within Europe and continues into our education 

system. Emile, along with Bacon, Descartes, Newton, and other preceptors of the 

human race – such as Rousseau – do not learn science through the “ordinary” 

education of memorization. The “transfer” of knowledge in this way is the master forcing 
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their being onto their pupil. Instead, these minds learn science through self-discovery, 

experimentation, and investigation. The greatest scientific minds, however, are able to 

engage in this education by their own means whereas Emile, having a common mind, 

requires a tutor who guides him through this process. In the third section and fourth 

sections, I show how Emile’s scientific education fits into the entire project of developing 

his being to overcome the double object. The third section shows that as a child Emile is 

prevented from exposure to science through medical doctors. While these doctors may 

save Emile’s physical life, they are examples of bad scientists because they act not out 

care for him. Instead they are motivated to receive praise for their life-saving art, even if 

it kills Emile. More importantly, these doctors destroy the possibility of romantic love 

from Emile by prematurely exposing him to his mortality. Finally, I show Rousseau 

avoids this premature exposure to death so Emile can develop courage (cf. Republic 

Book III, 386a-388d). Emile requires courage as it is the critical virtue that wills him to 

choose to accept a second death – the death of Sophie – to achieve romantic love and 

happiness. 

5.2 Utility as the Foundation for Science in the First Discourse and Emile 

Rousseau’s method of teaching science differs from our methods in two very 

important ways. First, the purpose of our engagement with science is to be rooted in our 

utility. We examine and investigate the nature of things for our own well-being. Second, 

we are not taught science through textbooks, memorization, tests, and so forth. Instead, 

we are taught science by engaging in experiments and discovery for ourselves. In this 

way, the healthy master does not force the relationship of things onto us but allows us 

to develop our reason and judgment so we can discover the relationship of things for 
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ourselves. This also has the added benefit of allowing the disciple of the healthy master 

to advance their reason and judgment to levels that are proper for their own being. The 

master will not teach relationships that are beyond the disciple’s being, since the 

disciple engages in experiments and discovery only because they are useful; in this 

method, the disciple stops their examination when they no longer receive any utility from 

their self-investigation.  

While I explain these two parts of Rousseau’s scientific education in separate 

sections of this chapter, both the root of scientific investigation and the method of 

teaching science are both required to understand Rousseau’s thought. While rooting 

scientific education in utility comes prior to engaging in the method of self-discovery, 

these two parts are intertwined. Only through engaging in self-discovery does the pupil 

engage in a science that is useful to them. Seeing that I cannot present the overall 

image with clarity at once, I begin with a discussion of rooting scientific education in 

utility, as this step comes chronologically first. I then examine how a scientific education 

rooted in self-discovery preserves this foundation of utility for the adolescent’s being.  

Utility is the law governing scientific education for two reasons. First, it allows us 

to understand the relations of things. Second, it is the law most fit to control this portion 

of the development of our being. With regards to the first point, Rousseau says: “The 

surest means of raising oneself above prejudices and ordering one's judgments about 

the true relations of things is to put oneself in the place of an isolated man and to judge 

everything as this man himself ought to judge of it with respect to his own utility” (Emile 

1979, 185 my emphasis). When engaging in science, it is possible to be led by the 

prejudices of others, a central argument of the First Discourse. To see the true 
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relationship between things,76 which is the study of the natural sciences, we must judge 

things irrespective of the opinions of others. In lieu of the opinions of others, what 

should guide our investigation of the natural world? Rousseau’s answer to this is our 

utility. By rooting the study of the sciences in utility, we set the foundation for this study 

in our amour de soi instead of our amour-propre. Our amour de soi is natural and 

assists in our self-preservation and well-being. It only sees relationships between things 

that are in service of our well-being; our amour-propre is relative, and, therefore, creates 

relationships between things that do not exist by nature in service of receiving praise 

(Emile 1979, 92-93). A modern day example of this is the researcher who engages is p-

hacking, which is also known as data mining. Through analyzing data in multiple ways, 

researchers can produce statistically significant results that will lead to publications. 

These publications can lead to them not only getting praise from their peers but from 

society at-large. While data mining can produce statistically significant relationship, 

these are likely to not to actually exist. For example, Christie Aschwanden (2016) of 

FiveThirtyEight.com used p-hacking to show there are statistically significant 

relationships between eating raw tomatoes and practicing Judaism. Furthermore, 

drinking lemonade is linked to the belief that Crash deserved to win the best picture 

while drinking iced tea is statistically likely to produce the opposite belief (Aschwanden 

2016). While statistical science says there is relationship, it is highly doubtful that is a 

relationship between these things in nature. In order to avoid these mistakes we must 

                                                 
76

 If the six types of ways to understand relationships and how we engage in scientific study are 
connected is an interesting question that I lack time to examine (Emile 1979, 203). For now, however, it 
seems Rousseau moves from the ability to understand true relations in things to sensing true relations 
among men as both individuals and as a society (Emile 1979, 219). Thus, in future work, I plan to 
investigate if there is a connection between understanding true relationship and the types of minds 
Rousseau describes. 
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guide scientific education through our utility. This will maintain our natural passion of 

amour de soi through finding the true relations of things to provide for our well-being; for 

even if the examples of data mining are true, they do not provide for our well-being. 

Second, if a child is receiving an education like Emile’s, we find that utility is an 

appropriate source to govern an individual during their scientific education: “Up to now 

we have known no law other than that of necessity. Now we are dealing with what is 

useful. We shall soon get to what is suitable and good” (Emile 1979, 167). We have 

three different laws that rule us at different times. This is consistent with the previous 

chapter’s argument concerning three different types of tutors, as each tutor, following a 

different source of education, would follow a different law. The governor follows the law 

of necessity, the master follows the law of utility, and the preceptor follows the law of 

what is suitable and good. In further explaining this idea, Rousseau shows that using 

utility to rule our scientific education is built upon Emile’s previous natural education: 

As soon as we have succeeded in giving our pupil an idea of the word useful, we have another 
great hold for governing him, for this word is very striking to him, provided only that it has a sense 
relative to his age and that he sees clearly its relation to his present well-being. Your children are 
not struck by this word because you have not been careful to give them an idea of it that is within 
their reach; and because others always take care of providing what is useful for your children, 
they never need to think about it themselves and do not know what utility is (Emile 1979, 178-79). 
 

Emile is able to be taught the concept of utility because his natural education required 

him to take care of himself. This develops self-sufficiency in him. Emile, therefore, 

understands a utility that is based on preserving his present well-being (cf. Second 

Discourse 1992, 45). Through his scientific education, Emile will activate his foresight, 

reason, and judgment, which will allow him to extend his concept of well-being. This 

also means that utility expands as we develop our faculties, which is why Rousseau 

states the concept of utility as relative to our age. Really, utility is relative to our 

faculties. Since age and faculties highly correlate, Rousseau speaks of their relative 
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relationship of age and utility instead of faculties and utility. As will be explained in the 

next section, by rooting our scientific studies in what is useful for us, the expansiveness 

of our studies will not be an issue because they are limited by our the extent of our 

faculties. 

Rousseau reinforces that utility or usefulness is the foundation for scientific 

investigation throughout Book III (Emile 1979, 166-67; 172; 176; 177; 178-79; 183; 185-

86; 187). Before the scientific education begins, he states an adolescent must first be 

taught utility prior to engaging in the speculative sciences: “But as soon as he can 

discern what is useful and what is not, it is important to use much tact and art to lead 

him to speculative studies” (Emile 1979, 167). Even upon engaging in these speculative 

sciences, the adolescent’s actions are directed to utility: “The most palpable advantage 

of these slow and laborious researches is that they keep the body active and the limbs 

supple during speculative studies and continuously form the hands for the work and the 

practices useful to man” (Emile 1979, 176). The healthy master’s method of teaching 

science keeps the adolescent active, which prevents his imagination from expanding 

too far, while developing his faculties towards being useful upon his transformation into 

adulthood.  

A science based in utility, however, is not novel in Emile. He first expresses this 

idea in the First Discourse. Sally Howard Campbell and John T. Scott (2005) are correct 

in showing that it is the corruption of morals, through luxury and amour-propre, which 

lead to the advancement of the corrupting sciences and arts. What they and others 

have not shown, however, is that Rousseau also identifies utility as leading to the 
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advancement of a healthy sciences and arts in the First Discourse. In this way, Book III 

of the Emile is an elaboration of ideas contained within the First Discourse. 

In praising science, Rousseau reminds us the greatest feat is to turn from the 

study of the universe back to the study of humans: “It is a grand and beautiful sight to 

see man emerge from obscurity somehow by his own efforts; dissipate, by the light of 

his reason, the darkness in which nature has enveloped him; rise above himself; soar 

intellectually into celestial regions…and – what is even grander and more difficult – 

come back to himself to study man and know his nature, his duties, and his end” (First 

Discourse 1992, 4). Through the use of our freedom, humans develop reason to 

understand the relationship of things. The ultimate goal of studying the universe, 

however, is to return to study ourselves so we know our nature, duties, and end. 

In a later passage, Rousseau examines the knowledge produced through the 

Enlightenment. He questions what utility this knowledge provides regarding human 

nature, duties, and our ends: 

Answer me then, illustrious Philosophers – you who taught us in what proportions bodies attract 
each other in a vacuum; what are, in the orbits of planets, the ratios of areas covered in equal 
time intervals, what curves have conjugate points, points of inflexion, and cusps; how man sees 
everything in God; how soul and body could be in harmony, like two clocks, without 
communicating; which stars could be inhabited; what insects breed in an extraordinary manner – 
answer me, I say, you from whom we have received so much sublime knowledge; had you taught 
us none of these things, would we consequently be fewer in number, less well governed, less 
formidable, less flourishing or more perverse? Reconsider, then the importance of your products; 
and if the works of the most enlightened of our learned men and our best Citizens provide us with 
so little that is useful, tell us what we must think of the crowd of obscure Writers and idle men of 
Letters who uselessly consume the substance of the State (First Discourse 1992, 13 my 
emphasis). 
 

Rousseau asks if the scientific works, from those like Newton, have improved our self-

preservation, capacity to live with each other, and ability to flourish (Masters and Kelly 

1992, 208). Upon reflection, Rousseau thinks understanding gravity (i.e. in what 

proportions bodies attract each other in a vacuum) has added very little to our utility. 
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While he does not say Newton’s work lacks any utility, he questions how much utility 

exists from the discovery of the greatest scientific minds of the Enlightenment. 

Furthermore, as the last line of the passages states, if work at the caliber of Newton’s 

level has little utility, then the work of third-rate and obscure “scientists” damages the 

utility of their state, as these states are wasting funding on those who will fail to produce 

anything of value. The science of the enlightenment provides little utility for the state. 

 Like the Emile, Rousseau identifies the reason for the proliferation of scientists – 

and artists – that are not useful for utility and well-being is because they are motivated 

to please the opinions of others instead of providing for their utility:  

In the long run, this is what must everywhere be the result of the preference given to pleasing 
talents rather than useful ones, and what experience since the revival of the sciences and arts 
has only too well confirmed. We have Physicists, Geometers, Chemists, Astronomers, Poets, 
Musicians, Painters; we no longer have citizens; or if a few of them are left, dispersed in our 
abandoned country-side, they perish there indigent and despised (First Discourse 1992, 19 my 
emphasis). 
 

By rooting our sciences and arts in luxury and amour-propre, we have given rise to 

corrupt scientists and artists (Campbell and Scott 2005, 822; 826).77 These scientists 

and artists care about satisfying their amour-propre by producing knowledge, 

inventions, and products that please public opinion. These individuals do not devote 

themselves to seeing the true relations of things, which as we saw earlier, is achieved 

through basing investigation on utility and amour de soi.  

By giving preference to what pleases us, instead of utility, we give rise to a 

corrupt science. This puts us on a dangerous path where:  

                                                 
77

 I have one small disagreement with Sally Howard Campbell and John Scott (2005). They indentify 
amour-propre in its negative form as pride. As I previously argued, I agree with those that argue pride is a 
positive development of amour-propre and vanity is its negative development (Cooper 1998; Marks 1998; 
Story 2009). Thus, I agree with Campbell and Scott (2005) that Rousseau finds the science rooted in 
negative amour-propre give rise to corrupt scientists and artists. I think, however, this negative amour-
propre is vanity, not pride. 
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What dangers there are! What false paths when investigating the Sciences! How many errors, a 
thousand more times more dangerous than the truth is useful, must be surmounted in order to 
reach the truth? The disadvantage is evident, for falsity is susceptible of infinite combinations, 
whereas truth only has one manner of being. Besides, who seeks it sincerely? Even with the best 
intentions, by what signs is one certain to recognize it? In this multitude of different sentiments, 
what will be our Criterium in order to judge it properly? And hardest of all, if by any luck we finally 
find it, who among us will know how to make good use of the truth? (First Discourse 1992, 13 my 
emphasis underlined). 

 
Finding the truth concerning the relationship of things is incredibly hard. Furthermore, 

even if someone does find the truth of the relationship between things, we have to 

wonder if they will know how to make good use of it. Science begins by studying 

things.78 Things are amoral. As such, finding a true relationship between things is 

neither good nor bad in itself. Only in how we make use of that truth does it become 

good or bad. By rooting science in utility, we can put it on a path towards improving our 

well-being. 

Unluckily for us, most who investigate science do it insincerely. These individuals 

are doomed to make errors in their investigations, as they do not care for the truth. 

Instead, they care to satisfy their amour-propre. Thus, they are likely to make a pleasing 

error and pass it off as truth. Since most of society does not understand the new 

scientific jargon, an insincere scientist can share their errors as a new truth. This will be 

discussed in detail the third section regarding the doctor in the Emile. For now, all we 

have to think about are how there are conflicting studies in all fields of science regarding 

issues of importance for human life; even something as simple as coffee has been 

found to be both healthy and unhealthy for us during the last 20 years (LaMotte 2015).  

 As the passage above shows, the problem we face in recognizing a useful 

science is proper judgment. This reinforces why Emile will develop his judgment through 

                                                 
78

 Rousseau thinks turning scientists from studying things to humans, while possible, is difficult. We need 
“great events” to bring the best scientists into politics (First Discourse 1992, 21-22).  
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his scientific education, as it will allow him to judge if the path of his investigation is 

useful. In the First Discourse, however, Rousseau is not speaking to those who have 

received Emile’s education, which means most of us lack the way to judge properly. 

Thus, in the next section I explain Rousseau’s method of scientific investigation to 

develop our judgment. 

5.3 Experience and Discovery as the Proper Method for Teaching Science  

5.3.1 Book III of the Emile 

The tutor guides Emile’s study of the relationship of things after he has felt the 

meaning of utility and its effect on his well-being. In this section, I explain the method of 

scientific education that Rousseau thinks is proper for all humans. I argue the method of 

a healthy scientific education is consistent between the First Discourse and Emile. 

There appears, however, to be an inconsistency. While it is clear that Emile has a 

teacher, his healthy master, Rousseau claims those who have practiced science 

properly are without teachers (First Discourse 1992, 21). I will show that Rousseau does 

not think Bacon, Descartes, and Newton were without teachers. Instead, Bacon, 

Descartes, and Newton are without – or overcame – ordinary teachers. Ordinary 

teachers provide a scientific education based on textbooks, memorization, tests, and so 

forth. As such, they force their understanding of the relationship of things onto their 

disciples. In this way, ordinary teachers force their being onto their disciples. What 

Emile has in common with these scientific greats is that they are taught through a 

natural method, since it is rooted in our amour de soi and utility. This method has the 

disciple engage in a scientific education through experience and self-discovery that is 

always directed by utility. In this way, the scientific education conforms to the capacity 
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and faculties of the disciple. If an individual is a genius, they will be able to go further 

into speculative sciences while retaining utility through their investigation. Thus, Emile, 

Bacon, Descartes, and Newton all engage in the same scientific education, even if they 

do not reach the same level of understanding. 

 Let us first examine this method of scientific education as applied to Emile. The 

goal of a scientific education is not to know everything. Instead, it is to learn a method 

that allows one to properly investigate when they desire to: “Once again, my object is 

not to give him science but to teach him to acquire science when needed, to make him 

estimate it for exactly what it is worth, and to make him love the truth above all” (Emile 

1979, 207).79 The object of the scientific education is not to provide Emile with a number 

of scientific facts that are useful. Instead, it is to provide him with a method of 

investigation, experimentation, and reasoning that will allow him to judge if the 

relationship between things he discovers provides him with utility.  

 To teach Emile this method, Rousseau rejects books (Emile 1979, 167; 168; 

184).80 Instead, Emile will be led by his senses (Emile 1979, 168). By having him follow 

his senses, Rousseau allows for Emile’s natural curiosity, which is connected to his 

innate desire for well-being (Emile 1979, 192), to root his scientific investigation in utility: 

                                                 
79

 Rousseau earlier makes a similar statement when saying: “The issue is not to teach him the sciences 
but to give him the taste for loving them and methods for learning them when this taste is better 
developed” (Emile 1979, 172). This shows that from the beginning to the end of Book III, Rousseau states 
his goal is to teach Emile a method for learning science, for the sake of his utility, rather than learning 
scientific knowledge itself. 
80

 Famously, Rousseau does allow Emile to read one book during this period of life, which is Robinson 
Crusoe (Emile 1979, 184-186). This book seems to be allowed because Rousseau thinks books are 
absolutely necessary and, of all books, this one provides a natural education that will assist in the 
development of Emile’s judgment (Emile 1979, 184). I have not fully resolved the tension between 
Rousseau’s rejection of books and his understanding that we must include books in education. I think, 
however, resolving this tension is connected to the transition of Emile from a non-social to a social human 
(Emile 1979, 205). For Emile to enter society, he cannot be a total alien. Since books are part of society, 
for better or worse, Emile must become acquainted with this technology in a way that he can use them to 
provide for his utility. For more concerning the role of Robinson Crusoe in Emile’s education, see Emile 
1979 (184-188) and Schaeffer (2002). 
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Let us always distinguish between the inclinations which come from nature and those which come 
from opinion. There is an ardor to know which is founded only on the desire to be esteemed as 
learned; there is another ardor which is born of a curiosity natural to man concerning all that 
might have a connection, close or distant, with his interests. The innate desire for well-being and 
the impossibility of fully satisfying this desire makes him constantly seek for new means of 
contributing to it. This is the first principle of curiosity, a principle natural to the human heart, but 
one which develops only in proportion to our passions and our enlightenment. Picture a 
philosopher relegated to a desert island with instruments and books, sure of spending the rest of 
his days there. He will hardly trouble himself any longer about the system of the world, the laws of 
attraction, differential calculus. He will perhaps not open a single book in his life. But never will he 
refrain from visiting the last nook and cranny of his island, however large it may be. Let us, 
therefore, also reject in our first studies the kinds of knowledge for which man does not have a 
natural taste and limit ourselves to those instinct leads us to seek (Emile 1979, 167). 
 

Our desire to learn can come from nature or opinion. Nature, through our curiosity, 

drives us to investigate the nature of things to satisfy our interests – most notably our 

interest in our well-being. By nature, this principle develops only in proportion to our 

passions. The passions of an adolescent are different than an adult’s. To satisfy this 

natural curiosity, therefore, it would be inappropriate to provide learning that an adult 

has already experienced. Instead, the child will have to learn the nature of things for 

themselves as it serves their utility; not their master’s utility. In this way, Rousseau 

provides us the picture of a philosopher on a desert island. This philosopher, while 

perhaps not Newton, will not concern themselves with Newtonian physics.  

As examined earlier, understanding the laws of attraction has questionable utility in 

society (First Discourse 1992, 13). Studying systems of the world, gravity, and 

differential calculus – all parts of Newtonian physics – has no utility on for a solitary 

human on a desert island.81 Instead, the philosopher will study what is useful for their 

                                                 
81

 Does Newton’s law of gravity provide any utility for a human living in society? If one argue the products 
of science, such as mass communication or GPS are beneficial then we would have to allow that 
Newton’s law of gravity do provide for our utility. We would not have rockets or satellites that allow for 
these products without this theory. I doubt, however, Rousseau could think of Newton’s theory having this 
type of utility during his life. Instead, I wonder if the utility of Newton’s law of gravity is not the theory but 
the mind produced by discovering the theory. If Newton, through great events, would have come back to 
study human nature, he might have produce something of even greater utility for society (cf. First 
Discourse 1992, 4; 13; 21-22). 
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self-preservation and then well-being. Exploring every nook of the island for food, water, 

shelter, and fire wood becomes the focus of the philosopher.  

Following the example of the philosopher on the desert island, Emile must also 

be led into scientific endeavors through his natural taste. If Emile is led by the opinion of 

others he will want to learn to receive esteem, to satisfy his amour-propre, instead of 

learning what is best for him. This will cause him to be babbler, like the child who learns 

history from the unhealthy governor that we examined in the previous chapter (Emile 

1979, 110-11; 180). Instead, Emile, who is guided to learn by himself, will use his 

reason for his own utility instead of pleasing the opinions of others (Emile 1979, 207). 

 This method of scientific education, however, does not mean that Emile is 

without a teacher: “In spite of that, he will doubtless have to be guided a little – but very 

little, and without its becoming apparent. If he makes a mistake, let him do so; do not 

correct his errors. Wait in silence until he is ready to see and correct them himself; or, at 

most, on a favorable occasion carry out some operation which will make him aware of 

them. If he never made mistakes, he would not learn so well” (Emile 1979, 171). A 

healthy master does not teach through a transfer of knowledge, which is the ordinary 

method of education. Instead, he guides the disciple through experiences, situations, 

and experiments so the disciple comes to know the relationship of things for themselves 

(Emile 1979, 177; 192). During this process, the pupil will make mistakes. The healthy 

master allows the pupil to correct his own mistakes, as this is how he will truly learn.  

In this way, the healthy master is not an ordinary teacher as discussed in the 

First Discourse (1992, 21). Instead, their method of education deviates from the 

ordinary way. Rousseau demonstrates this when he describes how an adolescent 
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would respond to seeing a stick sitting in a glass of water. He would first ask this pupil 

what they see and, after answering that question, ask them why the stick appears to be 

broken (Emile 1979, 204). Rousseau finds those educated through ordinary ways will 

respond differently than Emile: “In the first place, every child raised in the ordinary way 

will not fail to answer affirmatively the second of the two questions posed above. ‘It is 

surely a broken stick,’ he will say. I doubt very much that Emile would give me the same 

answer. Not seeing the necessity of being learned, or of appearing to be, he is never in 

a hurry to judge” (Emile 1979, 205 my emphasis). The ordinary scientific education is 

rooted in desire of appearing to be learned to please the opinions of others. Individuals 

educated in this manner will provide answers concerning the relationship of things that 

they hope will please those who are asking the question. These individuals, therefore, 

care more about pleasing others than knowing the truth. Emile, not feeling this desire, 

learns a method of science that cares about correctly judging the relationship of things 

to satisfy his amour de soi rather than satisfying his amour-propre.  

 I could go on to provide additional textual support that Rousseau’s method of 

engaging in science is based on self-discovery, experimentation, and situations (e.g. 

Emile 1979, 168; 169; 170; 171-72; 179; 180). I think Rousseau, however, puts it best 

when saying: “The reader does not expect me to despise him so much as to give him an 

example for every kind of study. But whatever the question may be, I cannot exhort the 

governor too much to be sure that his proofs match the pupil's capacity to understand 

them; for, to repeat, the harm is not in what the pupil does not understand but is in what 

he believes he understands” (Emile 1979, 182). Neither Rousseau, nor I, can repeat 

every possible lesson to demonstrate the method. As shown, the key principle is that 
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the pupil’s scientific education needs to be directed by their being’s utility so they 

investigate the truth of the relationship of things. To illustrate how this looks in practice, 

however, I will detail what Rousseau means through his example of teaching geography 

(Emile 1979, 180-82).82 

 In introducing the education of geography, Rousseau starts by saying: “I do not 

like explanations in speeches. Young people pay little attention to them and hardly 

retain them. Things, things! I shall never repeat enough that we attribute too much 

power to words. With our babbling education we produce only babblers” (Emile 1979, 

180). Speeches fail to teach science. This does not mean speech itself does not play a 

role in teaching science, as I will show. It only means lecturing fails to teach science. 

This method is only appropriate to those who want to impress others through babbling. 

Rousseau demonstrates the failure of speeches when teaching the geography. He 

starts by providing a pupil with a fine speech concerning the utility of geography (Emile 

1979, 180). This speech, however, is ineffective. Upon completion, the pupil does not 

understand what is useful about this subject. Thus, Rousseau will not teach geography 

through lecturing to Emile.  

To show the utility of geography, the tutor puts Emile into situations and 

experiences. He achieves this through getting Emile lost in a forest. Of course, learning 

the utility of geography cannot come out of simply getting lost. The tutor starts the 

education by having Emile observe a forest north of a town named Montmorency. 

Asking what is useful in this experience, and receiving no response, Emile is then 

moved onto a different activity for the day. The next day, Emile goes for a walk with his 

                                                 
82

 I could also show the example of learning cosmography (Emile 1979, 168-70), gravity (Emile 1979, 
177), and other topics. The teaching of geography, however, includes a dialogue between Emile and 
Jean-Jacques, which is useful in illustrating this non-ordinary method. 
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tutor. This is when they roam the forest only to get Emile “lost”. Now very hot, tired, and 

hungry, he begins crying. Rousseau then shares a dialogue he has with his pupil. While 

a dialogue uses speech it is different from a speech. Rousseau does not attempt to 

transfer knowledge through his use of speech. Instead, he uses his speech to guide 

Emile to discover what he knows. In short, Rousseau guides Emile to realize that if they 

can spot Montmorency from the forest, they will be able to know where they are. As 

they cannot see the town, Rousseau questions Emile to the point where Emile 

remembers he can tell directions through a stick casting a shadow by the sun. Knowing 

the forest was north of Montmorency from their previous experience, Emile realizes if 

they move south they will get out of the forest. This connects Emile’s previous 

experiences with cosmography to geography, which further develops the relation of 

things to each other in his education. Finally, escaping the forest, the pair is now able to 

have lunch. This is how Rousseau teaches the utility of geography through experience 

instead of through speech.  

 The ordinary methods provide their pupils with a fish; it feeds them for the day 

but leaves them unprepared for the future. Rousseau’s method provides Emile with a 

tackle box, pole, and reel; it takes longer to perfect, but, once completed, Emile will be 

able to feed himself. Thus, the importance of this method of scientific investigation is for 

us to develop the faculties to advance our utility through understanding the true relation 

of things. Rousseau finds these advancements are healthy because this method 

preserves the pupil’s being (Emile 1979, 168; 170; 176; 192; 207). For example, when 

describing the advantages of his methods over the ordinary methods, Rousseau says: 

“But feed his curiosity, never hurry to satisfy it. Put the questions within his reach and 
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leave them to him to resolve. Let him know something not because you told it to him but 

because he has understood it himself. Let him not learn science but discover it. If ever 

you substitute in his mind authority for reason, he will no longer reason. He will be 

nothing more than the plaything of others’ opinion” (Emile 1979, 168). If the tutor forces 

his being onto Emile, as most scientific education is approached with a transfer of 

knowledge through speech, he will not engage in reasoning. Instead, Emile will attempt 

to please the opinion of his tutor and others. The only way for Emile to develop the 

faculties of reason and judgment and in his being and to bear times of perplexity is for 

him to discover and experience science through his own natural curiosity. Through 

Rousseau’s method, we educate children by meeting them at their level instead of 

placing our ideas into their head without knowing how they will understand these words 

(Emile 1979, 170). This is why Rousseau does not provide every detail of Emile’s 

scientific education: “My examples, good perhaps for one pupil, will be bad for countless 

others. If one catches the spirit of these examples, one will surly know how to vary them 

according to need. The choice depends on the genius peculiar to each pupil, and the 

study of that genius depends on the occasions one offers each to reveal himself” (Emile 

1979, 192). Each pupil has their own genius, which is their being. As such, the 

education the pupil is to receive has to be tailored to their peculiar genius.  

By rooting scientific education in Emile’s being, the tutor protects Emile. Since 

Emile engages with science as far as it is useful for his own being, he will not engage in 

this study if goes beyond his faculties:  

Forced to learn by himself, he uses his reason and not another's; for to give nothing to opinion, 
one must given nothing to authority, and most of our errors come to us far less from ourselves 
than from others. From this constant exercise there ought to result a vigor of mind similar to the 
vigor given to bodies by work and fatigue. Another advantage is that one advances only in 
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proportion to one's strength. The mind, no less than the body, bears only what it can bear (Emile 
179, 207 my emphasis). 

 
Emile will advance in his scientific education only as far as his faculties will allow him to. 

Remembering the discussion of being and happiness from chapter one, we know that 

we are happy when our strengths and desires are in harmony with each other. Since 

Emile will only examine the relation of things his faculties can handle, he will not desire 

anything that is beyond him. By having his being direct his scientific education, Emile is 

able to retain the equilibrium between his faculties and desire. 

 This is why, even though Emile is not a genius, it is proper to give him a scientific 

education: “I have assumed for my pupil neither a transcendent genius nor a dull 

understanding. I have chosen him from among the ordinary minds in order to show what 

education can do for man. All rare cases are outside the rules” (Emile 1979, 245).83 In 

fact, by selecting an ordinary human to receive this education, Rousseau is better able 

to “test” his system concerning the natural goodness of man. If Rousseau is to show his 

system is true, he needs to show that it is true for the ordinary human. If the ordinary 

human can achieve the goal of the Emile, then a genius should be able to.84 If 

Rousseau were to show a genius can achieve the goal of the Emile, this would not 

provide evidence of the natural goodness of mankind; it would only provide evidence 

that it is possible for a few fortunate individuals. In this way, Rousseau shows all 

humans can achieve a goodness that is greater than what natural humans experience.  

 Thus, when I say Emile learns science through the same methods as Bacon, 

Descartes, and Newton, I am not saying this scientific education will make everyone into 
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 For additional statements supporting this quote, see Emile (1979), 52; 187-88. 
84

 Although, a genius will learn to love something that extends their faculties and desires further than 
romantic love. 
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a genius. The education of different individuals does not result in identical results. Since 

the education of science is rooted in our utility and our beings are different, our beings 

will have some difference in the utility they can receive through science. For example, 

those blessed by nature with 20/20 vision require no need to investigate lens to correct 

their vision. Those whose nature has not been blessed with perfect vision, however, will 

receive utility in investigating the relationship between lens and sight. Again, this is why 

each pupil may need different examples to discover science but the general method is 

the same for all (Emile 1979, 192). Not all individuals will, therefore, become a Bacon, 

Descartes, or Newton through a scientific education. Yet, this education can still be 

successful if an individual learns the same method as these geniuses. Thus, what it 

means that these scientists and Emile receive the same scientific education is that they 

develop the same methods, reason, and judgment to investigate the relationship of 

things. 

One piece of evidence that Emile is like these scientists is the fact that Rousseau 

suggests a healthy master might educate a genius, instead of an ordinary mind, through 

the same scientific education that Emile receives: “If by chance your pupil’s genius were 

definitely turned toward the speculative sciences, then I would not blame his being 

given a trade conformable to his inclinations – that he learn, for example, to make 

mathematical instruments, spyglasses, telescopes, etc” (Emile 1979, 201 my 

emphasis).85 This passage comes during the period of applying our scientific education 
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 In a footnote attached to the passage about the speculative sciences, Rousseau informs us that the 
trades of making mathematical instruments, spyglasses, and telescopes were those of Spinoza; 
“…whose example might well be contemplated for this whole segment” (Emile 1979, 488). Spinoza did 
make his living through producing lens. I am not entirely sure, however, what the meaning of this footnote 
is. If we contemplate Spinoza, we recall the Theological-Political Treatise provides the critic of miracles. In 
the First Discourse, however, Rousseau identifies the reveries of Spinoza and Hobbes as dangerous 
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to learning a craft or art and compares Emile to a different pupil. It shows that all healthy 

scientific thought, including philosophy, begins with the same general method to 

activate reason and judgment in our being. Depending on our being, what trade we will 

provide us with utility will differ. Emile learns the art of carpentry (Emile 1979, 201). 

Rousseau, however, leaves the possibility open that a different pupil should become an 

artisan of the speculative sciences. The difference between Emile and the other pupil at 

this point is not the method of their scientific education. Instead, the difference exists in 

their being. Whereas Emile’s being is inclined to carpentry, this other pupil’s being is 

inclined toward speculative sciences. Thus, Emile and this other pupil have received the 

same prior scientific education. Now that they are becoming artisans, they further 

diverge onto different paths, as their beings require different arts to fully develop their 

faculties. In this way, the method to understand the relationship of things is the same for 

ordinary minds and geniuses. 

5.3.2 The First Discourse 

Rousseau’s explanation of the method to learn the sciences in the Emile is 

fleshing out of his ideas from the First Discourse. The ideas, however, are sometimes 

hidden by his esoteric writing. In answering responses to the First Discourse, the 

Genevan philosopher informs us of his esotericism. While there a number of responses 

to the First Discourse, Claude-Nicolas Lecat’s86 second refutation – in which he 

factiously portrayed himself as a member of the Academy of Dijon who voted against 

                                                                                                                                                             
(1992, 20-21). In future work, it might be helpful to compare Rousseau’s thoughts on Spinoza to his 
praises of Francis Bacon (First Discourse and Discourse on Heroes). 
86

 Claude-Nicolas Lecat was the secretary of the Academy of Sciences of Rouen (Masters and Kelly 
1992, xxi). He is most known for being a surgeon who focused on the removal of bladder stones; in 
addition to his medical research, he wrote works concerning the nature of light, astronomy, geology, 
electricity, the fine arts, literature, and more (Encyclopedia.com, 2017). 
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awarding Rousseau’s discourse – is the most useful for us (Masters and Kelly 1992, 

xxi). This is because he directly confronts Rousseau’s assertion that the great scientists 

are without teachers.  

Lecat argues that Rousseau misconstrues the education of the great scientists: 

“First, it is not at all true that Verulam [Bacon], Descartes, Newton did not have any 

teachers. These great men had them at first like everyone else and began by learning 

all that was known during their times” (Lecat 1992, 171). Lecat claims Rousseau is 

presenting alternative facts. Like everyone who engages in the sciences, these men 

began by learning everything that was known during their time through teachers. Bacon, 

Descartes, and Newton are all college graduates. How could one attend college without 

having a teacher? Thus, Lecat focuses on the historical facts to argue against 

Rousseau’s claim that these men needed no teachers and ordinary teachers would only 

have restricted their understanding (First Discourse 1992, 21). 

Rousseau’s response to Lecat does not directly resolve the accusation. Instead, 

it informs us about how to read the First Discourse. Thus, understanding this will allow 

us to reexamine the passage Lecat questions to see what Rousseau really means. To 

begin, Rousseau makes clear that the jargon of scholastics caused a disappearance of 

common sense in Europe (Letter by Jean-Jacques Rousseau 1992, 178). A revolution 

was needed to restore common sense. The problem, however, is most people – 

including Lecat in his refutation – understand the Enlightenment as a restoration of 

common sense. Rousseau understands the Enlightenment as taking the place of the 

scholastics. Instead of Christianized-Aristotelian jargon, we now have scientific jargon. 

Common minds do not truly understand either of these jargons, but both usurp their 
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common sense. Through this response to Lecat, Rousseau informs us that he and 

others like him either fail to understand or pretend to misunderstand Rousseau’s 

thoughts: “Three writers in a row repeated this fine reasoning. I ask them now which 

they prefer I accuse: their mind for not having been able to fathom the very clear 

meaning of this passage, or their bad faith, for having feigned not to understand it?” 

(Letter by Jean-Jacques Rousseau 1992, 178). Hence, he attacks Lecat as either 

unable or not willing to read him correctly. His criticism regarding the education of 

scientists has not properly understood Rousseau.  

Returning to the First Discourse, Rousseau is not denying the historical fact that 

these individuals had teachers. Instead, he is showing that the ordinary methods of 

teaching science would have prevented these geniuses from achieving their true 

potential. The passage in question states: “Those destined to be [nature’s] disciples 

needed no teachers….indeed, what guides would have led them as far as their vast 

genius carried them? Ordinary Teachers would only have restricted their understanding 

by confining it within the narrow capacity of their own. The first obstacles taught them to 

exert themselves, and they did their utmost to traverse the immense space they 

covered” (First Discourse 1992, 21 my emphasis). We learned through examining the 

Emile that ordinary methods and teachers prevent a pupil from developing reason and 

judgment to see the true relations of things (1979, 205). What Rousseau is saying with 

regards to Bacon, Descartes, and Newton is that ordinary teachers restrict them through 

teaching science in the ordinary methods instead of through self-discovery. Thus, the 

first obstacle that these minds had to face was overcoming the methods of ordinary 

teachers. The faculties of these men’s beings were able to exert themselves to root their 
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scientific investigation in their utility without a tutor. In this way, nature destined Bacon, 

Descartes, and Newton to be her disciples. Despite the likelihood of receiving an 

education by ordinary methods through unhealthy masters, these individuals, by their 

own means, were able to come to investigate the relationship of things through utility. 

This is something that Emile discovers because of his healthy master. Emile, having an 

ordinary mind, would not be able to achieve the same feat. In this way, Emile is not 

destined by nature to be a scientist; for even with the proper method of learning 

science, Emile’s being does not reach the height of scientific inquiry as these geniuses. 

Bacon, Descartes, and Newton, however, break through the restriction of these ordinary 

methods, which would restrict their being, to engage in a healthy scientific investigation. 

Lecat, through his criticism, fails to understand Rousseau’s true idea: those who are 

destined to be scientists and study nature do not require masters to guide their being. 

Instead, these scientists are limited by such masters. Thus, Bacon, Descartes, and 

Newton have no need for teachers or guides as we, Rousseau’s audience, understand 

them. 

Lecat’s additional critiques of Rousseau’s ideas concerning scientific education 

continue to fail to understand the First Discourse and his system of thought: “…[F]rom 

the fact that transcendent geniuses, like these and so many others that Antiquity has 

not named, have been capable of inventing the sciences and arts, the author wants all 

men to learn by themselves, and without teachers, in order to discourage those who will 

not be transcendent like these first ones: but what is possible for geniuses of this 

caliber, is not so for everyone” (Lecat 1992, 171). Rousseau does not want all humans 

to learn by themselves. He understands there are a few who are able to examine nature 
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on its own accord who do not require a master. A healthy master is unnecessary 

because these geniuses can guide themselves. Additionally, an unhealthy master is 

only something these individuals have to overcome, as the methods of memorization 

will only limit their genius. Thus, Rousseau is not saying all men should learn the 

sciences without teachers. He is only saying that geniuses do not require a healthy 

master to be taught science.  

Furthermore, with regards to Lecat’s second criticism, Rousseau does want to 

prevent all humans from attempting to be a Bacon, Descartes, and Newton. He wants 

this, however, because if one extends their desires, such as desiring to be the next 

Bacon, but lacks the natural faculties in their being to achieve this desire then they will 

set themselves up for failure. They will be unhappy in their life as a third-rate scientist:  

What shall we think of those Compilers of works who have indiscreetly broken down the door of 
the Sciences and let into their Sanctuary a populace unworthy of approaching it; whereas it would 
be preferable for all who could not go far in the career of Letters to be rebuffed from the outset 
and directed into Arts useful to society. He who will be a bad versifier or a subaltern Geometer all 
his life would perhaps have become a great cloth maker (First Discourse 1992, 21). 

 
Rousseau sincerely wants what is best for each individual. The problem with allowing all 

humans an indiscreet scientific education is this education is not best for most humans. 

Most of us lack the faculties to be a good versifier or a first-rank geometer. Since we 

have approached these careers desiring praise, we will fail to get the praise we desire. 

Thus, we will be unhappy. Rousseau finds that most people would live a happier life if 

they dedicated themselves to a trade that they could excel at, such as cloth making or 

carpentry in the case of Emile. 

III.C: The Scientific Method as a Means not an End 

Although Rousseau argues the scientific method is rooted in utility, it is not the 

end of human nature. In the Emile, we learn a healthy scientific method allows us only 
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to understand the true relationship of things: “He [Emile] knows the essential relations of 

man to things but nothing of the moral relations of man to man” (1979, 207). The proper 

method of science teaches us how to see true relations between ourselves and things; it 

teaches us nothing about the moral and social relations between humans. In order to 

prepare us to judge these moral and social relations, however, we must first develop our 

reason and judgment without activating amour-propre. If our amour-propre were 

activated prior to our scientific education, then we would use our judgment and reason 

to please the opinions of others instead of seeing true relationship. Thus, while the 

proper scientific method is necessary for Emile to experience romantic love, it is not 

sufficient. 

A common theme of Rousseau’s thought in the Discourses and Emile is that 

upon activating our reason and judgment, through the sciences, we must then return to 

study human nature: “It is a grand and beautiful sight to see man emerge from obscurity 

somehow by his own efforts….the darkness in which nature has enveloped him; rise 

above himself; soar intellectually into celestial regions…and – what is even grander and 

more difficult – come back to himself to study man and know his nature, his duties, and 

his end” (First Discourse 1992, 4).87 Science is only a means for us to properly develop 

our judgment so we can then apply our faculty of proper judgment to the study of the 

relationship between humans. Jeff J.S. Black (2009) argues that while Rousseau 

praises Bacon, Descartes, and Newton’s scientific minds, he does not praise them as 

coming back to study man, his nature, his duties, and his end (232-233). In this way, 

                                                 
87

 For more statements that echo this point see Rousseau’s second footnote in the Second Discourse 
(1992, 68), which was examined in detail in Chapter two, and the Emile (1979, 192). 
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these scientists fail to become philosophers because they do not take on the grander 

and more difficult task, which they now have the means to attempt.  

While Black’s (2009) interpretation is well-argued, Rousseau suggests at least 

Bacon did return to the study of man:  

If a few men must be allowed to devote themselves to the study of the Sciences and Arts, it must 
be only those who feel the strength to walk alone in their footsteps and go beyond them. It is for 
these few to raise monuments to the glory of human mind…The soul gradually adapts itself to the 
objects that occupy it, and it is great events that make great men. The Prince of Eloquence was 
Consul of Rome, and the greatest, perhaps, of Philosophers Chancellor of England. If the one 
had held only a chair in some University and the other obtained only a modest pension from an 
Academy, can it be believed, I say, that their work would not have reflected their status? 
Therefore may Kings not disdain to allow into their courts the men most capable of advising them 
well…Only then will one see what can be done by virtue, science, and authority, animated by 
noble emulation and working together for the felicity of the human Race (First Discourse 1992, 
21-22 my emphasis). 
 

In this passage, Rousseau refers to Cicero – the Consul of Rome – and Bacon – the 

Chancellor of England (Masters and Kelly 1992, 210). Why does Rousseau identify 

Bacon as perhaps the greatest of philosophers? The answer is events allowed Bacon to 

study the relationship of humans instead of the relationship of things. By leaving the 

academy to enter government, which eventually resulted in him being the Chancellor of 

England for a short period, Bacon came to study humans instead of things. Due to the 

events, therefore, Bacon applied the healthy judgment he learned from science to 

human matters. In this way, his soul adapted itself to the new objects that occupied it. 

Thus, Bacon did return to the study of man, his nature, his duties, and his end after 

developing his judgment through science. The few men who can study the sciences and 

arts must be able to go beyond their studies. To rise to the study of human nature, 

however, these individuals need to be brought out of the universities and academies 

into the courts of Kings. Once in a position where they face matters concerning human 

nature, duties, and our end, these few great geniuses will apply their scientific judgment 
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to these matters. Thus, only when the souls of these scientific minds occupy themselves 

with human matters will they apply their judgment to concerns of human virtue, duties, 

and happiness. Unlike Black’s (2009) argument, Rousseau finds that at least Bacon 

achieved this feat.  

 This discussion helps us to see what makes a science rooted in utility and taught 

through a method of self-discovery important for political philosophy and human nature. 

This science is only a means to achieve an end. In the case of Bacon and Rousseau, it 

is a means to return to the study of what it means to be a human. In the case of Emile, it 

is a means to develop his judgment so he can understand and accept the social and 

moral precepts, such as his duties, virtues, and morality, to achieve his end (i.e. 

overcoming the double object).  

Understanding the place of science in Rousseau’s thought, we can now return to 

the Emile. I will show how science, while only explicitly part of Emile’s education in Book 

III, is always a part of Emile’s education. Specifically, I first show doctors are unhealthy 

scientists because they practice medicine out of their vanity and amour-propre. After 

establishing that doctors are scientists, I argue Emile is not exposed to them to preserve 

the development of courage in his being. It is only after Emile’s scientific education that 

he can develop the type of courage to overcome the double object. Like all faculties, the 

end of courage is a moving target. The courage Emile must develop to overcome the 

double object is the willingness to accept a second death to achieve happiness. By 

necessity, we must all die. Emile’s natural/negative education has prepared for him to 

be governed by necessity. This requires a courage that is natural to Emile. By achieving 

his happiness through Sophie, however, Emile willingly places his happiness in 
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someone who will die. This is not necessary. As I will argue, in order to develop the 

courage of social humans, Emile is required to use his judgment to make a choice. To 

achieve his end of overcoming the double object, Emile must have received a healthy 

scientific education. Thus, science is always important in Emile achieving his duties and 

end. 

5.4 Science in Book I of the Emile 

5.4.1 Doctors as Vain Scientists 

Rousseau’s first discussion of modern science in the Emile appears in the 

examination of doctors and medicine during Book I. Although not identified directly as 

scientists, I will show that doctors are the products of modern science because they 

examine the relationship of things to satisfy their amour proper instead of their amour de 

soi. Specifically, Rousseau critiques the effects of “médecins,” who are medical doctors 

or physicians, on a child’s education. Rousseau does not engage in a discussion of 

“docteurs,” who are general learned individuals, within the critique of doctors in Book I. 

My use of doctors, therefore, refers to médecins unless specifically noted. Thus, my 

argument establishes that from Emile’s infancy, Rousseau critiques the effects of an 

unhealthy science on achieving the end of the Emile.  

 Understanding Rousseau’s critique, and the distinction between médecins and 

docteurs, is important for the literature. In a footnote on page 58 of the Emile (1979), 

Rousseau suggests we read the work of doctors: “Those who want to discuss at greater 

length the advantages and disadvantages of the Pythagorean diet should consult the 

treaties, which Dr. Cocchi and his adversary, Dr. Bianchi, wrote on this important 

subject.” Christopher McClure (2008) suggests this praise of doctors after the 
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condemnation of doctors just a few pages earlier present a paradox. Specifically, 

McClure (2008, 103) argues Rousseau’s praise of Dr. Cocchi and Bianchi shows he 

does not condemn all doctors. 

In that footnote, however, Rousseau refers to Cocchi and Bianchi as docteurs; 

which are doctors in the more general sense rather than physicians (i.e. médecins). 

Rousseau’s potential praise is for docteurs not médecins, which were the subject of his 

condemnation a few pages earlier. Thus, there is no paradox regarding Rousseau’s 

attack of doctors and his thoughts concerning Dr. Cocchi and Bianchi, as they represent 

two different professions. My interpretation, therefore, suggests Rousseau’s attack 

against enlightened science is consistent throughout his work without any paradoxes, 

as suggested by McClure (2008).88 

When speaking of medicine as practiced by modern doctors, Rousseau 

establishes they are not motivated by seeing the true relationships between humans 

and things. Instead, doctors are unhealthy scientists motivated by opinion and amour-

propre: “…that [doctors] make, concerning [medicine’s] use, the same sophisms as they 

make concerning the quest for truth…Science which instructs and medicine which cures 

are doubtless very good. But science which deceives and medicine which kills are bad” 

(Emile 1979, 54). Like the First Discourse, Rousseau concludes that science can be 

either good or bad. The goodness or badness of science depends on whether science 

instructs or deceives man. In the first part of the quotation above, Rousseau asserts that 

                                                 
88

 In future work, I will examine Rousseau’s thoughts on these two related but different fields. For 
example, médecin is translated into physician with reference to Philip during Book II (Emile 1979, 119). 
This passage discusses the child’s understanding of Alexander’s courage with regards to taking 
medicine. Remembering from the previous chapter, this is an example of an unhealthy governor with a 
pupil. Thus, it seems the theme of physicians, courage, and a healthy education as examined within Book 
I by this chapter continue into Book II. 
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doctors use medicine as a sophism. Sophism is a form of a deception. Since the 

doctor’s use of science and medicine deceives us, it must be bad because it kills us. 

While the doctor may not physically kill us, their use of science and medicine introduce 

mortality to us. I will explain this point in greater detail in the next section. For now, 

premature introduction of mortality causes us to be consumed by the terror of our death. 

Thus, we no longer truly live life. 

What causes the doctor to deceive and kills us? It is not something they 

purposely want to do. Instead, they deceive us because they are motivated by amour-

propre rather than truth. Rousseau provides an explanation of how amour-propre is the 

source of the doctor’s motivation through examining whether Emile should be treated by 

a doctor while on his deathbed: “I know quite well that the doctor will not fail to take 

advantage of this delay. If the child dies, the doctor will have been called too late; if the 

child recovers, it will be the doctor who saved him. So be it. Let the doctor triumph, but, 

above all, let him be called only in extremis” (Emile 1979, 55). What does it mean that 

the doctor will not fail to take advantage of Jean-Jacques’ delay in calling him? There 

are two possible outcomes when the child is treated by the doctor: the child can either 

die or live. In the latter case, the doctor “saves” the child’s life. The doctor concludes it 

was him and his knowledge that overcame nature to save the child. The doctor is 

triumphant and can take advantage of Jean-Jacques by demanding praise for his life 

saving art.  

The doctor, however, cannot know if they saved the life the child because they 

have not eliminated other possibilities. First, it is possible that none of the doctor’s 

treatments actually cured the child. Perhaps nature ran its course and the child was 
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spared. The doctor assumes if the child’s life is saved it is because of their art. Second, 

there could have been a natural reason for the child to die. Presume the doctor did save 

the child’s life. Just as nature eliminates the weak pup from the litter so the strong can 

survive, nature may have tried to take the child for the benefit of the human species. 

Therefore, if the doctor’s actions did prevent the child’s death then, according to the 

Emile, the doctor’s method worked against what is part of nature’s purpose – life and 

death: “For want of knowing how to curt himself, let the child know how to be sick…It is 

nature’s art…How many people whose disease would have spared them and whom 

time by itself would have cured have been killed by impatience, fear, anxiety, and, 

above all, remedies?” (Emile 1979, 55). By asking for praise in either of these possible 

“life-saving” outcomes, the doctor is attempting to satisfy their amour-propre. In the first 

counterfactual case, the doctor attempts to satisfy their amour-propre because they 

assume it was their method, not nature that saved the child’s life. In the latter 

counterfactual case, the doctor attempts to satisfy their amour-propre because they do 

not recognize their method as working against nature’s role in controlling life and death. 

Instead, the doctor sees themselves as above nature and seeks credit for overcoming 

nature. Thus, whenever the doctor saves the child’s life, the doctor’s amour-propre is 

the source of their action. 

In the other outcome, the doctor attempts to save the child’s life but fails. Even 

though the doctor fails to preserve the life of the child, their amour-propre still seeks 

satisfaction. As Rousseau states, if the child dies, the doctor will claim that they has 

been called too late: “I know quite well that the doctor will not fail to take advantage of 

this delay. If the child dies, the doctor will have been called too late” (Emile 1979, 55). 
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Jean-Jacques does not think the doctor was called too late. Only the doctor can think 

they were called too late. What advantage will the doctor take if Emile dies? The doctor 

has to infer they could have saved the child’s life if only called upon earlier. As before, 

the doctor does not examine the outcome of two counterfactual cases. First, the doctor 

could have been called earlier to treat the child. Earlier treatment, however, is no 

guarantee of a successful outcome. While the likelihood of successful treatment may 

increase with more time, additional time does not guarantee successful treatment. 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, the doctor does not recognize their “treatment” 

may have caused the child’s death. The doctor places no responsibility on their actions 

as a possible factor in the death of the child. There is, however, a possibility that the 

doctor’s treatment accelerates or causes the child’s death. Even in the child’s death, 

therefore, the doctor attempts to satisfy their amour-propre because they conclude they 

their treatment had no part in the death of the child and, if given more time, they would 

have saved the child’s life.  

Rousseau further illuminates that amour-propre motivates the doctor in the 

discussion on the uselessness of the doctor. Medicine, as the doctor practices the art, is 

useless because: 

They [the public] always assume that, in treating a sick person, one cures him and that, in 
seeking a truth, one finds it. They do not see that it is necessary to balance the advantage of a 
cure effected by the doctor against the death of a hundred sick persons killed by him, and the 
usefulness of a truth discovered against the harm done by the errors which become current at the 
same time. Science which instructs and medicine which cures are doubtless very good. But 
science which deceives and medicine which kills are bad. Learn, therefore, to distinguish them 
(Emile 1979, 54).  

 
Society incorrectly believes that the doctor understands nature. As Rousseau shows, 

the method of the doctor lacks a true understanding of the relationship of things. They 

must kill hundreds to discover a cure. A doctor may, therefore, think the potential good 
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derived from their method is worthwhile. In reality, however, the doctor does not know 

the truth, as one successful outcome does not indicate truth. Even 95 successful 

outcomes do not equate to truth, if it was tried with 100 patients. Each individual may 

react differently to the same treatment. Whereas penicillin may save one individual’s life 

from a bacterium, it may kill another individual with the same bacteria due to an allergic 

reaction. Additionally, it is possible for one type of treatment to work for an individual, 

whereas the same treatment – for the same illness – will not work on another individual 

due to biological differences between these two individuals. The doctor seeks praise for 

those who he has treated successfully, without accepting any blame for the harm that 

may come from their treatment; let alone the harm they have caused to produce that 

treatment. In this way, the doctor is motivated by their amour-propre and public opinion 

instead of understand the true relation of things.  

 In accordance with the First Discourse, a doctor that understands nature 

deserves praise. The praise though would not be for overcoming nature, as a healthy 

doctor will see the true relationship between nature and humans. In the Emile, however, 

the best case is doctors are ignorant of the truth concerning nature. The worst case is 

doctors are outright liars concerning nature. Rousseau, having a more complete 

understanding of nature than doctors of the Enlightenment, shows the doctor’s method 

deserves no praise. Their method does not investigate the truth concerning nature. 

Instead, by engaging in a deceiving science, doctors are in the business of satisfying 

their amour-propre like the majority of humans. The public, however, are ignorant that 

doctors do not know the truth regarding nature, man, and medicine. The public does not 

understand doctors practice a deceiving and bad form of medicine in an attempt to 
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satisfy their amour-propre, which means the lessons of the First Discourse were not 

understood. 

5.4.2 Save a Life, Kill the Being Forever  

Before examining why Rousseau says doctors kill us even if they physically save 

our lives, I want to make clear that this critique applies to Emile. The potential argument 

against my interpretation is that Emile’s name does not appear during the critique itself. 

Rousseau begins the critique by stating, “He who takes charge of an infirm and 

valetudinary pupil changes his function from governor to male nurse…I would not take 

on a sickly and ill-constituted child, were he to live until eighty” (Emile 1979, 53). From 

the very beginning, Rousseau states the governor – in order to fulfill his role as the 

governor – must take on a healthy child. Even if the child can be guaranteed a lengthy 

life-expectancy, the initial sickness of the pupil will have a lasting effect on their 

development and the function of the governor. Since Rousseau is Emile’s governor until 

his adolescence, we can infer Rousseau’s discussion of bodily health and doctors is 

with regards to Emile; even if Emile is not initially mentioned by name. 

 For good measure, however, Rousseau explicitly informs us the critique of 

doctors applies to Emile at the end of the section. Emile’s name appears three times in 

the text, prior to the prescription against doctors (Emile 1979, 51-52). The fourth use of 

Emile’s name occurs at the end of this prescription (Emile 1979, 55). While Emile’s 

name, therefore, does not appear in the actual critique of doctors, the implications of the 

critique are applied to Emile. As such, we should understand Rousseau’s examination 

of the relationship between doctors and children as applying to Emile – and possibly 

only Emile. 
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 Returning to the critique of doctors, the Genevan philosopher equates them to 

fashion, entertainment, sophists, and liars (Emile 1979, 54-55). Rousseau opposes 

doctors so strongly that there are almost no situations in which Emile will be permitted 

to see one: “I shall go farther [than Locke], and I declare that, never calling a doctor for 

myself, I shall never call one for my Emile, unless his life is in evident danger, for then 

the doctor can do him no worse than kill him” (Emile 1979, 55).89 Only when Emile is on 

his death bed will the tutor allow the child to be “treated” by a doctor. Furthermore, 

Rousseau’s qualifier at the end of the quote states that Emile will only see a doctor 

when they can do no worse than produce death, which is about to occur for natural 

reasons. Rousseau, therefore, believes the outcome of the doctor’s intervention will 

cause Emile’s death. One may think Rousseau is making a calculated decision, as I will 

explain below. This is not the case. Emile is allowed a doctor on his death bed because, 

having realized his own mortality through nature, Emile can no longer achieve his end. 

Emile’s mortality must be unknown to him through any source as a child if he is to 

properly develop. Once nature has introduced death, saving Emile’s physical existence 

through the doctor’s art is no longer problematic. Having recognized his mortality 

through nature, Emile has already died. 

A proponent of modern medicine, however, might explain Rousseau’s opposition 

to doctors as his prudent action to protect the health and life of the child. In the 18th 
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 Rousseau reiterates his desire that Emile suffer death rather than see a doctor in Book II: “Our physical 
ill are themselves destroyed or destroy us. Time or death is our remedy. But we suffer more the less we 
know how to suffer; and we give ourselves more torment in curing our maladies than we would have in 
enduring them. Live according to nature, be patient, and drive away the doctors. You will not avoid death, 
but you will feel it only once, while they bring it every day into your troubled imagination; and their lying art 
instead of prolonging your days, deprives you of the enjoyment of them. I shall always ask what true good 
this art has done for men. Some of those it cures would die, it is true, but the millions it kills would remain 
alive. Man of sense, do not wager in this lottery where too many chances are against you. Suffer, die, or 
get well; but, above all, live until your last hour” (Emile 1979, 82). This passage summarizes a number of 
ideas that restate Rousseau’s position from Book I, which I am going to explain in detail in this section. 
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century doctors still engaged in leeching, bloodletting, and blistering to heal patients 

(Bethard 2004; Donaldson-Evans 2000, 8; Payton 1984). A doctor’s patient had no 

guarantee of becoming healthier; an 18th century doctor was as likely to hasten a 

patient’s death as to prevent it (Rangachari 1997). One logical reason for Rousseau’s 

despising of doctors, and not allowing them for Emile till he is on his deathbed, could be 

that he disagrees with their practices. Rousseau may consider doctors on an equal 

footing with death because he understands that their art is not safe. Believing the art of 

medicine is more likely to produce death than preserve life, it is possible Rousseau’s 

extreme distrust of doctors is due to a calculation of the effectiveness of doctors to 

preserve life. If the likely outcome of treatment from a physician is death, then only 

when death is the likely outcome of not being treated by a doctor should an individual 

seek one out. Since doctors of the 21st century clearly preserve life more than causing 

death, the Genevan philosopher would have to allow Emile to be treated by a 21st 

century doctor (Cutler and Meara 2001). 

Rousseau’s opposition, however, is not derived solely from a calculation of a 

doctor’s successful treatment. A healthy tutor in contemporary society will still object to 

their pupil receiving treatment from a physician because, even if we assume modern 

medicine is infallible, the doctor will always be imperfect: “I will be told, as I am 

incessantly, that the mistakes are the doctor's, while medicine in itself is infallible. That 

is all very well. But then let [medicine] come without the doctor, for so long as they come 

together, there will be a hundred times more to fear from the errors of the artist than to 

hope from the help of the art” (Emile 1979, 54). Rousseau’s argument against doctors is 

not rooted in the correctness or infallibleness of medicine. The philosopher allows, at 
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least for the sake of argument, medicine to be a perfect science. Even if medicine is 

infallible, however, Rousseau objects to Emile being exposed to the practice of 

medicine by the artisan – the doctor.  

 Rousseau’s critique of doctors, therefore, is not rooted in medicine but with how 

doctors practice their art. The improvements of medicine since the 18th century would 

have no influence on whether Emile should be treated by contemporary doctors. Even 

though contemporary medicine is more reliable than the medicine of the 18th century, 

medicine still comes with the doctor. Thus, the crucial question regarding Rousseau’s 

attack of doctors is how do doctors kill us if they physically save our lives? 

Comparing the foundation of the tutor’s education to the doctor’s beliefs, we see 

the two have different understandings regarding the relationship between humans and 

nature. It is the fundamental disagreement concerning that relationship that causes 

Rousseau to attack the doctor as an artisan. Yes, doctors are problematic because they 

are the vain scientists who want to please the opinions of others. As such, they are an 

example of the unhealthy scientist we do not want Emile to become in Book III. What 

makes doctors problematic for the development of our being in Book I, however, is they 

prematurely awaken our mortality. This disrupts the natural development our being 

needs to experience to be prepared for the education of human matters, such as the 

development of courage in social relationships within our being. 

Remembering the previous chapter, Rousseau finds that the foundation of 

education comes from three streams: nature, things, and human (Emile 1979, 38). The 

tutor structures Emile’s education so that the three sources of education are in 

harmony. By harmony, Rousseau means that the education of men and things are 
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directed towards the education of nature “over which we have no power” (Emile 1979, 

38-39). While a tutor can control, at least to some extent, the education from man and 

things, a tutor cannot control the education from nature; our being is natural to us. Our 

being develops like a bean sprouting from the ground. While man may attempt to direct 

the development of human nature, through physical arts like foot binding, sociological 

arts like public opinion, or other ways, nature will eventually find a way to reassert itself 

(Masters 1968, 3-4). 

The foundation of the tutor’s education shows us humans are unable to control 

nature. While we can direct nature, Rousseau does not think humans can overcome it. 

Returning to the bean example from above, nature – through the quality of the seed, 

richness of the soil, exposure to sunlight, or amount of water received by the bean plant 

– can affect the length of time it takes for the bean plant to reach maturity.90 

Furthermore, humans can either assist or work against the development of the bean 

plant. If a human fertilizes the soil, clears a path for sunlight from the canopy, and/or 

adds irrigation then the bean stalk may reach maturity faster. Like a plant, children will 

naturally develop at different rates. Furthermore, humans can be cultivated by the 

education they receive (Emile 1979, 38). This education can be retarded or hastened 

through different methods (Emile 1979, 232). Nature, however, cannot be removed or 

overcome. Since we lack absolute control over nature, and Rousseau wants all three 

sources of education to coincide, our entire education must be consistent with the 

natural education.  
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 Not all bean plants will reach maturity. Deformities in the plant, accidents of nature (such as a draught), 
and/or the intervention of other beings in the development of the bean stalk can prevent it from reaching 
maturity. 
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The doctor rejects this tutor’s understanding of the relationship between humans 

and nature. Specifically, they reject the underlying premise that humans cannot 

overcome nature: “What difference does it make to us that they make cadavers walk? It 

is men we need, and none is seen leaving their hands” (Emile 1979, 54). Nature creates 

men. The doctor creates walking cadavers. A walking cadaver is not natural, which 

means the produce of the doctor’s work is not in harmony with the education from 

nature. Instead, doctors – by their understanding of nature, humans, and their 

relationship – attempt to overcome nature. The doctor and mass society, however, fail 

to see that you cannot overcome nature. Rousseau sees clearly that the doctor actually 

produces an unnatural being against nature. 

Of course, Rousseau does not mean doctors literally create the walking dead. 

The Genevan philosopher’s hyperbole is intended to show that doctors, through their 

intervention, cause Emile to deviate from what his nature intends. By thinking man can 

overcome nature, the doctor denatures our being. By reviving Emile from the one 

certainty of a human’s life, death, the doctor prematurely exposes him to his mortality 

(Emile 1979, 54). This has long-term ramifications that cannot be reversed: “Naturally 

man knows how to suffer with constancy and dies in peace. It is doctors with their 

prescriptions…who debase his heart and make him unlearn how to die” (Emile 1979, 

55).91 Rousseau reminds the reader of his description of man in the state of nature from 

the Second Discourse (1992, 23-24). The natural man, not being aware of his mortality, 

is able to die in peace. Death is a novel experience that the natural man has no 

foresight of. By attempting to overcome death, or at least extend life, the doctor 
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 In the Phaedo 64, Socrates says philosophy is learning how to die. Rousseau claims by nature we 
know how to die. Socrates, who sometimes is compared to a doctor, could be the true aim of Rousseau’s 
attack. 
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prescribes against what man knows by nature. The doctor, through their search for and 

praise of immortality, tries to make children – in fact all men – unlearn how to die. In this 

way, by saving our life the doctor kills us. We must now live out the remainder of our 

days knowing that we will die. This knowledge causes us no longer truly to live, as the 

fear of death is ever present. This is why, once Emile is on his deathbed, he might be 

allowed a doctor. Now cognizant of his mortality, we have the choice of either letting 

Emile experience death naturally or to extend his physical life. Either way, the project 

the Emile will be over. Emile will either perish or, knowing his mortality, his imagination 

will prevent him from developing the necessary courage to fall in love with Sophie. 

5.5 The Doctor’s Corruption of Courage 

 Having seen what makes the doctor an example of the unhealthy scientist and 

how they kill us even if they save our physical body, we now turn to examine why Emile 

must not be exposed to him. Rousseau’s main objection is the doctor destroys our 

ability to develop proper moral relations later in life. The premature exposure to our 

mortality awakens our imagination. This has disastrous effects: “As for me, I do not 

know of what illness the doctors cure us; but I do know that they give us quite fatal 

ones: cowardice, pusillanimity, credulousness, terror of death. If they cure the body, 

they kill courage” (Emile 1979, 54). Whatever good a doctor can do for an individual’s 

physical body, they will always harm the individual’s being. The destruction of courage 

prevents Emile from ever achieving his end of true romantic love with Sophie, which is 

required to overcome the double object. This is because Emile requires courage to 

willingly choose to love something that causes him to experience death. In this way, 
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Emile embodies the same courage as Achilles. Doctors, therefore, undermine the entire 

project of the Emile through their actions. 

 While a doctor does not intend to, they destroy the possibility for an individual to 

develop courage by inflicting their patients with the terror of their own mortality. The 

doctor’s art: “less puts off death than makes it felt ahead of time. It wears out life more 

than prolongs it. And even if it did prolong life, this would still be at the expense of the 

species, since it takes us from society by the care it imposes on us and from our duties 

by the terror it inspires in us” (Emile 1979, 54-55). Even if a doctor can prolong an 

individual’s life, such as in the 21st century, the art of medicine causes an individual to 

fixate on their own death. While an individual is physically alive, they are no longer living 

because they are consumed by fears of their “impending” death. Worse yet, the one 

who fixates on their inevitable death can no longer be a member of society. Prematurely 

discovering our mortality causes us to care about our own good rather than for the good 

of society. While society may require that we ration food during a drought for the whole 

to survive, we will put our own bodily needs ahead of the whole society. Furthermore, 

the premature discovery of our mortality inspires terror that prevents us from performing 

our civic duties. Those fearful of death will never defend their homeland. They will rather 

live as a slave in a state under a conqueror than fight to the death to preserve their 

society.     

Courage in social settings, therefore, is impossible if one realizes their own 

mortality before their being is ready. Courage, through the Oxford English Dictionary, is 

usually defined as, “That quality of mind which shows itself in facing danger without fear 

or shrinking; bravery, boldness, valour.” Rousseau understands courage in slightly a 
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different way. No human will ever act courageously if they have no fear or if they 

enlarge their fear through imagination of a danger (Emile 1979, 63; 77-78; 208). 

Rousseau’s definition of courage, therefore, differs as the danger must be met with fear 

that is not enlarged by imagination. Courage requires one has an accurate fear of the 

danger they face. Furthermore, an individual must recognize the fear in what they face 

and freely accept that fear: “It is the knowledge of dangers that makes us fear them; he 

who believed himself invulnerable would fear nothing” (Emile 1979, 55). Superman does 

not display courage when jumping in front of a bullet to save someone’s life because 

Superman knows the bullet poses no danger to him. He does not fear the bullet as 

being able to kill him. Thus, courage only exists when an individual appropriately 

understands the danger and willingly accepts danger with the correct amount of fear. 

Since doctors introduce the concepts of mortality to a child prematurely, they 

cause children to enlarge their fear of injury and death. This removes the possibility of 

developing the courage we need later in life. Remember, a child is a natural human. 

Natural humans die without much awareness of their death (Second Discourse 1992, 

23; 27). Rousseau echoes this idea in the Emile:  

Do you want to find men of a true courage? Look for them in the places where there are no 
doctors, where they are ignorant of the consequences of illnesses, where they hardly think of 
death. Naturally man knows how to suffer with constancy and dies in peace. It is doctors with 
their prescriptions, philosophers with their precepts, priests with their exhortations, who debase 
his heart and make him unlearn how to die (1979, 55).  

 
Natural humans have courage because they face death without enlarging their fear of 

death through their imagination. By nature, we have the courage to face death. Our 

education, however, through doctors, philosophers, and priests cause us to enlarge this 

fear. Thus, the goal for Rousseau is to develop our being and faculties, such as 
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courage, in proportion to our imagination and desires. In this way, we will be able to 

preserve the equilibrium that is natural to humans.  

Thus, the problem of doctors is they awaken our imagination and desires before 

we have the necessary faculties. The child’s fear of mortality is enlarged beyond the 

appropriate level through their imagination, as nature does not intend children to have 

imagination: “At the beginning of life when memory and imagination are still inactive, the 

child is attentive only to what affects his senses at the moment” (Emile 1979, 64). 

Imagination allows an individual to extend their being through time and space. The 

problem is imagination can cause us to see and feel things that are not real. Like the 

child who hears a noise in their room and thinks there is a monster under their bed, 

imagination can cause us to enlarge our fears, hopes, dreams, and other passions 

beyond what is in the realm of possible. In this way, doctors unleash our imagination 

like a runaway train without any conductor. We first need to develop our senses and 

faculties, through the education of nature and things, to conduct our imagination (Emile 

1979, 64; 215). 

 To properly educate his being to overcome the double object, Rousseau slowly 

develops Emile’s imagination. As argued in chapter one, to achieve happiness we must 

have an equilibrium between the desires and faculties of our being. This equilibrium 

exists in us by nature, but faculties like imagination can cause us to destroy this balance 

(Emile 1979, 80-81). Thus, Emile will keep his imagination inactive through childhood 

(Emile 1979, 161) and begin to develop it during his scientific education. Through his 

scientific education, “His imagination is in no way inflamed and never enlarges 

dangers…With respect to death, he does not yet know well what it is; but since he is 
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accustomed to submitting to the law of necessity without resistance, when he has to die, 

he will die without moaning and without struggling” (Emile 1979, 208). Emile comes into 

the social world with the courage of an individual, as he has all the virtues as they relate 

to him (Emile 1979, 208). The key is now is to guide and limit Emile’s imagination so his 

social passions become virtues instead of vices (Emile 1979, 219). Most notably, 

imagination needs to be directed towards the idea of true love (Emile 1979, 391). To 

achieve this, Emile will require a moral courage instead of courage from necessity. 

 The development of courage for humans is a critical theme throughout the Emile. 

The frontispiece to Book I is Thetis plunging Achilles, the epitome of courage, into the 

river Styx to make him invulnerable (Emile 1979, 36). In Book I, Achilles is only named 

twice; both are in the discussion of doctors (Emile 1979, 55). The discussion of doctors, 

morality, and courage, therefore, appears to relate to the symbolism of the frontispiece. 

If we can dissect this frontispiece, it should provide insight into Rousseau’s general 

thoughts concerning the role of science in education and human nature.  

It is safe to conclude that in the frontispiece Thetis represents Rousseau, or the 

tutor; especially since Rousseau later identifies himself/the tutor as dipping Emile into 

the river Styx: “But, dear Emile, it is in vain that I have dipped your soul in the Styx; I 

was not able to make it everywhere invulnerable.92 A new enemy is arising which you 

have not learned to conquer and from which I can no longer save you. This enemy is 

yourself. Nature and fortune had left you free…You were bound to nothing other than 

                                                 
92

 In Emile’s case, it is not his heel that has failed to become invulnerable. Physically, it would have to be 
his penis that is his weakness. With regards to his soul, however, it is the awakening of his sexual desires 
during puberty that Jean-Jacques cannot prevent. If Emile is going to be an individual who achieves 
happiness through romantic love in a corrupt society, then his sexual desires are necessary. I am 
indebted to Dr. Richard Ruderman for this point, as he has shared with me in private correspondence that 
he learned this from Alan Bloom. 
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the human condition, and now you are bound to all the attachments you have given to 

yourself” (Emile 1979, 443). Rousseau has tried to make Emile’s soul invulnerable by 

taking the role of Thetis. He first directed the freedom of Emile’s being to be bounded 

only by necessity. The tutor, however, could not restrain Emile’s being forever. Now, 

Emile’s being desires the romantic attachment of Sophie, which – as I will explain – 

requires him to have courage to accept death to achieve happiness.  

 John Scott (2014) argues that Thetis stands for the tutor or the individual reading 

the Emile. This interpretation is rooted in the quote concerning Thetis in Book I that 

states cruel mothers plunge their children in softness that prepares them only for 

suffering once they reach maturity (Emile 1979, 47). Scott (2014) sees that while the 

quote at first suggests we are to protect the physical bodies of children, preserving a 

child’s being is the idea Rousseau is truly expressing. In this way, unless the reader is 

acting like the tutor, only the tutor could represent Thetis. 

Scott (2014) interprets Thetis as the principle subject of the frontispiece because 

Rousseau’s explanation of the illustration does not mention Achilles by name (536-37). 

Furthermore, his interpretation suggests Emile will not be dipped in the river Styx and 

we should compare the courage Emile will have to the one that Achilles lacks since he 

is invulnerable (Scott 2014, 537-38). I argue this interpretation is incorrect. As shown in 

the quote from Book V above, Rousseau explicitly says he dipped Emile’s being into 

Styx. Furthermore, Achilles is not invulnerable, as Scott (2014) suggests because 

Thetis held onto his heel when dipping him into the river Styx. Reexamining these 

passages carefully, we see Achilles has courage; it is the poets that remove it from him. 

Thus, I return to examine Emile’s connection to Achilles. 
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Following Rousseau, Achilles must represent Emile in the frontispiece to Book I. 

If Emile’s education is intended to make him like Achilles, we must wonder how Emile is 

courageous like Achilles. The key to Achilles’ courage is he knows the danger and faces 

it without imagined fear. Remember, Rousseau views courage as understanding a 

situation without enlarging our fear of the danger. Achilles is not invulnerable. He goes 

into battle knowing the danger to his life since he is aware of the prophecy of his death. 

Achilles embodies courage because he battles without enlarging his fear due to the 

prophecy. Unlike Superman, Achilles is aware of his upcoming demise.93  Thus, the 

poets misunderstand Achilles’ courage: “It is knowledge of dangers that makes us fear 

them; he who believed himself invulnerable would fear nothing. By dint of arming 

Achilles against peril, the poet takes from him the merit of valor; every other man in his 

place would have been an Achilles at the same price” (Emile 1979, 55). Achilles’ 

courage differs from Superman’s. Achilles knows he is not invulnerable. He knows by 

entering the battle against Hector that it will lead to his death. Thus, Rousseau says the 

poets are incorrect to suggest Achilles was not fearful, as this removes courage from 

him. Instead, a proper poet understands that Achilles embodies courage because when 

confronted with a known danger, and the loss of his life, he accepts his decision to do 

what will make him happy (i.e. achieving glory) while having the appropriate fear for this 

danger. 

It is not evident to the first-time reader of the Emile to see the connection 

between him to Achilles. It is only by knowing what Emile will become that we can see 
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 Superman eventually discovers his weakness to Kryptonite, which is often noted as his Achilles heel. 
The difference between Superman and Achilles, however, is Achilles knows the prophecy of how his 
weakness will kill him. Thus, he can choose to fight or live. Superman, while eventually discovering he 
has a weakness, does not have such a moment. 
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the connection. The tutor exists in this position. He knows the entire picture of Emile’s 

life from the beginning. Emile will have courage like Achilles because Emile also 

willingly accepts his demise in order to be happy. It is one thing for Emile to be a human 

that accepts the necessity of his own death (Emile 1979, 208). For Emile to overcome 

the double object, however, he must enter society. Rousseau convinces Emile to 

become a social being through the promise of romantic love. To love another, however, 

requires Emile to have courage. What will make Emile happy, Sophie, will die: “All that 

we love will escape us sooner or later, and we hold on to it as if it were going to last 

eternally. What a fright you had at the mere suspicion of Sophie’s death...She is going 

to die, my child, and perhaps before you…Nature has enslaved you to a single death. 

You are enslaving yourselves to a second…My child, there is no happiness without 

courage nor virtue without struggle” (Emile 1979, 444). Nature requires us to experience 

death once. Through loving another, however, we must now be ready to experience the 

loss of what we love. In many respects, accepting the death or loss of what we love is 

more difficult than coming to terms with our own death. As Rousseau has explained, if 

Emile remained a non-social human he would be able to accept the necessity of his 

death. The experience would only last for a short period of time and then death would 

overtake him. By placing his happiness into another, Emile has the potential to 

experience the loss of what makes him happy for a long period of time. Sophie could die 

at any moment or, even worse, she could fall out of love with him. In Rousseau’s 

unpublished work, Emile and Sophie; or, The Solitaries, we see Emile and Sophie’s life 

after the Emile. Sophie is unfaithful to Emile. Emile losses the romantic love he had and 

returns to a solitary life. Through either death or infidelity, Emile has to be prepared to 
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live the rest of his life knowing what has made him happy no longer exists. By willing 

accepting death and loss in order to achieve happiness, Emile will embody the same 

courage as Achilles. 

The remaining question from the frontispiece of Book I concerns what is Emile’s 

being “dipped” into? Achilles was dipped into Styx to make him physically invulnerable; 

what makes Emile’s being invulnerable? While the discussion of Achilles occurs during 

the discussion of doctors, medicine cannot be what Emile is “dipped” into. As shown 

earlier medicine, by making us cognizant of our mortality prematurely, destroys the 

possibility of courage. Furthermore, if Emile were made immortal he would be miserable 

(Emile 1979, 54). Instead, Emile is “dipped” into Rousseau’s method of education: “Live 

according to nature, be patient, and drive away the doctors” (Emile 1979, 82). By having 

the three sources of education coincide in one point, through different types of tutors 

that correctly educate Emile’s changing being, Rousseau arms Emile with invulnerability 

to imagination, amour-propre, and the other social vices plaguing the bourgeois. In this 

way, Rousseau drives away doctors from Emile because they would rush the 

development of his being that would prevent the necessary moral courage to achieve 

his end of happiness through romantic love.  

5.6 Conclusion 

 This chapter argues that there is a proper method of investigating science that is 

required of all humans in order for them to develop proper social and moral relations. As 

such, understanding utility and how to engage in a scientific education of self-discovery 

guided by what is useful for our being is necessary if we are going to develop proper 

social and moral relations. The scientific education, therefore, is a means to achieve the 
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end of human nature. While some ordinary minds can go only so far down this path, the 

few geniuses that nature has destined will be able to use this education to understand 

human nature, our duties, and our end. In this way, these few individuals can educate 

the rest of us, as far as possible, on these subjects through precepts.  

 In addition, this interpretation shows how science is always an important part in 

developing Emile to achieve his end. By avoiding doctors, who are unhealthy scientists, 

Emile does not prematurely learn of his mortality, which would unleash his imagination 

to extend his being beyond his faculties. If this were to occur, Emile would not be able to 

develop the necessary moral courage to willingly accept something that could harm him 

to achieve happiness. Thus, only when nature has taught Emile his own mortality would 

Rousseau possibly let a doctor see him, as the project of the Emile is over at this point. 

 Understanding the role of science in Emile’s education, therefore, is critical to 

understanding Rousseau’s political and social philosophy. The relationship of things to 

humans is an experience all contemporary humans will experience. In order to have 

healthy social and moral relationships with other humans, we must properly first develop 

our science. We can achieve this proper scientific education in an ordinary mind or a 

genius, as seen by Emile or Bacon. We cannot, however, achieve this education for an 

entire society. The Spartans were without philosophers and great scientists. It was 

through having moral and social precepts denature us, which requires the destruction of 

the scientific education, that Sparta was able to give humans a relative instead of 

absolute existence (Emile 1979, 40). The Spartan education, however, is no longer 

possible (Emile 1979, 40-41). Rousseau, therefore, finds that if we have any hope we 
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have to achieve happiness in the political, social, and moral world we have to first have 

a proper scientific education. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Turning the Scientist Towards Political Philosophy 

Rousseau is known for fostering a “cult of sincerity” (Melzer 1995). Not that I 

have been insincere during this dissertation, but I think taking a moment to be 

transparent will be helpful in concluding this work. For the better part of the past 

decade-plus, I have been interested in two questions. First, is there a relationship 

between modern science and happiness? Second, and depending on the answer to the 

previous question, what is the relationship between politics and modern science to 

achieve happiness? There are many outlets that could have brought my interest to 

these questions. For example, literature such as Brave New World, The Giver, and 

Nineteen Eighty-Four; popular entertainment like Blade Runner, Equilibrium, and the 

Black Mirror series; and real world events such as the ability to split the atom, the use of 

fossil fuels compared to environmental costs,94 the increasing use of technology to 

provide security while invading privacy, and the growth of psycho-pharmacological 

drugs all direct us to examine these questions. While, these all can have a place in 

examining the relationship between modern science, politics, and happiness, they are 

not what brought my attention to these questions.  

 The original plan for my dissertation was to examine my questions in the works of 

Francis Bacon, one of the founders of modern science. After becoming a failed natural 

scientist, I turned to Bacon to better understand the relationship between politics, 

science, and happiness. I wrote my senior thesis on this subject and hope to continue 
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 Richard S. J. Tol’s (2017) recent working paper, “The Private Benefit of Carbon and its Social Cost” 
especially is noteworthy.  
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this project in the future. Ironically, at that time, I just discovered Rousseau’s First 

Discourse but did not have the time to incorporate it into that project.  

For this project, I did spend time studying Bacon; I wrote two chapters. The first 

examines why Bacon reintroduces Christianity into Bensalem in the New Atlantis. The 

second argues what characteristics citizens require to be happy through modern 

science both in an ideal scientific society like Bensalem and in a non-ideal scientific 

society. This dissertation, however, became consumed by Rousseau. Originally what 

was supposed to be the first substantive chapter grew into an entire project. My intent 

was to have one chapter on Rousseau that would show what about the modern 

scientific project he finds makes us unhappy and how this relates to politics. Then, when 

examining Bacon’s thought, I would use his criticism to see if Bacon understood it and, 

if so, how he would respond.   

 Needless to say, Rousseau’s thoughts on the subject overtook my work on 

Bacon; so much so that this dissertation really only examines my first question. Before I 

summarize how I think this dissertation advances our understanding of the relationship 

between modern science and happiness in Rousseau’s thought, I want to provide a few 

thoughts with regards to my other question. Does Rousseau see a relationship between 

politics and modern science to achieve happiness? The answer is yes at both the 

individual- and societal-level. 

 With regards to society, science is necessary to understand human nature. We 

first have to use our reason and judgment to study nature. Only after this study can we 

return to study human nature (First Discourse 1992, 4). It would be best for our political 

rulers to invite the greatest scientific minds into their courts, as these minds would then 
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apply their genius to human affairs to increase the happiness of those who are ruled 

(First Discourse 1992, 21-22). Rousseau does not want a society to be ruled by 

technocrats; he wants philosopher-kings. These kings, however, first develop their 

faculties through natural science. While understanding “in what proportions bodies 

attract each other in a vacuum” may not greatly increase human happiness, applying 

the faculties needed to discover this to the study of human nature, our duties, and our 

ends could greatly increase human happiness (First Discourse 1992, 4; 13). Unlike 

Socrates, Newton kept his head tilted upwards; he never had a second sailing. If only 

he had been put into a position that forced him to address politics, who knows how far 

he could have advanced our knowledge concerning what really makes us happy.  

 For Rousseau to make this argument, he has to be willing to say the comforts 

science gives us through technology do not usually advance our happiness. To state 

this more bluntly, physical comforts do not always produce happiness: “In this new 

[savage] state, with a simple and solitary life, very limited needs, and the implements 

they had invented to provide for them, since men enjoyed very great leisure, they used 

it to procure many kinds of commodities unknown to their Fathers; and that was the first 

yoke they imposed on themselves without thinking about it, and the first course of the 

evils they prepared for their Descendants” (Second Discourse 1992, 46). The 

implements or tools needed to support the savage life bring rise to the sweetest 

sentiments of conjugal love and paternal love. This state, however, also produces 

leisure. Without thinking, the commodities or tools produced through this leisure put 

humans on a path away from their natural goodness. This is why Rousseau must 

distinguish between a science founded on leisure and one founded on utility. Modern 
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science, especially through the health and recovery of the body, seems to be built on 

the assumption that if we take care of our physical needs then we will be happy. I 

wonder if Bacon was so sure of this assumption; this, however, is a discussion for 

another time. Those who have inherited Bacon’s project and transformed it into the 

Enlightenment, however, are clearly dedicated only to the physical and material. The 

materialism of the Enlightenment brings about Freud’s psychology: “For Freud, by 

contrast [to Plato], sublimation is a necessary and expedient but less than happy 

escape from nature; it is necessary because what is natural would kills us, or at least 

most of us, but it is ultimately sad because this kind of deflection of desire’s true aims 

can yield at best only secondary, substitutive satisfaction” (Cooper 1999, 78). Our low 

desires means there is nothing higher. While aiming for something higher, most notably 

love, can help resolve the psychological tension of this truth, it is only a distraction. 

Rousseau’s thoughts concerning sublimation, however, are more similar to Plato than 

Freud (Cooper 1999, 79). Like the moderns, and even more radically than the likes of 

Hobbes (Strauss 1953, 268), he is dedicated to the body. What is natural to humans, 

however, is more than only the material; both men and women have a soul that longs 

for something higher (Emile 1979, 53-54; 61; 80; 93; 119; 168; 214; 234; 246; 253; 397; 

405-06). This makes the evaluation of our natural desires, through sublimation, and its 

results, such as love, natural:  

Bloom errs in interpreting that nature of Rousseau’s predicament and solution…the sublimation 
Rousseau describes is not sublimation in the narrow sense. Instead it is sublimation in the board 
sense…Sublimation in the narrow sense refers to ‘the sublime [being] made out of the 
nonsublime’; this view sees nothing naturally sublime in man, and so sublimation is not natural. 
The upward transformation of desire as Rousseau describes it, though, is natural (Cooper 1999, 
81). 
 

Amour de soi is natural. Developing faculties within our being that correspond to a 

greater or higher experience of this desire is also natural (Cooper 1999, 82-83; Emile 
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1979, 80). As a child, however, Emile lacks the faculties to engage in the upward 

transformation of his amour de soi. This is why in the same passages Rousseau warns 

against chimeras: “In order not to pursue chimeras let us not forget what is appropriate 

to our situation” (Emile 1979, 80). We must remember what is appropriate in our 

situation. As a child, Emile should not pursue chimeras. He should follow nature as his 

governor (Emile 1979, 61). Only upon the development of his faculties will Emile be in 

an appropriate situation to pursue a chimera (Emile 1979, 329). While, “It is unimportant 

whether the object I depict for [Emile] is imaginary,” it is important for Rousseau (Emile 

1979, 329). Earlier, we were told, “the entire right of nature is only a chimera if it is not 

founded on a natural need in the human heart” (Emile 1979, 235). Although Emile’s 

longing is directed by a chimera, it does not invalidate the possibility of it resting on true 

foundation of a natural need in his heart. Emile is given a precept, a chimera, 

concerning love; but a precept can rest on a true foundation even if most do not 

understand it (Emile 1979, 235).  

Yes, Rousseau rejects the classical view that eros points us to move “higher” 

through the ladder of love in hopes of achieving the only sublime life; the life of a 

philosopher. He, however, does not reject that eros points us higher: “Rousseau locates 

not just the energy but also something of the basic pattern of sublimity on the lowest, 

most primal rung of the ladder: although the high is not reducible to the low, it is 

informed by it. The state of nature never ceases to be a source of standards for judging 

even the most advanced human beings” (Cooper 1999, 80). Unlike the classical view, 

Rousseau sees humans experience wholeness by nature. They do not need to develop 

to be whole. Furthermore, Rousseau sees that wholeness can be expanded. The 
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classical view thinks there is only one type of wholeness that can be achieved. This is 

why there is a telos for the ancients but not for Rousseau. He has a standard to properly 

judge if we experience wholeness but there is no definitive end that is common to all 

individual beings. 

While not perfect, thinking of triangles helps to illustrate this point. For the 

classical view, all of what is human exists as a single and unchanging triangle. Eros, if 

correctly understood, points us to the top of that triangle (Cooper 1999, 73-75). Thus, to 

achieve wholeness we must work our way from the bottom of the triangle to the top. 

Upon reaching the top, we have achieved the end of what it means to be human. For 

Rousseau, by nature all humans are formed at the top of their triangle. It is a small 

triangle that all humans share by nature. Due to our freedom, we will expand this 

triangle to be larger. Thus, while we start with the same triangle we may pursue and 

achieve different heights. For anyone, however, to maintain their position at the top of a 

larger triangle, they must maintain the standards of harmony that exist in them by 

nature. Each individual, therefore, has a longing (i.e. eros) to maintain their position on 

the top of the triangle. The issue Rousseau sees and tries to overcome is how to 

maintain our position on the top of the triangle while expanding the triangle. The 

standard for judging if we are on top of the triangle never changes, only the size of the 

triangle changes. To what height we should aim to depend on the faculties and desires 

of our individual being. 

 The materialism of the Enlightenment science, therefore, fails to take serious a 

part of a human that needs to be developed. This is the condition the bourgeois find 

themselves in. Enlightenment science does not examine the soul; through Freud and 
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others it studies the psyche. According to this psychology, it seems the greatest sign of 

unhappiness in our mind is depression. The highest rates of depression exist in the 

Middle East and North Africa, where more than 5% of the population suffers from this 

disease (Dewey 2013). The use of antidepressants in OECD countries, however, 

outpaces these rates: “In Germany, antidepressant use had risen 46% in just four years. 

In Spain and Portugal, it rose about 20% during the same period… 11% of Americans 

over the age of 12 take an antidepressant” (Gould and Friedman 2016). If 

Enlightenment science makes us happy, why are the citizens of the countries most 

dedicated to its study suffering from so much depression? Rousseau’s answer is while 

the science of the enlightenment treats the body it forgets the soul. This is why Emile 

must not see doctors as a child. If his soul is going to develop to be healthy, he cannot 

have enlightenment science prematurely expose the necessity of his mortality. Such 

knowledge is not appropriate for Emile’s current situation. 

While science and politics can increase our happiness if scientific geniuses focus 

their talents on human matters, the likelihood of this occurring is rare. Rousseau only 

identifies Cicero and Bacon as holding this position in all of human history (First 

Discourse 1992, 21). It is possible others might have achieved this feat, but Rousseau 

does not identify them. If it is unlikely that science and politics will come together at the 

societal-level to improve our happiness, is it possible for the individual to improve their 

happiness through science and politics. The answer is yes, but to what degree depends 

on the type of mind we have. A liberal society gives us the political domain to engage in 

a private scientific education to improve our happiness or well-being. Some individuals 

have been given a natural inequality with regards to their mind; nature destines these 
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individuals, such as Bacon, Descartes, and Newton, within a liberal society to be her 

disciples (First Discourse 1992, 21; Second Discourse 1992, 18). These extraordinary 

minds can engage in a private scientific education by their own means and increase 

their own happiness. 

As the Emile shows us, even an ordinary mind can improve their well-being by 

engaging in a private scientific education. Emile, however, could not engage in this 

education alone; he needs the healthy master to guide his scientific education to 

improve his well-being. Thus, what should we ordinary minds who lack a healthy tutor 

do? What is our relationship to science and happiness? It seems we should do what we 

can to take care of our bodies. While Emile will not see a doctor, the children of the 

bourgeois should: “Do not conclude from this that I am against inoculation, for the 

reasoning on whose basis I exempt my pupil from it would ill suit your pupils. Your 

education prepares them not to escape smallpox at the time they are attacked by it. If 

you leave its coming to chance, they will probably die from it. I see that in the various 

countries inoculation is resisted the more as it becomes more necessary” (Emile 1979, 

131). Rousseau says Emile should not be vaccinated but the children of those reading 

this book should be. Clearly, he is not your common anti-vaxxer. To better understand 

why Rousseau holds this paradoxical thought we need to examine both cases. 

Emile must receive a negative education to achieve the goal of finding happiness 

within “himself” in a corrupt society. This requires that Emile not see doctors to prevent 

him from learning of his mortality: “If he is given smallpox, one will have the advantage 

of foreseeing and knowing his illness ahead of time; that is something. But if he gets it 

naturally, we will have preserved him from the doctor. This is even more” (Emile 1979, 
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131). Yes, inoculating him against smallpox is advantageous to prevent endangerment 

to his life. To do so, however, requires Emile to see the doctor. Even if the vaccine was 

100% effective, which it was not, Rousseau will not let Emile see a doctor (Emile 1979, 

54). It is more important that Emile be preserved from the premature knowledge of his 

mortality due to the doctor than the preservation of his life. To complete the overall goal 

of the Emile, therefore, Emile will not be inoculated against smallpox. 

We ordinary minds who lack a healthy tutor, however, do not receive a negative 

education. Lacking this, we are not prepared to escape smallpox without vaccination. 

Our bodies are not as strong and healthy as Emile. We need this vaccination to escape 

death. Not only do we need it to escape physical death; we need it in hopes of coming 

to accept our physical death. Remember, through his education, Emile accepts the 

necessity of his own death. Our education does not prepare us to accept this necessity; 

let alone produce a harmony between body and soul built through sexual desire and 

love, respectively, that Emile hopes to achieve. If we, the bourgeois, are going to come 

to accept the necessity of our own mortality, we need more time. Our education, even 

as a young child, has already corrupted us. If we can keep the body alive, there is hope 

we might learn find a different love than romantic love to experience a greater sentiment 

of existence. Yes, the children educated by bourgeois can never truly experience 

romantic love or love of their society, but these children still have the possibility to love 

something else. Is it likely? I would hedge to say probably not. Thus, we ordinary minds 

who lack a healthy tutor should accept the advances of science for the body because 

we are already corrupted. We still have a desire for self-preservation that we should act 
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on. Through satisfying this desire, the hope is that with the extra time we have inherited 

we will find some way to increase our well-being. 

I agree with the reader who thinks the discussion regarding the relationship 

between politics and modern science to achieve happiness here leaves more to be 

desired. The original plan was to have another substantive chapter dedicated to this 

question. Due to necessity, however, that chapter is unable to be completed. Thus, I do 

my best to provide something instead of nothing. By examining my first question, is 

there a relationship between modern science and happiness, my hope is this 

dissertation puts the reader on a path to be able to examine the relationship between 

modern science, politics, and happiness.  

Nevertheless, I suggest this dissertation makes advancements in our 

understanding regarding science and happiness within Rousseau’s thought. To achieve 

these advancements, however, I first had to return to understand Rousseau’s thoughts 

about human nature itself.  

In the second chapter, I argue the idea of “being” has not been developed and 

fully incorporated into the literature. Both being and consciousness differ from the 

sentiment of existence, as suggested by Laurence C. Cooper (2004). The literature 

argues consciousness is an internal voice, sentiment, or freedom that directs pity and 

allows for morality to develop; it is the voice of the soul (Bloom 1993, 81-82; Masters 

1968, 75-75; Melzer 1990, 16-17; 280). Cooper (1999, 9-11) differs slightly by saying it 

is a general love of order that is an innate principle but is latent until we become 

civilized. Overall, the literature agrees that consciousness is not a faculty we require to 

perform physical actions: “Much human learning lies beneath conscious awareness. 
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Indeed, there are many skills (such as athletic performance at a high level of 

proficiency) which are seriously distributed if one attempts to be fully conscious of what 

is being done…contemporary neuroscience has discovered a ‘modular’ brain in which a 

broad array of active information processing and emotion lies beyond the normal reach 

of consciousness” (Masters 1997, 124). While being exists within a human from birth, 

consciousness develops only after we begin to use our senses (Emile 1979, 39; 60). 

Being, I argue, is the fundamental part of all sentient things. It is the part of sentient 

things that houses all their faculties and desires. Through this understanding, I am able 

to show how being, the sentiment of existence, and happiness are interconnected. Our 

faculties and desires exist within our being. When our faculties and desires are in 

harmony at the highest level we can – given time, place, circumstances, and 

development – experience happiness. This is the sentiment of existence. Happiness/the 

sentiment of existence is a moving target for humans because our being can develop 

different faculties and desires. As argued in the second chapter, this means the 

sentiment existence can be experienced at different levels throughout life. This is why a 

child should receive an education that allows them to experience the happiness of their 

own situation instead of receiving an education that holds hope for only happiness in the 

future (Emile 1979, 79-80). The interpretation also helps to explain why Emile goes 

through three “second periods.” Since Kant, interpreters of Rousseau find Emile goes 

through two puberties or births (Bloom 1993, 55). Through tracing the development of 

Emile’s being, I am able to show he actually goes through three transformations (i.e. 

“second periods”). These correspond to the development of humans in the Second 

Discourse, although Emile’s development is not haphazard. In addition, this 
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interpretation assists in the argument that the tutor takes on three separate educational 

roles. 

The third chapter investigates what exists within a human’s being by nature. To 

do this, Rousseau tells us we need to make our internal sense active and given full 

range to judge what is our internal or natural being. This chapter argues that making 

something active, which Rousseau calls the active principle, means to connect our 

freedom to judgment to form a healthy judgment. While some of the literature agrees 

with this interpretation, I develop an in-depth analysis to further support that literature 

(Ake 1967; Bloch 1979; Dowling 2007; Fain 2010; Hanley 2010; Schaeffer 2014). I then 

interpret that the internal sense is applying the active principle to our reason. This 

chapter is lacks an explanation of the relationship between reason and the sentiment of 

existence, as it was not the focus. I, however, provide some thoughts concerning this 

topic to end this chapter. The remainder of the third chapter examines the struggle 

Rousseau faces to discover our internal being and what he thinks it is. I conclude there 

are four parts. They are self-preservation,95 pity, freedom, and perfectibility. Through 

examining these parts, I am able to conclude why humans have evolved so poorly. 

While humans have freedom to develop their desires and faculties, they lack an 

understanding of how to perfect these parts of their being. Thus, self-perfection is 

unlikely for most, if not all. This is why Rousseau concludes we need education from 

some other source to perfect our being. 

                                                 
95

 As I have previously discussed, there is a relationship between self-preservation and well-being. The 
natural human acts only on self-preservation. While well-being is an innate part of a human it is not 
active, which means it cannot be natural in the purest sense. This is the same way Cooper (1999, 81 fn. 
21) explains conscience. 
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In the fourth chapter, I present perhaps the most novel argument of the 

dissertation. I show the healthy tutor who develops a man’s being to find happiness in a 

corrupt society must take on three different forms. Emile’s tutor is a governor, master, 

and preceptor depending upon what second period his student is experiencing. In 

general, I cannot find any in-depth studies of the tutor in the Emile, let alone his 

multifaceted character. My interpretation shows that while the tutor takes on multiple 

roles, they are unified through the commitment to develop Emile to achieve happiness 

through romantic love. Besides developing a deeper understanding of the tutor in the 

Emile, this chapter advances the literature by showing we must use care when 

interpreting the tutor’s teachings within Rousseau’s whole thought. Since the tutor takes 

on different roles at different times, not all of his teachings conform to Rousseau’s other 

thoughts. What Rousseau thinks depends on the time, place, and circumstances those 

he is talking to. I showcase how my interpretation is helpful to the literature at-large 

through resolving why Rousseau has a different education concerning property in the 

Emile from the Second Discourse. 

In the fifth chapter, I examine the role of science in producing happiness. For all 

humans, science must be rooted in their utility for it to extend their well-being and 

happiness. I show this is consistent between Emile’s ordinary mind and the genius of 

Bacon, Descartes, and Newton as described in the First Discourse. Since strength of 

mind is naturally unequal, I then show how the proper method to engage in science is 

the same for ordinary and extraordinary minds. The only healthy way to engage in 

science is to let the master’s disciple experience through self-discovery the subjects that 

provide for their own utility. A genius is able to achieve this method without the 
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assistance of others. Emile, possessing an ordinary mind, requires a healthy master to 

manipulate his experiences to match the desires and faculties of his being. Rousseau, I 

argue, finds science is a means not an end, however, to achieve the greatest 

happiness. The study of human nature will produce the greatest happiness. It, however, 

requires a scientific mind. Thus, science is the training grounds to develop our reason 

and judgment to engage in the study of human nature. Finally, I show that while science 

is only explicitly part of Emile’s education in Book III of the Emile, it is always in the 

background. Emile is not allowed to see a doctor during Book I because this experience 

will prematurely expose him to his own mortality. If Emile comes to understand his own 

mortality as a child, he will never be able to develop a moral courage he requires to 

achieve romantic love in Book V. I examine Rousseau’s redefinition of Achilles’ 

courage, which is taking the appropriate action in a dangerous situation while have the 

correct amount of fear for that action. Emile requires this type of courage to willingly 

accept a second death, the death of Sophie. Emile has learned through avoiding the 

doctor to accept the necessity of his own death. By this and other parts of his education, 

he is able to develop a greater courage that allows him to accept the thing that makes 

him whole and happy, Sophie, will die or could leave him. 

Each chapter, therefore, makes advancements to the literature. Through 

developing Rousseau’s thought concerning being, I am able to show why his thoughts 

concerning science and happiness are so complicated. Given his political situation, that 

a healthy society like Sparta or Rome no longer exists, how science can make an 

individual happy depends on a number of factors. What are the faculties and desires of 

this individual? What type of education does this individual have? What type of 
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happiness is the individual trying to achieve; love of self, romantic love, or love of the 

beautiful? We have to answer all these questions to understand what Rousseau would 

say, which my dissertation attempts to do. 

This project, however, leaves many things unanswered. Perhaps the largest 

question requiring attention is what makes reason necessary to experience the 

sentiment of existence? Let me be clear, reason is not necessary for the first and lowest 

experience of the sentiment of existence that the natural human feels. But this 

experience can be extended to greater heights. It seems at some point, perhaps after 

the savage state of the Second Discourse, is where reason becomes necessary for this 

project. We need a judge to maintain the natural harmony between our faculties and 

desire as they develop. While we know this natural harmony through our sentiments, we 

need the “purely internal” sense to produce correct ideas to form healthy judgments of 

relations to maintain the harmony of our sentiments (Emile 1979, 157). If we are to 

experience more than the lowest sentiment of existence, we will need reason: “It is by 

the number of these ideas that the extent of our knowledge is measured. It is their 

distinctness, their clarity which constitutes the accuracy of the mind. It is the art of 

comparing them among themselves that is called human reason” (Emile 1979, 157-58). 

Sentiments are required to know the goal; reason is required for the judgment to 

achieve the goal. Most, if not all, individuals lack the ability to achieve self-perfection. 

While humans can be perfected, they require an education from someone else. Thus, 

Emile requires the reason of the tutor while the citizen requires the reason of the 

legislator. Let me again be clear, I am not saying Emile and the citizen are educated by 

reason alone. The tutor and the legislature’s education are poetic. But, reason is 
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required to produce the proper poetry for Emile and the citizen. Thus, reason becomes 

necessary for the educator but is not sufficient to achieve the education of their disciple. 

 If I am correct in this conclusion, we are left to wonder how the tutor or legislator 

experience happiness. While their reason allows them to educate others to be happy, 

Rousseau does not think the philosophic life is the highest form of life (Cooper 1999 74-

75). Kelly (1997) perhaps states it best: “Rousseau’s peculiar form of confronting being 

is to see his own restless longing reflected in the universe itself. In contemplating the 

universe he identifies his own feelings…Thus Rousseau describes a life of self-

sufficiency as the highest human happiness, but this is a life of aesthetic contemplation, 

imaginative creation, and stupefying ecstasy; it is poetic rather than a philosophy life. 

Philosophy is at most instrumental to it” (38). Rousseau prefers the artistic and poetic 

life to the philosophic life. While philosophy may be necessary to achieve the artistic life, 

it is not sufficient. The problem, however, is it seems philosophy allows one to produce 

a poetic life that leads others to be happy but it does not produce a poetry for the 

philosopher. If the poetic life is truly preferable to the philosophic, how does one escape 

into poetry after philosophy?   

Kelly (1997) describes the poetic life as a self-sufficient life. But can any human 

ever live a self-sufficient life? Even the natural human has the desire for procreation. It 

would seem if one could truly be self-sufficient, they would be a God: “A truly happy 

being is a solitary being. God alone enjoys an absolute happiness…I do not conceive 

how someone who needs nothing can love anything. I do not conceive how someone 

who loves nothing can be happy” (Emile 1979, 221). Rousseau is not a solitary being. 

He did need some things; he did love some things (Emile 1979, 351-52). Even in the 
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Reveries of the Solitary Walker, Marks (2005) finds, “Rousseau opens by describing 

himself as the ‘most sociable and loving of men’ (R, I, 995: 27). Even in the greatest 

celebration of solitude in the book, the description of the life on the island of St. Peter, 

Rousseau has company” (73). Thus, we have to wonder if one can ever truly escape 

into the poetic life: “We do not know what absolute happiness or unhappiness is. 

Everything is mixed in this life; in it one tastes no pure sentiment” (Emile 1979, 80). 

There may be moments when one tastes the happiness of the poetic life but they will 

most likely have to return to the philosophic life. As Cooper (1999) argues, the 

extension of amour de soi, which allows us to feel a greater sentiment of existence, 

requires the development of our emotional (i.e. poetic) and cognitive (i.e. philosophic) 

faculties (75). Thus, my dissertation suggests reason, modern science, and/or 

philosophy play an important role for an individual to achieve happiness. What role 

these play, however, depends on their being, time, place, and educators.  
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